
Anan College Liberal Arts and Sciences Year 2023
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Instru
ctor

Divisio
n in
Learni
ng

Ge
ne
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Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Physical Education 11111
01

School
Credit 2 2 2

Arai
Osam
u,Nak
ashim
a
Hajim
e

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Fundamental
Mathematics1

1111A
01

School
Credit 4 4 4

Taga
mi
Takan
ori,Ku
shida
Masah
iro,Ya
mada
Kohtar
o,Nishi
mori
Yasuhi
to,Uki
da
Takuy
a,End
o
Kenta

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Mathematics A 1111A
02

School
Credit 2 2 2

Taga
mi
Takan
ori,Ku
shida
Masah
iro,Ya
mada
Kohtar
o,Nishi
mori
Yasuhi
to,Uki
da
Takuy
a

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Physics1 1111B
02

School
Credit 1 2

Matsu
o
Toshih
iro,So
noda
Akihik
o

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Chemistry 1 1111D
02

School
Credit 1 2

Yama
da
Yohei,
Sonod
a
Akihik
o

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Integrated Science 1111F
01

School
Credit 2 4

Matsu
o
Toshih
iro,So
noda
Akihik
o,Yosh
imura
Hirosh
i,Ota
Naoto
mo,Ya
mada
Yohei

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Japanese 1111G
01

School
Credit 2 2 2

Nishik
ori
Hirofu
mi

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

English 1 1111H
01

School
Credit 2 2 2 Fujii

Hiromi



Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

English A 1111H
02

School
Credit 2 2 2

Tanina
ka
Toshih
iro

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Introduction to
English
Communication

1111H
03

School
Credit 2 2 2

Christ
opher
Prowa
nt,Oga
sawar
a
Maiko

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Ethics 1111I
01

School
Credit 2 2 2 Fujii

Taketo

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Japanese I 1131G
01

School
Credit 4 4 4 Yazaki

Mitsuo

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Japanese
Conversation I

1131G
02

School
Credit 4 4 4 Yazaki

Mitsuo

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Japanese Writing I 1131G
03

School
Credit 2 2 2 Yazaki

Mitsuo

Ge
ne
ral

El
ec
tiv
e

Fine Art，Design 11912
01

School
Credit 2 2 2 Koduki

Kayo

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Physical Education 11121
01

School
Credit 2 2 2

Arai
Osam
u,Nak
ashim
a
Hajim
e

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Fundamental
Mathematics 2

1112A
01

School
Credit 4 4 4

Taga
mi
Takan
ori,Ku
shida
Masah
iro,Ya
mada
Kohtar
o,Nishi
mori
Yasuhi
to,Uki
da
Takuy
a

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Mathematics B 1112A
11

School
Credit 2 2 2

Taga
mi
Takan
ori,Ku
shida
Masah
iro,Ya
mada
Kohtar
o,Nishi
mori
Yasuhi
to,Uki
da
Takuy
a

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Physics2 1112B
02

School
Credit 2 2 2

Sonod
a
Akihik
o

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Chemistry2 1112D
02

School
Credit 2 2 2

Yama
da
Yohei,
Ueda
Kohei,
Otani
Takas
hi



Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Japanese 1112G
01

School
Credit 2 2 2 Tsuboi

Taiji

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

English 2 1112H
01

School
Credit 2 2 2 Fukui

Ryuta

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

English B 1112H
11

School
Credit 2 2 2

Katsuf
uji
Kazuk
o

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

English Conversation 1112H
21

School
Credit 2 2 2

Christ
opher
Prowa
nt

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Public 1112I
32

School
Credit 2 2 2

Imada
Hiroyu
ki

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

History 1112I
51

School
Credit 2 2 2

Imada
Hiroyu
ki,Ha
mada
Kaori

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Japanese II 1132G
01

School
Credit 4 4 4 Yazaki

Mitsuo

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Japanese
Conversation II

1132G
02

School
Credit 2 2 2 Yazaki

Mitsuo

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Japanese Writing II 1132G
03

School
Credit 2 2 2 Yazaki

Mitsuo

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Physical Education 11131
01

School
Credit 2 2 2

Arai
Osam
u,Nak
ashim
a
Hajim
e

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Differential and
Integral Calculus

1113A
01

School
Credit 2 2 2

Taga
mi
Takan
ori,Ku
shida
Masah
iro,Ya
mada
Kohtar
o,Nishi
mori
Yasuhi
to,Uki
da
Takuy
a

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Linear Algebra 1113A
12

School
Credit 2 2 2

Taga
mi
Takan
ori,Ku
shida
Masah
iro,Ya
mada
Kohtar
o,Nishi
mori
Yasuhi
to,Uki
da
Takuy
a,End
o
Kenta



Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Physics 3 1113B
01

School
Credit 2 2 2

Matsu
o
Toshih
iro

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Japanese 1113G
01

School
Credit 1 2

Tsuboi
Taiji,N
ishikor
i
Hirofu
mi

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

English 3 1113H
01

School
Credit 2 2 2

Katsuf
uji
Kazuk
o,Tani
naka
Toshih
iro,Ta
nigaw
a
Naoko

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

English Composition 1113H
31

School
Credit 2 2 2

Fujii
Hiromi
,Yama
da
Maho,
Fukui
Ryuta

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Geography 1113I
41

School
Credit 2 2 2

Imada
Hiroyu
ki,Miy
amoto
Kakuw
a

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Japanese III 1133G
01

School
Credit 1 2

Miyos
hi
Haruk
o

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Japanese
Conversation III

1133G
02

School
Credit 1 2

Miyos
hi
Haruk
o

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Japanese and
Japanese Culture

1133I
01

School
Credit 1 2

Imada
Hiroyu
ki

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Comprehensive
English 1

1114H
41

Acade
mic
Credit

2 2

Katsuf
uji
Kazuk
o,Fujii
Hiromi

Ge
ne
ral

Co
m
pu
lso
ry

Advanced lecture on
Japanese

1134G
11

School
Credit 2 2 2

Nishik
ori
Hirofu
mi

Ge
ne
ral

El
ec
tiv
e

Physical Education 11941
01

School
Credit 1 1 1

Arai
Osam
u,Nak
ashim
a
Hajim
e

Ge
ne
ral

El
ec
tiv
e

English Vocabulary
and Grammar 1

11942
02

School
Credit 1 2

Taniga
wa
Naoko

Ge
ne
ral

El
ec
tiv
e

English Vocabulary
and Grammar 2

11942
03

School
Credit 1 2

Ogasa
wara
Maiko

Ge
ne
ral

El
ec
tiv
e

Philosophy 11946
01

School
Credit 2 2 2 Fujii

Taketo

Ge
ne
ral

El
ec
tiv
e

Law 11946
11

School
Credit 2 2 2

Imada
Hiroyu
ki

Ge
ne
ral

El
ec
tiv
e

Fundamental Physics 1194B
11

School
Credit 2 2 2

Sonod
a
Akihik
o



Ge
ne
ral

El
ec
tiv
e

Physical Education 11951
01

School
Credit 1 2

Arai
Osam
u,Nak
ashim
a
Hajim
e

Ge
ne
ral

El
ec
tiv
e

Comprehensalve
English 2

11952
11

Acade
mic
Credit

2 2

Tanina
ka
Toshih
iro,Fu
kui
Ryuta

Ge
ne
ral

El
ec
tiv
e

German 11953
01

School
Credit 1 2 Fukui

Ryuta

Ge
ne
ral

El
ec
tiv
e

Chinese 11953
02

School
Credit 1 2 Zhao

Tong

Ge
ne
ral

El
ec
tiv
e

Russian 11953
03

School
Credit 1 2

Tanina
ka
Toshih
iro

Ge
ne
ral

El
ec
tiv
e

Japanese
Communication

11955
02

Acade
mic
Credit

2 2 Tsuboi
Taiji

Ge
ne
ral

El
ec
tiv
e

Japaneseliteraryart 11955
03

Acade
mic
Credit

2 2
Nishik
ori
Hirofu
mi

Ge
ne
ral

El
ec
tiv
e

Japanese Language
and Culture 1

11955
04

School
Credit 1 2 Tsuboi

Taiji

Ge
ne
ral

El
ec
tiv
e

Japanese Language
and Culture 2

11955
05

School
Credit 1 2

Nishik
ori
Hirofu
mi



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Physical Education

Course Information
Course Code 1111101 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 1st
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials None/none

Instructor Arai Osamu,Nakashima Hajime
Course Objectives
1. Able to cooperate with each other and actively participate in the activity.
2. Able to acquire motor skills and physical strength according to one's own abilities.
3. Able to exercise and perform activities while paying attention to safety.
Rubric

Ideal achievement level
(superior)

Standard achievement level
(good)

Minimum achievement level
(acceptable)

Achievement Goal 1
Able to appropriately judge the
actions to be taken by oneself
and friends, participate in
preparations and activities.

Able to judge the actions to be
taken by oneself, participate in
preparations and activities while
cooperating with others.

Able to  participate in
preparations and activities fit in
with others.

Achievement Goal 2
Able to understand one's own
abilities, create appropriate
programs, and acquire motor
skills and physical strength.

Able to judge the actions to be
taken by oneself, devise
exercises and games while
cooperating with others, and
participate in activities.

Able to follow programs shown
by instructors and work to
acquire motor skills and physical
strength.

Achievement Goal 3

Able to consider the safety of
not only oneself but also others
during activities and take
actions to avoid danger as
needed.

Able to consider the safety of
oneself during activities and
take actions to avoid danger as
needed.

Able to consider safety
according to the directions
given by the instructors.

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method

Outline

Through exercise, students will experience the fun and joy of exercise, acquire the skills necessary for
exercise, and improve their physical strength. At the same time, students will develop an attitude of
enthusiastically engaging in exercise and developing a lifelong familiarity with exercise. In terms of lifelong
sports, this particular class let students choose events according to their abilities and interests and emphasize
learning while devising exercises and cooperating so that exercises can be practiced safely and enjoyably.

Style
The rules of each event are explained, the basic skills are acquired, and the game is practiced in a step-by-
step.
Class time: 60 hours

Notice

Please always try to manage your health and avoid sitting out of or missing class due to sickness such as
colds.
Please exercise in the gym clothes specified by the school.
Events may be changed due to unavoidable circumstances such as weather.
Please do not miss the athletic competition during the first term as this is included in the class hours.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Basketball Able to understand and explain the rules of
basketball.

2nd Basketball Able to understand and explain the rules of
basketball.

3rd Basketball Able to acquire individual skills such as passing,
dribbling, and shooting.

4th Basketball Able to acquire individual skills such as passing,
dribbling, and shooting.

5th Basketball Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game.

6th Volleyball Able to understand and explain the rules of
Volleyball.

7th Volleyball Able to understand and explain the rules of
Volleyball.

8th Volleyball Able to acquire individual skills such as serve,
pass, and spike.

2nd
Quarter

9th Volleyball Able to acquire individual skills such as serve,
pass, and spike.

10th Volleyball Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game.

11th Event selection and practice Able to practice the game in cooperation with
others in the selected event.



12th Event selection and practice Able to practice the game in cooperation with
others in the selected event.

13th Athletic competition Able to play the game while cooperating with
colleagues in the participating event.

14th Athletic competition Able to play the game while cooperating with
colleagues in the participating event.

15th Athletic competition Able to play the game while cooperating with
colleagues in the participating event.

16th

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Table tennis Able to understand and explain the rules of table
tennis.

2nd Table tennis Able to acquire individual skills such as service,
receive, and smash.

3rd Table tennis Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game.

4th Table tennis Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game.

5th Table tennis Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game.

6th New sports Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game　with participate proactively.

7th New sports Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game　with participate proactively.

8th New sports Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game　with participate proactively.

4th
Quarter

9th New sports Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game　with participate proactively.

10th New sports Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game　with participate proactively.

11th Event selection and practice Able to practice the game in cooperation with
others in the selected event.

12th Event selection and practice Able to practice the game in cooperation with
others in the selected event.

13th Event selection and practice Able to practice the game in cooperation with
others in the selected event.

14th Event selection and practice Able to practice the game in cooperation with
others in the selected event.

15th Event selection and practice Able to practice the game in cooperation with
others in the selected event.

16th
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 0 0 0 0 0 100 100
Basic
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 100 100



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title

Fundamental
Mathematics1

Course Information
Course Code 1111A01 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 4
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 1st
Term Year-round Classes per Week 4
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

"Mathematics I, Mathematics II" (Suken Shuppan)/ Chart Mathematics I+A, II (Suken Shuppan), Practice Drill
Mathematics I, II (Suken Shuppan)

Instructor Tagami Takanori,Kushida Masahiro,Yamada Kohtaro,Nishimori Yasuhito,Ukida Takuya,Endo Kenta
Course Objectives
1. Able to conduct basic calculations of polynomials.
2. Able to understand quadratic functions and solve quadratic inequalities.
3. Able to understand trigonometric functions and be able to calculate them.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1 Able to expand and factor
equations.

Able to calculate standard
polynomials.

Able to calculate basic
polynomials.

Achievement 2
Able to solve problems using
quadratic equations and
quadratic inequalities for
specific phenomena.

Able to understand quadratic
functions and be able to solve
quadratic equations and
quadratic inequalities.

Able to solve basic quadratic
equations and quadratic
inequalities.

Achievement 3
Able to use trigonometric
functions to solve problems for
specific specific phenomena.

Able to solve standard
equations and inequalities
involving trigonometric
functions.

Able to solve basic equations
and inequalities involving
trigonometric functions.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 B-2
Teaching Method

Outline
Mathematics is a fundamental subject in technical colleges. In Fundamental Mathematics 1, students acquire
basic knowledge and skills in equations and inequalities, quadratic functions, figures and measurements, and
trigonometric functions.

Style 120 hours of class time

Notice

1. Establish methods that allow you to concentrate in class and learn efficiently. Preparation and review are
essential.
2. Studying for regular examinations is, of course, important, but do not neglect the normal quizzes and
submissions.
3. Strictly adhere to submission deadlines for submitted materials such as assignments.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st 1.1 Formula Calculation Able to calculate addition, subtraction, and
multiplication of polynomial expressions.

2nd 1.1 Formula Calculation Able to factor using formulas.
3rd 1.1 Formula Calculation Able to factor complex expressions.

4th 1.2 Real Number Able to understand the properties of real
numbers.

5th 1.2 Real Number Able to calculate expressions involving root signs.
6th 1.3 First-order  Inequality Able to solve first order inequalities.

7th 1.3 First-order Inequality Able to use first-order inequalities to solve familiar
problems.

8th 1st Semester Midterm Examination

2nd
Quarter

9th 2.1 Quadratic Functions and Graphs Able to find the maximum and minimum values of
a function from a graph.

10th 2.1 Quadratic Functions and Graphs Able to draw graphs of common quadratic
functions.

11th 2.1 Quadratic Functions and Graphs Able to find the maximum and minimum values of
quadratic functions.

12th 2.2 Quadratic Equations and Quadratic
Inequalities Able to solve quadratic equations.

13th 2.2 Quadratic Equations and Quadratic
Inequalities

Able to classify solutions to quadratic equations
using discriminant.

14th 2.2 Quadratic Equations and Quadratic
Inequalities

Able to examine the characteristics of graphs of
quadratic functions using discriminant.

15th 2.2 Quadratic Equations and Quadratic
Inequalities Able to solve quadratic inequalities.

16th 1st Semester Final Examination



2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st 3.1 Trigonometric Ratio Able to understand sine, cosine, and tangent.

2nd 3.1 Trigonometric Ratio Able to find the value of the sine, cosine, and
tangent.

3rd 3.1 Trigonometric Ratio Able to extend the definition of trigonometric
ratios.

4th 3.2 Applications to Triangles Able to use the sine theorem.
5th 3.2 Applications to Triangles Able to use the cosine theorem.
6th 3.2 Applications to Triangles Able to utilize the sine and cosine theorems.

7th 3.2 Applications to Triangles Able to find the area of a triangle using
trigonometric ratios.

8th 2nd Semester Midterm Examination

4th
Quarter

9th 4.1 Trigonometric Function Able to understand the arc degree method.

10th 4.1 Trigonometric Function Able to find the values of various trigonometric
functions.

11th 4.1 Trigonometric Function Able to understand the properties of trigonometric
functions.

12th 4.1 Trigonometric Function Able to draw graphs of trigonometric functions.

13th 4.1 Trigonometric Function Able to solve equations and inequalities involving
trigonometric functions.

14th 4.2 Addition Theorem Able to find the value of a trigonometric function
using addition theorem.

15th 4.2 Addition Theorem Able to use formulas derived from addition
theorem.

16th 2nd Semester Final Examination
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

midterm/final
exam quiz portfolio presentation/attit

ude other Total

Subtotal 80 0 20 0 0 100
Basic Proficiency 80 0 20 0 0 100
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Mathematics A

Course Information
Course Code 1111A02 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 1st
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

"Mathematics A, Mathematics I, Mathematics II" (Suken Shuppan)/ Chart Mathematics I+A, II (Suken
Shuppan), Practice Drill Mathematics A, I, II (Suken Shuppan)

Instructor Tagami Takanori,Kushida Masahiro,Yamada Kohtaro,Nishimori Yasuhito,Ukida Takuya
Course Objectives
1. Able to perform calculations on permutations and combinations.
2. Able to perform calculations on probabilities.
3. Able to perform calculations on  exponential and logarithmic functions.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
Able to perform complex
calculations of the number of
cases, permutations and
combinations.

Able to perform standard
calculations of the number of
cases, permutations and
combinations.

Able to perform basic
calculations of the number of
cases, permutations and
combinations.

Achievement 2
Able to peform complex
calculations related to
probability.

Able to perform standard
calculations related to
probability.

Able to perform basic
calculations related to
probability.

Achievement 3
Able to perform complex
calculations of exponential and
logarithmic functions.

Able to perform standard
calculations of exponential and
logarithmic functions.

Able to perform basic
calculations of exponential and
logarithmic functions.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 B-2
Teaching Method
Outline Mathematics is a fundamental subject in technical colleges. In Mathematics A, students learn about sets,

propositions, the number of cases, probability, exponential and logarithmic functions.
Style 120 hours of class time

Notice

1. Establish methods that allow you to concentrate in class and learn efficiently. Preparation and review are
essential.
2. Studying for regular examinations is, of course, important, but do not neglect the normal quizzes and
submissions.
3. Strictly adhere to submission deadlines for submitted materials such as assignments.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st 1.1 Sets Able to understand sets.

2nd 1.1 Sets Able to understand complementary set and de
Morgan's law.

3rd 1.2 Number of Cases Able to understand the elements of a set.

4th 1.2 Number of Cases Able to understand the number of elements in a
set.

5th 1.2 Number of Cases Able to calculate basic permutations.
6th 1.2 Number of Cases Able to calculate various permutations.
7th 1.2 Number of Cases Able to calculate basic combinations.
8th 1st Semester Midterm Examination

2nd
Quarter

9th 1.2 Number of Cases Able to calculate various combinations.
10th 1.3 Probability Able to understand events and probabilities.

11th 1.3 Probability Able to understand the basic properties of
probability.

12th 1.3 Probability Able to calculate the probability of independent
trials.

13th 1.3 Probability Able to calculate the probability of various
independent trials.

14th 1.3 Probability Able to calculate the probability of repeated trials.

15th 1.3 Probability Able to calculate the probability of various
repeated trials.

16th 1st Semester Final Examination

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st 2. Proposition and Condition Able to understand propositions and conditions.

2nd 2. Proposition and Condition Able to understand necessary and sufficient
conditions.

3rd 2. Proposition and Condition Able to understand propositions and proofs.
4th 3.1 Exponential Function Able to understand the exponential law.



5th 3.1 Exponential Function Able to calculate radical roots.

6th 3.1 Exponential Function Able to understand the exponential law where
exponents are rational numbers.

7th 3.1 Exponential Function Able to extend the exponential law.
8th 2nd Semester Midterm Examination

4th
Quarter

9th 3.1 Exponential Function Able to perform calculations related to extensions
of the exponential law.

10th 3.1 Exponential Function Able to understand the relationship between
exponential functions and their graphs.

11th 3.1 Exponential Function Able to solve equations and inequalities involving
exponential functions.

12th 3.2 Logarithmic Function Able to understand the relationship between
exponents and logarithms.

13th 3.2 Logarithmic Function Able to understand logarithms and their
properties.

14th 3.2 Logarithmic Function Able to understand the relationship between
logarithmic functions and their graphs.

15th 3.2 Logarithmic Function Able to solve equations and inequalities involving
logarithmic functions.

16th 2nd Semester Final Examination
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

midterm/final
exam quiz portfolio presentation/attit

ude othe Total

Subtotal 80 0 20 0 0 100
Basic Proficiency 80 0 20 0 0 100
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Physics1

Course Information
Course Code 1111B02 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 1
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 1st
Term Second Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Comprehensive Physics 1 (SUKEN), Lead alpha workbook (SUKEN),

Instructor Matsuo Toshihiro,Sonoda Akihiko
Course Objectives
Through physics, students develop the ability to think about natural phenomena systematically and logically. Also, students acquire
the physical viewpoints and ways of thinking that will enable them to scientifically elucidate a wide range of natural phenomena.
Furthermore, students recognize that physics is an extremely important foundation for the study of engineering and that it is
essential knowledge for the development of science and technology in many fields of engineering.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimal Level
Achievement 1
Achievement 2
Achievement 3
Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 B-3
Teaching Method

Outline

Physics is a discipline developed to explore natural phenomena, and its results have taken root not only in the
basic sciences but also as a foundation for engineering fields.
In this course, students develop the ability to think about natural phenomena systematically and logically
through physics. Also students acquire a physical viewpoint and way of thinking to scientifically elucidate a
wide range of natural phenomena.
In the first year, students focus on mechanics.

Style

Students are expected to speak up actively in the lectures and ask questions that they do not understand or
have questions about. Also, actively discuss with your friends and seniors. The cycle of
preparation→lecture→review is important so that students can quantitatively understand their level of
understanding. The textbook is very carefully written, so students should read the textbook by themselves
and try to fill in the gaps between the lines. The students should study various reference books on how to
solve the exercises and learn how to solve the problems in a way that they can understand.
【Class time:30 hours】

Notice
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning ☑  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

4th
Quarter

9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)
Examination Quiz Portfolio Behavior Other Total

Subtotal 60 20 20 0 0 100
Basic Proficiency 50 20 20 0 0 90
Specialized
Proficiency 10 0 0 0 0 10

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Chemistry 1

Course Information
Course Code 1111D02 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 1
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 1st
Term Second Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

化学基礎（第一学習社）、フォローアップドリル化学基礎（数研出版）、新課程 リードα化学基礎+化学（数研出版）、
新課程 化学図録（数研出版）

Instructor Yamada Yohei,Sonoda Akihiko
Course Objectives
After taking this course, you will be able to
1. Link and explain the concept of chemical bonding and the properties of substances.
2. describe the names and chemical formulas of typical ions and chemical substances.
3. determine the coefficients of chemical reaction equations and to be able to treat chemical reactions quantitatively based on these
coefficients.
4. explain two definitions of pH (Arrhenius, Bronsted Lowry) and write a typical neutralization reaction equation.
5. explain the principles of titration experiments and titration curves for neutralization reactions.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1

You are able to explain
covalent, ionic, and metallic
bonding and their associated
concepts (polarity, crystals,
etc.), precisely. You are able to
solve workbook at least 90%.

You are able to explain
covalent, ionic, and metallic
bonding and their associated
concepts (polarity, crystals,
etc.). Be able to solve workbook
about 70%.

You are able to explain
covalent, ionic, and metallic
bonding and their associated
concepts (polarity, crystals,
etc.), partially. You are able to
solve workbook about 50%.

Achievement 2

You are able to remember and
write at least 90% of the names
and chemical formulas of the
substances listed in the
textbook.

You are able to remember and
write at least 70% of the names
and chemical formulas of the
substances listed in the
textbook.

You are able to remember and
write at least 50% of the names
and chemical formulas of the
substances listed in the
textbook.

Achievement 3

You are able to determine the
coefficients of chemical reaction
equations and explain
quantitative relationships based
on coefficients. You are able to
calculate quantitative
relationships for reactions with
excesses and deficiencies as
well as reactions without
excesses and deficiencies.
(90%)

You are able to determine the
coefficients of chemical reaction
equations and explain
quantitative relationships based
on coefficients. You are able to
calculate quantitative
relationships for reactions with
excesses and deficiencies as
well as reactions without
excesses and deficiencies.
(70%)

You are able to determine the
coefficients of chemical reaction
equations and explain
quantitative relationships based
on coefficients. You are able to
calculate quantitative
relationships for reactions with
excesses and deficiencies as
well as reactions without
excesses and deficiencies.
(50%)

Achievement 4
You are able to explain two
definitions of pH. You are able
to solve applied leval pH
problems in textbook.

You are able to explain a
definition of pH. You are able to
solve standard leval pH
problems in textbook.

You are able to explain a
definition of pH by review. You
are able to solve basic leval pH
problems in textbook.

Achievement 5

In neutralization titration, you
are able to predict and explain
the quantitative relationship and
the shape of the titration curve
from the reaction equation.

In neutralization titration, you
are able to predict and explain
the quantitative relationship and
the shape of the titration curve
from the reaction equation with
small hints.

In neutralization titration, you
are able to calculate
quantitative relationships and
discuss the shape of titration
curves with students.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 B-3
Teaching Method

Outline

Based on the knowledge acquired in the previous semester's Fundamentals of Science and Engineering, the
course will further advance the study of chemistry. Since many important words and concepts related to
chemistry will be introduced, students should memorize the meanings of the words and phrases by repeating
them until they are able to explain them themselves. In addition, students should acquire the ability to handle
chemical reactions quantitatively.

Style
Basically, the class will proceed in a cycle of explanations and exercises. During the exercises, students are
expected to concentrate on solving the problems and to actively discuss any questions they do not
understand.

Notice
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st covalent vonds
You are able to explain the principle of covalent
bonding. Can assemble simple molecules using
molecular models.

2nd covalent vonds You are able to write electronic and structural
formulas for simple substances.

3rd coordinate bond, polarity You are able to explain coordination bonds and
molecular polarity.



4th forces among the molecules,
You are able to explain the characteristics of
molecular crystals. To be able to explain the
forces acting between polar molecules.

5th atomic weight, molecular weight, formula weight You are able to explain the concepts of atomic,
molecular, and formula quantities.

6th amount of substance You are able to perform simple calculations using
quantities of matter.

7th definition of concentration You are able to explain the definition of solution
concentration and calculate concentration.

8th midterm exam

4th
Quarter

9th reaction formula You are able to determine the coefficients of
chemical reaction equations

10th reaction formula You are able to determine the coefficients of
chemical reaction equations

11th quantitative relations of chemical reactions
You are able to solve simple computational
problems involving quantitative relationships in
chemical reaction formulas.

12th quantitative relations of chemical reactions
You are able to solve simple computational
problems involving quantitative relationships in
chemical reaction formulas.

13th acids and bases You are able to explain the definitions of acids and
bases.

14th acids and bases You are able to explain the quantitative
relationship of neutralization reactions.

15th acids and bases
You are able to explain the principle of operation
of neutralization titration experiments, and
perform titration experiments.

16th acids and bases
You are able to give a brief explanation of
neutralization titration curves and indicator
selection.

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio quiz Total

Subtotal 60 0 0 0 20 20 100
Basic
Proficiency 60 0 0 0 20 20 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Integrated Science

Course Information
Course Code 1111F01 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 1st
Term First Semester Classes per Week 4
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

総合物理１（数研），リードα問題集物理（数研出版），化学基礎（第一学習社），リードα問題集化学（数研出版
），地学基礎（啓林舘），生物基礎（東京書籍）

Instructor Matsuo Toshihiro,Sonoda Akihiko,Yoshimura Hiroshi,Ota Naotomo,Yamada Yohei
Course Objectives
Fundamentals of Science and Engineering: You are able to perform basic treatment of quantities and units covered in engineering
and natural sciences.
Physics: You are able to perform basic calculations using Newton's three laws with respect to the motion of objects.
Chemistry: You are able to understand the properties and changes of substances around them from a chemical perspective
(chemical bonding and amount of substance).
Geology: You are able to understand the surface and internal structure of the earth and explain seismic activity at plate boundaries.
Biology: You are able to understand the evolution of living organisms, diversity and ecosystems, and explain the causes of global
environmental problems and conservation measures.

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Fundamentals of Science and
Engineering

You are able to understand the
principles and handle freely the
quantities and units covered in
engineering and natural
sciences.

You are able to deal with typical
problems related to quantities
and units covered in
engineering and natural
sciences.

You are able to deal with basic
problems related to quantities
and units covered in
engineering and natural
sciences.

Physics
You are able to explain velocity
and acceleration, derive the
oblique projection formula, and
solve applied problems.

You are able to explain velocity
and acceleration, derive the
oblique projection formula, and
solve basic problems.

You are able to explain velocity
and acceleration and apply the
oblique projection formula to
solve basic problems.

Chemistry

You are able to explain the
properties of substances around
us and their changes using
chemical perspectives (chemical
bonding and amount of
substance) and apply them to
problem solving.

You are able to explain the
properties of substances around
us and their changes using a
chemical perspective (chemical
bonding and amount of
substance).

You are able to understand the
properties of substances around
us and their changes using a
chemical perspective (chemical
bonding and amount of
substance).

Geology
You are able to describe the
surface and internal structure of
the earth and explain seismic
activity at plate boundaries.

You are able to understand the
surface and internal structure of
the Earth and explain seismic
activity at plate boundaries.

You are able to understand the
surface and internal structure of
the Earth and seismic activity at
plate boundaries.

Biology

You are able to understand the
evolution and diversity of living
organisms and ecosystems, and
are able to conduct
environmental conservation
activities to achieve a
sustainable society.

You are able to understand the
evolution and diversity of living
organisms and ecosystems, and
be able to explain the causes
and effects of global
environmental problems and
conservation measures.

You are able to understand the
evolution and diversity of
organisms and ecosystems, and
understand the impact of
environmental problems on
organisms and conservation
measures.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 B-3
Teaching Method

Outline

Through comprehensive study of science, students will develop the ability to think about natural phenomena
in a systematic and logical manner, and acquire the views and ideas necessary for the scientific elucidation of
a wide range of natural phenomena. Physics, chemistry, biology, and geology are extremely important
foundations for the study of engineering, and the objective is to acquire the knowledge and background
essential for the development of science and technology in many fields.

Style
The order of classes will be Basic Science and Engineering (Weeks 1-2), Geology and Biology (Weeks 3-7),
and Physics and Chemistry (Weeks 9 and onward).
Class hours: 60 hours

Notice Grading for Earth Science and Biology will be based on report assignments. (10% each)
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning ☑  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Fundamentals of Science and Engineering:
Significant figures

Understand how to handle numerical values and
be able to calculate numbers taking into account
the number of significant digits.

2nd Fundamentals of Science and Engineering:
Numerical values and units

Understand the meaning of numerical values and
be able to assign units to various physical
quantities.



3rd Geology: Space and Earth
Biology: Biological Evolution and Biodiversity

Geology: Understand the appearance of the earth
and be able to describe geological events on the
earth's surface and in its interior.
Biology: Know the structure of living organisms
and understand their evolution and diversity.

4th Geology: Space and Earth
Biology: Biological Evolution and Biodiversity

Geology: Understand the appearance of the earth
and be able to describe geological events on the
earth's surface and in its interior.
Biology: Know the structure of living organisms
and understand their evolution and diversity.

5th Geology: Atmosphere and Ocean
Biology: Biological Evolution and Biodiversity

Geology: Understand the appearance of the earth
and be able to describe geological events on the
earth's surface and in its interior.
Biology: Know the structure of living organisms
and understand their evolution and diversity.

6th
Geology: Atmosphere and Ocean
Biology: Human Activities and Preservation of the
Global Environment

Geology: To be able to explain basic phenomena
in the earth's atmosphere and hydrosphere.
Biology: Understand the components of
ecosystems and their relationships, and explain
the causes and effects of global environmental
problems and conservation measures.

7th
Geology: Atmosphere and Ocean
Biology: Human Activities and Preservation of the
Global Environment

Geology: To be able to explain basic phenomena
in the earth's atmosphere and hydrosphere.
Biology: Understand the components of
ecosystems and their relationships, and explain
the causes and effects of global environmental
problems and conservation measures.

8th midterm exam

2nd
Quarter

9th Physics: displacement, velocity, acceleration
Chemistry: Composition of matter

Physics: You are able to explain the definitions of
displacement, velocity, and acceleration
Chemistry: You are able to explain the difference
between mixtures and pure substances, and how
to separate and produce mixtures.

10th Physics: displacement, velocity, acceleration
Chemistry: Composition of matter

Physics: You are able to explain displacement of
plane motion.
Chemistry: You are able to explain terms such as
compounds and units, isotopes, and the three
states of matter.

11th Physics: displacement, velocity, acceleration
Chemistry: Structure of atoms

Physics: You are able to solve relative velocity
problems.
Chemistry: You are able to explain the structure
of atoms and the concept of electron
configuration.

12th Physics: displacement, velocity, acceleration
Chemistry: atomic structure, periodic table

Physics: You are able to solve problems by
applying the formula for equal-acceleration linear
motion.
Chemistry: You are able to explain the
relationship between the periodic table and
electron configuration.

13th Physics: Motion of falling bodies
Chemistry: Periodic Table

Physics: You are able to solve problems of free
fall and vertical projection
Chemistry: You are able to explain words and
phrases such as family and period, metallic and
non-metallic elements.

14th Physics: Motion of falling bodies
Chemistry: Chemical bonding

Physics: You are able to solve horizontal and
oblique projection problems.
Chemistry: You are able to give an overview of
chemical bonding.

15th Physics: various forces
Chemistry: Ionization, ionic bonding

Physics: You are able to explain the nature of
gravity, elastic forces, and frictional forces.
Chemistry: You are able to explain the formation
of ionization and the energies required for
ionization. Explain ionic bonding and describe
compositional equations.

16th Return of final examination
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation/Beh
avior mini exam Other Portfolio Total

Subtotal 40 10 20 10 20 100
Basic Proficiency 30 10 20 10 20 90
Specialized
Proficiency 10 0 0 0 0 10

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Japanese

Course Information
Course Code 1111G01 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 1st
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

 KOSEN Japanese Ability Ⅰ（ANAN KOSEN）　／　Joyo kanji  Daburu Kuria for Common Use Double
Clear（Shobun Shuppan）

Instructor Nishikori Hirofumi
Course Objectives
1.Able to collect and organize information and make an oral presentation in a well-structured manner.
2.Able to produce practical texts with the appropriate style and wording for the purpose.
3. Understand the expressions of ancient and Chinese texts and be able to explain their meanings and contents.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1

Able to collect and organize
information appropriately and
make oral presentations with
logical organization and
appropriate expression skills.

Able to Collect and organize
information appropriately and
present it orally in a logical
structure.

Able to collect and organize
information and make an oral
presentation in a well-
structured manner.

Achievement 2
Able to produce practical texts
in an immediate and responsive
manner, using appropriate style
and language for the purpose.

Able to produce practical texts
with appropriate style and
wording for their intended
purpose.

Able to produce practical texts
with the appropriate style and
wording for the purpose.

Achievement 3

 Understand the expressions of
ancient and Chinese texts, and
be able to explain the meaning
and content appropriately,
adding one's own ideas.

Understand the expressions of
ancient and Chinese texts, and
be able to appropriately explain
their meanings and contents.

Understand the expressions of
ancient and Chinese texts and
be able to explain their
meanings and contents.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-2
Teaching Method

Outline
The purpose of this course is to enable students to communicate effectively and express themselves
independently, including a higher level of understanding, flexible ideas and thinking, and rich oral expression,
for a wide range of Japanese, including those related to science and technology.

Style Classes will be based on learning and practicing written expression. In addition, students will study Kanji
characters in order to develop their ability of expression and comprehension. Class hours: 60 hours

Notice Students should prepare their own books (excluding comics, magazines, and textbooks) as there will be a
"reading time" at the beginning of each period.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class ☑  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Guidance
To understand the objectives, evaluation ratios,
achievement standards, etc., according to the
syllabus.

2nd Documentation (Resume) Able to prepare a resume using appropriate
wording and organization.

3rd Documentation (Resume) Able to prepare a resume using appropriate
wording and organization.

4th Documentation (Resume) Able to prepare a resume using appropriate
wording and organization.

5th Honorific Able to use appropriate honorifics with respectful,
humble, and polite language.

6th Honorific Able to use appropriate honorifics with respectful,
humble, and polite language.

7th Honorific Able to use appropriate honorifics with respectful,
humble, and polite language.

8th Midterm examination

2nd
Quarter

9th Poetry creation (Tanka) Able to use compose tanka poems in accordance
with the form of tanka.

10th Poetry creation (Tanka) Able to use compose tanka poems in accordance
with the form of tanka.

11th Documentation (Correspondence) Able to prepare correspondence in accordance
with the format of the correspondence.

12th Documentation (Correspondence) Able to prepare correspondence in accordance
with the format of the correspondence.

13th Documentation (Correspondence) Able to prepare correspondence in accordance
with the format of the correspondence.

14th Poetry creation (Haiku) Able to create haiku according to haiku form.



15th Poetry creation (Haiku) Able to create haiku according to haiku form.
16th Answer

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Article composition (super short article) Able to create effective short sentences on a
theme.

2nd Article composition (super short article) Able to create effective short sentences on a
theme.

3rd Ancient Japanese (Stories) Able to explain the meaning and content of the
ancient text (the relevant part).

4th Ancient Japanese (Stories) Able to explain the meaning and content of the
ancient text (the relevant part).

5th Ancient Japanese (Diary) Able to explain the meaning and content of the
ancient text (the relevant part).

6th Ancient Japanese (Random Writings) Able to explain the meaning and content of the
ancient text (the relevant part).

7th Ancient Japanese (Discipline) Able to explain the meaning and content of the
ancient text (the relevant part).

8th Midterm examination

4th
Quarter

9th Presentation (introduction of the book using POP) Able to create POP and present the appeal of the
book.

10th Presentation (introduction of the book using POP) Able to create POP and present the appeal of the
book.

11th Short essay Able to prepare a composition memo for essay
writing.

12th Short essay Able to write an essay on the topic.

13th Chinese (Chinese Poetry) To understand and explain the basics of Chinese
poetry.

14th Chinese (Aphorisms) Able to explain the meaning and content of the
saying.

15th Chinese (Aphorisms) Able to explain the meaning and content of the
saying.

16th Answer
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Regular
examination Quiz Portfolio Presentation /

approach attitude Other Total

Subtotal 70 0 20 5 5 100
Basic Proficiency 70 0 20 5 5 100
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title English 1

Course Information
Course Code 1111H01 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 1st
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials
Instructor Fujii Hiromi
Course Objectives
1. Be able to carefully read and understand the content of English sentences written on basic concepts in the science field.
2. Learn important words and phrases used in basic science fields and listening materials.
3. Understand the grammatical issues used in basic science fields and listening materials.
4. Improve listening skills. Become accustomed to a test format for dictation and listening.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Unacceptable Level

Achievement 1

Able to carefully read and
accurately grasp the content of
English sentences written on
basic concepts in the science
field.

Mostly able to carefully read
and accurately grasp the
content of English sentences
written on basic concepts in the
science field.

Unable to carefully read and
grasp the content of English
sentences written on basic
concepts in the science field.

Achievement 2

Accurately able to listen to and
master the important words
and phrases used in basic
science fields and listening
materials.

Mostly able to listen to and
master the important words
and phrases used in basic
science fields and listening
materials.

Unable to listen to and master
the important words and
phrases used in basic science
fields and listening materials.

Achievement 3
Accurately able to understand
the grammatical issues used in
basic science fields and listening
materials.

Mostly able to understand the
grammatical issues used in
basic science fields and listening
materials.

Unable to understand the
grammatical issues used in
basic science fields and listening
materials.

Familiar with the standard
dictation and listening test
formats and able to accurately
address problems.

Familiar with the standard
dictation and listening test
formats and able to address
problems with little confusion.

Unfamiliar with the standard
dictation and listening test
formats and remains confused.
Unable to answer problems.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-3
Teaching Method
Outline
Style
Notice
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Orientation
Fundamental Science in English Lesson 1 (1)

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition for
achieving goals 1-4.

2nd Fundamental Science in English Lesson 1 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate       Lesson 1

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition for
achieving goals 1-4.

3rd Fundamental Science in English Lesson 1 (3)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate       Lesson 2

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition for
achieving goals 1-4.

4th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 1 (4)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate       Lesson 3

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition for
achieving goals 1-4.

5th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 2 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate       Lesson 4

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition for
achieving goals 1-4.

6th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 2 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate       Lesson 5

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition for
achieving goals 1-4.

7th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 2 (3)
Review 1

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition for
achieving goals 1-4.



8th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 2 (4)
Core 1900: Chapter 1, 1-6      Quiz 1

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition for
achieving goals 1-4.

2nd
Quarter

9th First term midterm examination

10th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 2 (5)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Lesson 6

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition for
achieving goals 1-4.

11th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 3 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Lesson 7

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition for
achieving goals 1-4.

12th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 3 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Lesson 8

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition for
achieving goals 1-4.

13th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 3 (3)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Lesson 9

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition for
achieving goals 1-4.

14th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 4 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Lesson 10

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition for
achieving goals 1-4.

15th
Fundamental Science in English Lesson 4 (2)
Review 2
Core 1900: Chapter 1, 6-8; Chapter 2, 9-12　
Quiz 2

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition for
achieving goals 1-4.

16th First term final examination

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Fundamental Science in English Lesson 6 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Lesson 11

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition and
listening for achieving goals 1-4.

2nd Fundamental Science in English Lesson 6 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Lesson 12

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition and
listening for achieving goals 1-4.

3rd Fundamental Science in English Lesson 6 (3)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Lesson 13

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition and
listening for achieving goals 1-4.

4th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 6 (4)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Lesson 14

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition and
listening for achieving goals 1-4.

5th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 7 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Lesson 15

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition and
listening for achieving goals 1-4.

6th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 7 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Review 3

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition and
listening for achieving goals 1-4.

7th
Fundamental Science in English Lesson 7 (3)
Core 1900: Chapter 2, 13-16; Chapter 3: 17-18
Quiz 3

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition and
listening for achieving goals 1-4.

8th Second term midterm examination

4th
Quarter

9th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 9 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Lesson 16

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition and
listening for achieving goals 1-4.

10th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 9 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Lesson 17

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition and
listening for achieving goals 1-4.

11th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 9 (3)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Lesson 18

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition and
listening for achieving goals 1-4.

12th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 10 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Lesson 19

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition and
listening for achieving goals 1-4.

13th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 10 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Lesson 20

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition and
listening for achieving goals 1-4.

14th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 10 (3)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate        Review 4

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition and
listening for achieving goals 1-4.



15th Fundamental Science in English Lesson 10 (4)
Core 1900: Chapter 3, 19-24    Quiz 4

Conduct reading comprehension exercises, syntax
/ expression exercises, and speed-reading
exercises and learn English composition and
listening for achieving goals 1-4.

16th End-of-year examination
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Quiz
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 60 20 0 0 10 10 100
Basic
Proficiency 60 20 0 0 10 10 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title English A

Course Information
Course Code 1111H02 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 1st
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2

Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

Breakthrough English Grammar in 36 Lessons and its workbook, All Ears Basic Listening and its workbook,
Breakthrough English Grammar and Kihon-reibun Notebook (Basic sentences collection) (All published by
Biseisha, Kyoto)

Instructor Taninaka Toshihiro
Course Objectives
1. To understand basic concepts of English grammar and construnctions.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence by sentence on the basis of English knowledge obtained in 1.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese sentence by sentence into English on the basis of English knowledge obtained in 1.
4. To become able to shadow English sentences in the listening exercise book.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimal Level

Achievement 1

Having acquired basic
knowledge of English grammar
and constructions and able to
precisely explain English sample
sentences in the textbooks
using grammatical terms.

Having acquired basic
knowledge of English grammar
and constructions and able to
online grammatically important
points of English sample
sentences in the textbooks.

Having acquired minimal
knowledge of English grammar
and constructions and able to
point out the grammatically
important part(s) of English
sample sentences in the
textbooks.

Achievement 2

Able to precisely interpret
English sentence by sentence
on the basis of English
knowledge acquired in this
course.

Able to interpret English
sentence by sentence on the
basis of English knowledge
acquired in this course, given
limited vocabulary hints.

Able to interpret English
sentence by sentence on the
basis of English knowledge
acquired in this course, given a
number of vocabulary hints
except in grammatically
relevant parts.

Achievement 3

Able to correctly translate
Japanese sentence by sentence
into English on the basis of
English knowledge acquired in
this course.

Able to correctly translate
Japanese sentence by sentence
into English on the basis of
English knowledge acquired in
this course, given vocabulary
hints.

Able to correctly translate
Japanese sentence by sentence
into English on the basis of
English knowledge acquired in
this course, given a number of
vocabulary hints except in
grammatically relevant parts..

Achievement 4 Able to perfectly shadow all
English sample sentences.

Able to shadow all English
sample sentences without much
delay but with some incorrectly
pronounced words,

Able to shadow all English
sample sentences without delay
but with a few unpronouced
words.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-3
Teaching Method

Outline
By acquiring the basic knowledge of English grammar and constructions, students are expected to mainly
enhance two of the four English skills, reading and writing. In addition, through supplemetary listening
exercise materials, not only listening but also speaking ability is trained by shadowing practice and learning
useful conversational phrases.

Style
First, lecture on each topic of the basic English grammar and constructions is given. Next, exercises in the
main textbook are tackled. In addition, listening and shadowing exercises are also done. For preparation for
class,  Kihon-reibun Notebook (Basic sentences collection) is used. For review, workbooks are used. Small
quizzes are given sometimes.

Notice
1. File and keep supplementary handouts.
2. Bring an (electronic) English dictionary to class.
3. Workbooks and filled-up handouts are sometimes collected. Stick to the deadline.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Orientation 1. To understand the goals of this subject and the
organization of classes.

2nd Sorts of sentences

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.



3rd Basic sentence patterns (1)

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.

4th Basic sentence patterns (2)

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.

5th Various question types

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.

6th Basic tenses

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.

7th Reviews
All Ears L1

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.

8th Midterm exam

2nd
Quarter

9th Progressive

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.

10th Perfective (1)

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.

11th Perfective (2) etc.

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.

12th Auxiliary verbs (1)
All Ears L2

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.



13th Reviews
All Ears L3

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.

14th Reviews
All Ears L4

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.

15th Quizzes
16th Terminal exam

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Auxiliary verbs (2)
All Ears L5

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.

2nd Auxiliary verbs (3)
All Ears L6

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.

3rd Passive voice (1)
All Ears L7

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.

4th Passive voice (2)
All Ears L8

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.

5th Reviews
All Ears L9

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.

6th Infinitives (1)
All Ears L10

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.



7th Infinitives (2)
All Ears L11

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.

8th Midterm exam

4th
Quarter

9th Infinitives (3)
All Ears L12

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.

10th Infinitives (4)
All Ears L13

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.

11th Infinitives (4)
All Ears L14

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.

12th Gerunds (1)
All Ears L15

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.

13th Gerunds (2)
All Ears L16

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.

14th Reviews
All Ears L17

1. To understand basic concepts of English
grammar and construnctions intoduced in this
lesson.
2. To become able to interpret English sentence
by sentence on the basis of English knowledge
obtained in this lesson.
3. To become able to translate Janpanese
sentence by sentence into English on the basis of
English knowledge obtained in this lesson.
4. To become able to shadow smple sentences in
this lesson.

15th Quizzes
16th Terminal exam

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Quizzes Total

Subtotal 50 0 0 0 40 10 100
Basic
Proficiency 50 0 0 0 40 10 100



Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title

Introduction to English
Communication

Course Information
Course Code 1111H03 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 1st
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Stretch Starter Student Book A (1st semester) Stretch Starter Student Book B (2nd semester)

Instructor Christopher Prowant,Ogasawara Maiko
Course Objectives
1. You can dictate and shadow the conversations in each unit of the textbook.
2. Be able to learn and communicate the important expressions of each unit. You can also use it in your English composition.
3. Get used to classes taught in English, and acquire the skills to make guesses without relying on a dictionary even when you
stumble.　　　
Rubric

A guide to the ideal level of
achievement

Standard achievement level
guide

 Approximate level of unreached
level

Goal 1

Can fully understand the
content of each unit in the
textbook and be able to dictate
audio. You can shadow with
correct pronunciation.

I can understand the content of
each unit in the textbook and
can dictate about half of the
audio. If you look at the text,
you can shadow with the
correct pronunciation.

I can roughly understand the
content of each unit in the
textbook. Only dictation of hints
such as fill-in-the-blank format
is possible. I can only read
aloud on repeat.

Goal 2

Students will be able to actively
communicate using important
expressions related to the topics
in each unit of the
textbook. Also, be able to
accurately write an essay of
approximately 80 words.

Able to communicate using
important expressions related to
topics in each unit of the
textbook. Also, be able to write
an essay of approximately 70
words.

Students are limited in
speaking, using important
expressions related to the topics
of each unit in the textbook,
and are unable to communicate
sufficiently. Also, the number of
words in the essay must be less
than 70 words.

Goal 3

Develop the habit of making
guesses even if you don't fully
understand Classroom English
(English used by teachers in
class instructions and
conversations). In addition,
students will learn the attitude
and skills to fully use their own
English expressions and
negotiate with others
(communication, negotiation,
discussion). You can also lead
conversations in classes and
group work.

Get into the habit of guessing
even if you don't fully
understand Classroom
English. In addition, students
will acquire the attitude and
skills to cooperate and negotiate
with other students by making
full use of their own English
expressions.

Students are unable to
participate in activities due to
insufficient understanding of
Classroom
English. Communication in
English is also difficult.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-3
Teaching Method

Outline

In Basic English Communication, the classes themselves are conducted in English. In the first semester,
students will strengthen their listening skills in preparation for the all-English classes taught by native
teachers in the second semester. Students will strengthen their foundation through bottom-up listening
techniques such as dictation (listening and writing down) and shadowing (repetition), and will get used to
top-down listening (listening to English while guessing) by conducting classes in English. Throughout the first
and second semesters, students will learn English by covering a variety of topics such as sports, movies, and
travel. In addition to learning new English expressions that are covered in textbooks, we will provide
opportunities for students to actively use the English they have learned up to junior high school during the
learning and activities process, and encourage active interaction with teachers and classmates.

Style

Classes will proceed according to the lesson plan. A topic is set for each unit in the textbook, and students
study that topic every week, and check their understanding in the workbook (second half of the textbook) for
that unit the following week. Use the Self-Assessment page for every 3 units to review and ensure
retention. Read the textbook every week before class. It will be easier to understand the lesson content if you
prepare using ONLINE PRACTICE (you can study online by registering using the access code at the end of the
textbook). Classes are conducted in English, and communication during classes is also conducted in English,
but Japanese is not prohibited. Create an atmosphere where you can cooperate and deepen your
understanding by checking in with your classmates, supporting those who are in trouble, etc. We will also
upload reference materials and videos to manaba so that you can experience real-life English outside of
class. If you are interested in something, try to actively create opportunities to learn English by using various
media to gather information in English.

Notice 1. You will be required to submit your textbook to check your writing in the workbook. 2. You will be given
quizzes as appropriate. 3. You will be required to watch videos and submit reports on manaba.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning ☑  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class ☑  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals



1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Guidance/Self-introduction/Unit 1 : Meeting
People

Carefully read the syllabus for the class in
question and check how to use the textbook, how
to proceed with the class, evaluation methods,
etc. Study Unit 1 and introduce yourself.

2nd Unit 1 Workbook You can work on a workbook as a preparatory
study and introduce the characters.

3rd Unit 2 : Countries and nationalities
Learn expressions related to countries and
nationalities, and be able to introduce friends and
celebrities

4th Unit 2 Workbook
Students will be able to work on a workbook as
part of their preliminary study and introduce
tourist spots and cuisines from various countries.

5th Unit3 : Family
Learn expressions related to family and be able to
talk about your own family and ask questions
about other people's families.

6th Quiz1・Unit 3 Workbook
Students will work on a workbook as part of their
preliminary study to learn manners for talking
about their families.

7th Self-Assesment Unit 1-3
Check your understanding of Units 1-3 and review
parts you don't understand or have
forgotten. Prepare for midterm exams.

8th First semester midterm exam

2nd
Quarter

9th First semester midterm exam return・Unit
4：Describing people

Learn expressions related to appearance,
including height, hair, age, and fashion, which are
necessary to describe people.

10th Unit 4 Workbook・Workbook return
You can work on a workbook as a preliminary
study and draw famous people. You can also ask
questions about appearance.

11th Unit 5：Food and drink
You can learn expressions related to food, eating
and drinking, and restaurants, and introduce your
favorite foods and restaurants.

12th Unit 5 Workbook
Students will work on a workbook as part of their
preliminary study, acquire knowledge about food
culture from around the world, and write a food
report (approximately 60 words).

13th Quiz 2・Unit6 : Things we do
Can talk about daily life using the present
tense. Distinguish it from the present progressive
tense.

14th Unit 6 Workbook・Workbook return
Students will be able to work on the workbook as
part of their preliminary study, convert the chart
on p.32C into text (about 70 words), and describe
their daily routine.

15th Self-Assesment Unit 4-6
Check your understanding of Units 4-6 and review
parts you don't understand or have
forgotten. Prepare for the final exam.

16th Final Exam Answer return

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Unit 8:  Free Time Activities
Can talk about daily life and weekend events
using the present tense correctly. Can ask
questions using time-related expressions such as
"How often...?"

2nd Unit 8:  Reading and Writing Using tables and graphs, you can understand the
author's aims and an overview of the content.

3rd Workbook: Culture Talk (Too Much Screen Time)
Work on the workbook as a preliminary
study. Can hear a summary of announcements
including statistics and numbers. You can conduct
a survey in class.

4th Unit 9:  Popular Sports
Can can be used to express ability. Able to
correctly compose sentences (complex sentences)
using "and" and "but".

5th Workbook: Culture Talk (Women's Soccer)

Work on the workbook as a preliminary
study. You can compare the cultures of Japan and
other countries. Able to write an essay of
approximately 80 words using comparative
expressions.

6th Unit 9:  Listening and Presenting
Students can make presentations about club
activities and daily exercise, and answer questions
with their classmates.

7th Quiz 3・Self-Assessment Units 8-9 Review
Can talk about leisure time activities using
frequency expressions correctly. Also, you can use
wh-questions and answer them.

8th 2nd midterm exam

4th
Quarter

9th 2nd midterm exam return / Unit 10:  Big Events
intro

Students can talk about important events in their
life. You can use expressions related to date and
time.

10th Unit 10:  Big Events
Can use the verb "be" and natural expressions
such as "going to" and "gonna". Able to do active
listening.

11th Interview (Vacation Planning and pronunciation
work)

Students can ask their classmates questions
starting with WH using expressions related to
time series, and can communicate with each
other using past tense.



12th Unit 11:  Making Plans
Can predict the future by looking at pictures and
describe it using correct future expressions. You
can take notes in English while listening to the
speaker's schedule during a conversation.

13th Unit 11:  Accepting or Declining an Invitation
You can respond to invitations using various
phrases. Also, be able to explain the reason using
polite expressions.

14th Workbook return・Unit 12: On Vacation
Can talk about holidays using the past tense
correctly. Learn questions and answer phrases
that will expand the conversation, and use them
in actual interactions.

15th Self-Assessment Units 10-12 ReviewReview for
final exam

Using the grammar and vocabulary you have
learned so far, you will be able to ask and answer
questions with your classmates using past and
present tense.

16th Final exam Answer return
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Midterm / Final
exam Quiz Assignments Attitude /

Participation Total

Subtotal 60 10 20 10 100
Basic Ability 60 10 20 10 100
Professional Ability 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Ethics

Course Information
Course Code 1111I01 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 1st
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials [Textbooks] Ethics (Suuken Shuppan)

Instructor Fujii Taketo
Course Objectives
1. Able to explain basic knowledge of ethics and philosophy, including foreign cultures that differ from Japan.
2. Able to explain the basic content of the relationship between engineers and ethics through research on "manufacturing".
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
Able to explain basic knowledge
about ethics and thoughts
based on details of lecture
contents.

Able to explain basic knowledge
about ethics and thoughts
based on the outline of lecture
contents.

Able to explain basic knowledge
about ethics and thoughts
based on the main points of
lecture contents.

Achievement 2
The argument of the research
report is clear and can explain
in details.

The research report is
organized and can fully explain
in terms of its contents.

The argument of the research
report is somewhat unclear, but
can provide some explanation
of its contents.

Achievement 3
Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 A-2
Teaching Method

Outline

As human beings living in society, we need to fulfill our self-actualization and come to terms with others.
"Ethics" is born when we consider in our own way the points of empathy and the points of dissimilarity
between the self and others. In this lecture, I would like to provide you with materials for thinking about the
relationship between the self and others. Through the investigation of "manufacturing," I would also like
students to think about the basic ethics as engineers.

Style
Generally a lecture format, but when make the research report related to "manufacturing," it is conducted in
the exercise room.
[Class time: 60 hours]

Notice
1. As it is related to the grading, we would like you to make sure to "listen to the lectures carefully" as it is
our policy to confirm what we have discussed in the lectures through periodic and mid-term examinations.
2. The research reports on "manufacturing" will be conducted in the first and second semesters, respectively
(timing to be determined).

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st What is "ethics"? Able to  explain the original "ethics".

2nd Greek thought Able to  explain basic knowledge about the ethics
of natural philosophers, Socrates, and others.

3rd Greek thought Able to  explain basic knowledge about the ethics
of natural philosophers, Socrates, and others.

4th Greek thought Able to  explain basic knowledge about the ethics
of natural philosophers, Socrates, and others.

5th Greek thought Able to  explain basic knowledge about the ethics
of Plato, Aristotle, and others.

6th Greek thought Able to  explain basic knowledge about the ethics
of Plato, Aristotle, and others.

7th Greek thought Able to  explain basic knowledge about the ethics
of Plato, Aristotle, and others.

8th Midterm examination

2nd
Quarter

9th Survey on "manufacturing" 1
Through research, be able to summarize and
express  one's own opinions about engineers and
ethics.

10th Survey on "manufacturing" 1
Through research, be able to summarize and
express  one's own opinions about engineers and
ethics.

11th Survey on "manufacturing" 1
Through research, be able to summarize and
express  one's own opinions about engineers and
ethics.

12th Christianity
Able to explain basic knowledge about the
relationship between Judaism and contemporary
history.

13th Christianity
Able to explain basic knowledge about the
relationship between Judaism and contemporary
history.



14th Christianity Able to explain basic knowledge about the ethics
of Jesus.

15th Christianity Able to explain basic knowledge about the ethics
of Jesus.

16th [Time for returning answers]

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Islam
Able to explain basic knowledge about the
relationship between Islamic culture and
modernity.

2nd Islam
Able to explain basic knowledge about the
relationship between Islamic culture and
modernity.

3rd Islam
Able to explain basic knowledge about the
relationship between Islamic culture and
modernity.

4th Indian Thought Able to explain basic knowledge about the
characteristics of Indian thought.

5th Indian Thought Able to explain basic knowledge about the
characteristics of Indian thought.

6th Indian Thought Able to explain basic knowledge about Gautama's
thought.

7th Indian Thought Able to explain basic knowledge about Gautama's
thought.

8th Midterm examination

4th
Quarter

9th Survey on "manufacturing" 2
Through research, be able to summarize and
express  one's own opinions about engineers and
ethics.

10th Survey on "manufacturing" 2
Through research, be able to summarize and
express  one's own opinions about engineers and
ethics.

11th Survey on "manufacturing" 2
Through research, be able to summarize and
express  one's own opinions about engineers and
ethics.

12th Chinese Thought Able to explain basic knowledge about Confucian
ethics (including Kong Zi's thought).

13th Chinese Thought Able to explain basic knowledge about Confucian
ethics (including Kong Zi's thought).

14th Chinese Thought Able to explain basic knowledge about Taoist
thought.

15th Chinese Thought Able to explain basic knowledge about Taoist
thought.

16th [Time for returning answers]
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 70 0 0 0 0 30 100
Basic
Proficiency 70 0 0 0 0 30 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Japanese I

Course Information
Course Code 1131G01 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 4
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 1st
Term Year-round Classes per Week 4
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Distribute materials as needed.

Instructor Yazaki Mitsuo
Course Objectives
Learn the basic Japanese necessary for student life, use it in daily life, and fit in with the class
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
To learn basic Japanese
necessary for student life and to
be able to use it sufficiently in
daily life

To learn basic Japanese
necessary for student life and to
be able to use it in daily life

To learn basic Japanese
necessary for student life and
try to use it in daily life

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method
Outline An important part of a student's life is to become familiar with the class and make friends as early as possible.

In this lecture, students will learn the basics of the Japanese language and how to use it in everyday life.
Style Flexibly adapt the course to the student's living environment and Japanese language level.
Notice
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Learning Japanese Learn the basics of Japanese language and how to
use it in daily life

2nd 2nd-15th are same as 1st 2nd-15th are same as 1st
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

2nd
Quarter

9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Learning Japanese Learn the basics of Japanese language and how to
use it in daily life

2nd 2nd-15th are same as 1st 2nd-15th are same as 1st
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

4th
Quarter

9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)



Midterm/Final
exam Quiz Portfolio Presentation/Attit

ude Others Total

Subtotal 0 0 100 0 0 100
Basic Proficiency 0 0 100 0 0 100
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Japanese Conversation I

Course Information
Course Code 1131G02 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 4
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 1st
Term Year-round Classes per Week 4
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials
Instructor Yazaki Mitsuo
Course Objectives
Learn the basic Japanese conversation necessary for student life, use it in daily life, and fit in with the class
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
To learn basic Japanese
conversation necessary for
student life and to be able to
use it sufficiently in daily life

To learn basic Japanese
conversation necessary for
student life and to be able to
use it in daily life

To learn basic Japanese
conversation necessary for
student life and try to use it in
daily life

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method

Outline
An important part of a student's life is to become familiar with the class and make friends as early as possible.
In this lecture, students will learn the basics of the Japanese conversation skill and how to use it in everyday
life.

Style Flexibly adapt the course to the student's living environment and Japanese language level.
Notice
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Learning Japanese conversation skill Learn the basics of Japanese conversation skill
and how to use it in daily life

2nd 2nd-15th are same as 1st 2nd-15th are same as 1st
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

2nd
Quarter

9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Learning Japanese conversation skill Learn the basics of Japanese conversation skill
and how to use it in daily life

2nd 2nd-15th are same as 1st 2nd-15th are same as 1st
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

4th
Quarter

9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th



Evaluation Method and Weight (%)
Midterm/Final
exam Quiz Portfolio Presentation/Attit

ude Other Total

Subtotal 0 0 100 0 0 100
Basic Proficiency 0 0 100 0 0 100
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Japanese Writing I

Course Information
Course Code 1131G03 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 1st
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Distribute materials as needed.

Instructor Yazaki Mitsuo
Course Objectives
Learn the basic Japanese writing skill for student life, use it in daily life, and fit in with the class
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
To learn basic Japanese writing
skill necessary for student life
and to be able to use it
sufficiently in daily life

To learn basic Japanese writing
skill necessary for student life
and to be able to use it in daily
life

To learn basic Japanese writing
skill necessary for student life
and try to use it in daily life

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method
Outline An important part of a student's life is to become familiar with the class and make friends as early as possible.

In this lecture, students will learn the basics of the Japanese writing skill and how to use it in everyday life.
Style Flexibly adapt the course to the student's living environment and Japanese writing skill level.
Notice
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Learning Japanese writing skill Learn the basics of Japanese writing skill and how
to use it in daily life

2nd 2nd-15th are same as 1st 2nd-15th are same as 1st
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

2nd
Quarter

9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Learning Japanese writing skill Learn the basics of Japanese writing skill and how
to use it in daily life

2nd 2nd-15th are same as 1st 2nd-15th are same as 1st
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

4th
Quarter

9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)



Midterm/Final
exam Quiz Portfolio Presentation/Attit

ude Other Total

Subtotal 0 0 100 0 0 100
Basic Proficiency 0 0 100 0 0 100
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Fine Art，Design

Course Information
Course Code 1191201 Course Category General / Elective
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 1st
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Art 1（Mitsumura）

Instructor Koduki Kayo
Course Objectives
1. Able to observe, express themes, and devise methods
2 .Able to express ideas, concepts, and ideas
3. Able to understand materials, tools, and techniques
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Unacceptable Level

Achievement 1

Able to create unique
worldviews through
observational skills, the
expression of themes, and
methods.

Able to observe, express
themes, and devise methods
well

Able to observe, express
themes, and devise methods

Achievement 2
Able to express ideas, concepts,
and ideas, and create a unique
worldview

Able to express ideas, concepts,
and ideas well

Able to express ideas, concepts,
and ideas

Achievement 3
Able to understand materials,
tools, and techniques and use
them appropriately

Able to understandi of
materials, tools, and techniques
well

Able to understandi of
materials, tools, and techniques

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method

Outline
In the specialized field of art and design, we enrich the aesthetic experience of humans, society, and nature
through creative activities, deepen our sense of beauty, and express our sensibilities and ideas. In addition,
while thinking about life, culture, and the environment in the information society, students will understand
this as a step toward engineering design and enhance their unique abilities

Style 60 hours of class time

Notice Art allows us to look closely at ourselves and express ourselves. Be interested in and enjoy the forms of
everyday life. Work through the given tasks to the end and demonstrate perseverance and perseverance.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Art and design concepts Understand the consciousness of art and design
and be prepared to engage in art

2nd Color (color wheel/three attributes) Able to understand colors (color wheel/three
attributes)

3rd Color (color wheel/three attributes) Able to understand colors (color wheel/three
attributes)

4th Color (color wheel/three attributes) Able to understand colors (color wheel/three
attributes)

5th Plane configuration Able to create a well-balanced planar composition
and a harmonious color composition

6th Plane configuration Able to create a well-balanced planar composition
and a harmonious color composition

7th Plane configuration Able to create a well-balanced planar composition
and a harmonious color composition

8th Plane configuration Able to create a well-balanced planar composition
and a harmonious color composition

2nd
Quarter

9th Plane configuration Able to create a well-balanced planar composition
and a harmonious color composition

10th Plane configuration Able to create a well-balanced planar composition
and a harmonious color composition

11th Plane configuration Able to create a well-balanced planar composition
and a harmonious color composition

12th Plane configuration Able to create a well-balanced planar composition
and a harmonious color composition

13th Plane configuration Able to create a well-balanced planar composition
and a harmonious color composition

14th Plane configuration Able to create a well-balanced planar composition
and a harmonious color composition

15th Plane configuration Able to create a well-balanced planar composition
and a harmonious color composition



16th Plane configuration Able to create a well-balanced planar composition
and a harmonious color composition

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Industrial design (3D) Able to shape and color objects by considering the
harmony between functional form and beauty

2nd Industrial design (3D) Able to shape and color objects by considering the
harmony between functional form and beauty

3rd Industrial design (3D) Able to shape and color objects by considering the
harmony between functional form and beauty

4th Industrial design (3D) Able to shape and color objects by considering the
harmony between functional form and beauty

5th Industrial design (3D) Able to shape and color objects by considering the
harmony between functional form and beauty

6th Scketch by pencil Able to observe an object and express it in a
drawing

7th Scketch by pencil Able to observe an object and express it in a
drawing

8th Scketch by pencil Able to observe an object and express it in a
drawing

4th
Quarter

9th Scketch by pencil Able to observe an object and express it in a
drawing

10th Still life painting Able to observe still life, think about how to
express it, and compose and color the screen.

11th Still life painting Able to observe still life, think about how to
express it, and compose and color the screen.

12th Still life painting Able to observe still life, think about how to
express it, and compose and color the screen.

13th Still life painting Able to observe still life, think about how to
express it, and compose and color the screen.

14th Still life painting Able to observe still life, think about how to
express it, and compose and color the screen.

15th Summary Able to appreciate paintings and understand the
artist's intentions

16th Summary Able to appreciate paintings and understand the
artist's intentions

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 0 0 0 0 70 30 100
Basic
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 70 30 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Physical Education

Course Information
Course Code 1112101 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 2nd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials None / none

Instructor Arai Osamu,Nakashima Hajime
Course Objectives
1. Able to cooperate with each other and actively participate in the activity.
2. Able to acquire motor skills and physical strength according to one's own abilities.
3. Able to exercise and perform activities while paying attention to safety.
Rubric

Ideal achievement level
(superior)

Standard achievement level
(good)

Minimum achievement level
(acceptable)

Achievement Goal 1
Able to appropriately judge the
actions to be taken by oneself
and friends, participate in
preparations and activities.

Able to judge the actions to be
taken by oneself, participate in
preparations and activities while
cooperating with others.

Able to  participate in
preparations and activities fit in
with others.

Achievement Goal 2
Able to understand one's own
abilities, create appropriate
programs, and acquire motor
skills and physical strength.

Able to judge the actions to be
taken by oneself, devise
exercises and games while
cooperating with others, and
participate in activities.

Able to follow programs shown
by instructors and work to
acquire motor skills and physical
strength.

Achievement Goal 3

Able to consider the safety of
not only oneself but also others
during activities and take
actions to avoid danger as
needed.

Able to consider the safety of
oneself during activities and
take actions to avoid danger as
needed.

Able to consider safety
according to the directions
given by the instructors.

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method

Outline

Through exercise, students will experience the fun and joy of exercise, acquire the skills necessary for
exercise, and improve their physical strength. At the same time, students will develop an attitude of
enthusiastically engaging in exercise and developing a lifelong familiarity with exercise. In terms of lifelong
sports, this particular class let students choose events according to their abilities and interests and emphasize
learning while devising exercises and cooperating so that exercises can be practiced safely and enjoyably.

Style
The rules of each event are explained, the basic skills are acquired, and the game is practiced in a step-by-
step.
Class time: 60 hours

Notice

Please always try to manage your health and avoid sitting out of or missing class due to sickness such as
colds.
Please exercise in the gym clothes specified by the school.
Events may be changed due to unavoidable circumstances such as weather.
Please do not miss the athletic competition during the first term as this is included in the class hours.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Badminton Able to understand and explain the rules of
badminton.

2nd Badminton Able to acquire individual skills such as service,
stroke, and smash.

3rd Badminton Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game.

4th Badminton Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game.

5th Badminton Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game.

6th New sports Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game　with participate proactively.

7th New sports Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game　with participate proactively.

8th New sports Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game　with participate proactively.

2nd
Quarter

9th New sports Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game　with participate proactively.

10th New sports Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game　with participate proactively.

11th Event selection and practice Able to practice the game in cooperation with
others in the selected event.



12th Event selection and practice Able to practice the game in cooperation with
others in the selected event.

13th Athletic competition Able to play the game while cooperating with
colleagues in the participating event.

14th Athletic competition Able to play the game while cooperating with
colleagues in the participating event.

15th Athletic competition Able to play the game while cooperating with
colleagues in the participating event.

16th

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Soft ball Able to understand and explain the rules of soft
ball.

2nd Soft ball Able to acquire individual skills such as batting,
defense, and base running.

3rd Soft ball Able to acquire individual skills such as batting,
defense, and base running.

4th Soft ball Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game.

5th Soft ball Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game.

6th Soccer・futsal Able to understand and explain the rules of
soccer・futsal.

7th Soccer・futsal Able to acquire individual skills such as dribble,
pass, and shoot.

8th Soccer・futsal Able to acquire individual skills such as dribble,
pass, and shoot.

4th
Quarter

9th Soccer・futsal Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game.

10th Soccer・futsal Able to cooperate with each other and play the
game.

11th Event selection and practice Able to practice the game in cooperation with
others in the selected event.

12th Event selection and practice Able to practice the game in cooperation with
others in the selected event.

13th Event selection and practice Able to practice the game in cooperation with
others in the selected event.

14th Event selection and practice Able to practice the game in cooperation with
others in the selected event.

15th Event selection and practice Able to practice the game in cooperation with
others in the selected event.

16th
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 0 0 0 0 0 100 100
Basic
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 100 100



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title

Fundamental Mathematics
2

Course Information
Course Code 1112A01 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 4
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 2nd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 4
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

 Mathematics II (Suken Shuppan) / Chart Mathematics II, III (Suken Shuppan) / Practice Drill Mathematics II,
III (Suken Shuppan)  / Differential and Integral Calculus (Jikkyo shuppan)

Instructor Tagami Takanori,Kushida Masahiro,Yamada Kohtaro,Nishimori Yasuhito,Ukida Takuya
Course Objectives
1. be able to perform four arithmetic operations on integer expressions
2. understand the concept of complex numbers and be able to calculate them.
3. be able to solve quadratic and higher-order equations
4. use differentiation to obtain tangent equations and tables of increase and decrease. Also, be able to plot graphs and find extrema
from tables of increase and decrease.
5. be able to calculate indefinite and definite integrals. Also, use definite integrals to find the area of a figure.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
Be able to perform basic
arithmetic operations on
complicated integer formulae of
cubic or higher degree.

Be able to perform basic
arithmetic operations on
integers.

Be able to perform basic
arithmetic operations on simple
integer formulae.

Achievement 2
Be able to perform complicated
calculations of complex
numbers.

Understand the concept of
complex numbers and be able
to calculate them

Be able to calculate simple
complex numbers.

Achievement 3
Be able to solve complicated
quadratic and higher-order
equations

Be able to solve quadratic and
higher-order equations.

Be able to solve quadratic
equations and simple higher-
order equations

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 B-2
Teaching Method

Outline
Mathematics is a fundamental subject in technical colleges. In this course, students learn how to handle
various functions, how to solve equations, and how to calculate and apply derivatives and integrals, which are
the most important subjects in technical college mathematics.

Style
1. establish an efficient way of concentrating on the class. Preparation and review are essential.
2. do your best to study for competency tests, quizzes and homework as well as for regular examinations.
3. homework and other assignments must be submitted on time.
[120 hours of class time].

Notice
1. establish an efficient way of concentrating on the class. Preparation and review are essential.
2. do your best to study for competency tests, quizzes and homework as well as for regular examinations.
3. homework and other assignments must be submitted on time.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Expansion and factorisation of cubic expressions
The goal is to be able to expand expressions using
cubic expansion formulae and to factorise them
using cubic factorisation formulae.

2nd Binomial theorem and Pascal's triangle
The goal is to be able to use the binomial
theorem to expand the equation, and also to be
able to write Pascal's triangle and find the
coefficients of the corresponding polynomial.

3rd Integral division and fractional quadrature
The goal is to be able to divide integer
expressions and to perform four arithmetic
operations on fractional expressions.

4th Identity equation
The goal is to be able to understand the identity
equation and to be able to compare both sides of
the identity to find the coefficients.

5th Complex numbers and their basic properties and
their four arithmetic operations.

The goal is to be able to understand complex
numbers and to perform their quadrature
operations.

6th Formulae and discriminant formulae for solutions
of quadratic equations

The goal is to be able to use the 'solution formula'
for quadratic equations to find imaginary
solutions.
The goal is also to be able to calculate the
discriminant formula and determine the type of
solution to a quadratic equation.

7th Surplus and factorisation theorems
The goal is to be able to use the remainder
theorem to find the remainder when dividing an
integer by an integer and to factorise it using the
factor theorem.

8th Factoring of higher-order equations
The goal is to be able to use the factor theorem to
factorise higher-order equations and find solutions
to the equations.



2nd
Quarter

9th midterm examination

10th Limits and differential coefficients of functions
The goal is to be able to find the limit of a
function and to find the derivative coefficient as
the limit of the mean rate of change.

11th Differentiation of simple functions
The goal is to be able to differentiate linear,
quadratic and general polynomial functions and to
find tangents on their graphs.

12th Derivative of product, derivative of quotient
The goal is to be able to differentiate the product
fg of the function f and the function g and the
quotient f/g.

13th Differentiation of composite functions
The goal is to be able to differentiate the function
fg, which is the composite of the functions f and
g.

14th Differentiation of trigonometric functions

The goal is to be able to differentiate
trigonometric functions and also to differentiate
slightly more complex trigonometric functions
using differential formulae for products, quotients
and composite functions.

15th Differentiation of logarithmic and exponential
functions

The goal is to be able to perform basic
calculations on logarithmic and exponential
functions, and to be able to differentiate slightly
more complex logarithmic and exponential
functions using differential formulae for products,
quotients and composite functions.

16th Return of final examinations

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Differentiation of inverse trigonometric functions

The goal is to be able to differentiate inverse
trigonometric functions and, furthermore, to
differentiate rather complex inverse trigonometric
functions using differential formulae for products,
quotients and composite functions.

2nd Limits of fractional functions
The goal is to be able to understand the concepts
of convergence, divergence and infinity and to be
able to find the limit of a fractional expression.

3rd Limits of trigonometric, logarithmic and
exponential functions

The goal is to be able to calculate limits involving
trigonometric, logarithmic and exponential
functions.

4th indefinite integral
The goal is to be able to perform indefinite
integrals of linear and quadratic functions, and of
polynomial functions in general.

5th definite integral
The goal is to be able to perform definite integrals
of linear and quadratic functions, and of
polynomial functions in general.

6th Definite integrals and areas of figures
The goal is to be able to use definite integrals to
find the area of a shape or the area between two
curves.

7th Indefinite integrals of trigonometric functions The goal is to be able to perform indefinite
integrals of trigonometric functions.

8th Midterm examination

4th
Quarter

9th Indefinite integrals of exponential functions The goal is to be able to perform indefinite
integrals of exponential functions.

10th subtractive integration method The goal is to be able to perform indefinite
integrals using substitution integrals.

11th integration by parts The goal is to be able to perform indefinite
integrals using the method of integration by parts.

12th Indefinite integrals of various functions
The goal is to be able to perform indefinite
integrals using formulae for fractional and
trigonometric functions.

13th definite integral
The goal is to be able to perform definite integrals
of polynomial, trigonometric and exponential
functions.

14th Substituted integral method of definite integrals The goal is to be able to perform definite integrals
using substitution integrals.

15th Integration by parts for definite integrals The goal is to be able to perform definite integrals
using integration by parts.

16th Return of final examinations
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 80 0 0 0 20 0 100
Basic
Proficiency 80 0 0 0 20 0 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Mathematics B

Course Information
Course Code 1112A11 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 2nd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

「Sugaku B」by HATTORI Tetsuya， Suken Shuppan/「Sugaku C」by TSUBOI Takashi， Suken Shuppan/「
Hagitorishiki rennsyudoriru Sugaku B」Suken Shuppan

Instructor Tagami Takanori,Kushida Masahiro,Yamada Kohtaro,Nishimori Yasuhito,Ukida Takuya
Course Objectives
1. Students are able to find general terms and their sums in arithmetic sequences and geometric sequences, and are able to
calculate Σ.
2. Students are able to perform basic vector calculations.
3. Students are able to show the components of planar and spatial vectors and perform basic calculations.
4. Students are able to find the inner product of plane and space vectors.
5. Students are able to find the equations of lines, planes, circles, and spheres in planes and spaces.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
 Able to find general terms and
their sums other than
arithmetic sequences and
geometric sequences.

Able to find general terms and
their sums in arithmetic
sequences and geometric
sequences, and are able to
calculate Σ.

Able to find general terms and
sums of simple arithmetic
sequences and geometric
sequences, and Able to
calculate simple Σ

Achievement 2
Able to calculate somewhat
complex sum, difference, and
constant multiple of vectors.

Able to calculate the sum,
difference, and constant
multiple of vectors.

Able to calculate simple sum,
difference, and constant
multiple of vectors.

Achievement 3
Able to show the components of
planar and spatial vectors and
perform complex calculations.

Able to show the components of
planar and spatial vectors and
perform basic calculations.

Able to show the components of
planar and spatial vectors and
perform simple calculations.

Achievement 4
Able to  find the inner product
of planar and spatial vectors，
and use inner products to find
the magnitude of the vector.

Able to  find the inner product
of planar and spatial vectors，
and use inner products to find
angles formed by vectors.

Able to  find the inner product
of planar and spatial vectors.

Achievement 5
Able to find equations for lines,
planes, circles, and spheres in
planes and in space under
complex conditions.

Able to find equations for lines,
planes, circles, and spheres in
planes and in space.

Able to find equations for lines,
planes, circles, and spheres in
planes and in space under
simple conditions.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 B-2
Teaching Method

Outline
Mathematics is a fundamental subject in technical colleges. In this class, students will learn the concepts of
numerical sequences, their sums, and recurrence formulas. In addition, students learn the concept of vectors
in the plane and in space, and master the basic calculations of vectors.

Style [Class time: 60 hours]

Notice

1. Establish methods that allow you to concentrate in class and learn efficiently. Preparation and review are
essential.
2. Studying for regular examinations is, of course, important, but do not neglect the normal quizzes and
submissions.
3. Strictly adhere to submission deadlines for submitted materials such as assignments.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Sequences and general terms
Understand the terms and notations of
sequences,  and be able to infer their regularity
from the arrangement of numbers, and consider
general terms in  sequences.

2nd arithmetic progression
Understand the common difference, general term,
etc. of arithmetic sequence, and be able to
determine the general term of the sequence from
the conditions.

3rd sum of arithmetic progressions Able to find the sum of a sequence  by using the
formula for the sum of arithmetic sequences.

4th geometric progression
Understand the common ratio, general term, etc.
of geometric sequence, and be able to determine
the general term of the sequence from the
conditions.

5th sum of geometric progressions Able to find the sum of a sequence  by using the
formula for the sum of geometric sequences.

6th Sum symbol Σ Understand the meaning and properties of the
symbol Σ, and find the sum of  sequences.



7th summation calculation
Able to obtain the sum of the first term to the n-
th term by expressing the k-th term with the
expression for k.

8th recurrence formula Understand the meaning of recurrence formulas
and obtain specific terms.

2nd
Quarter

9th Midterm exam

10th Vectors on a plane Understand the concept of vectors, as well as the
basic terms and symbols related to vectors.

11th Operations on vectors Able to calculate sums, differences, and constant
multiple of arrow vectors on a plane.

12th Vector Parallelism and Vector Decomposition
Able to represent a vector using unit vector of the
same direction. Able to represent a vector
represented by an arrow as the sum or difference
of two vectors.

13th Components of vectors
Understand that a vector on the plane is
represented as a pair of two real numbers, and be
able to calculate magnitude, sum, difference, and
real number multiples.

14th Inner product of vectors (１) Able to calculate the inner product of vectors and
find the angle between vectors.

15th Exercises
16th Return of the final exam of the first semester

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Inner product of vectors (2) Able to handle vector magnitudes by replacing
them with inner products.

2nd Position vector Understand that the position of a point can be
represented using a reference point and a vector.

3rd Vectors and plane figures
Able to represent internally dividing point  and
externally dividing pointpoint of a  segment using
position vectors.

4th Straight line on a plane (1) Able to find the equation of a line on a plane.

5th Straight line on a plane (2) Able to find the equation of a line from a passing
point and a normal vector.

6th Equation of a line in coordinates Able to use the formulas to find the equation of a
line.

7th Circles Able to find the equation of a circle.
8th Midterm exam

4th
Quarter

9th Coordinates in space
Understand coordinate space and able to find the
coordinates of a point and the distance between
two points.

10th Space vectors
Able to calculate magnitudes, sums, differences,
and real multiples  of vectors represented by their
components.

11th Inner product of space vectors Able to find the inner product of space vectors,
and use parallel and perpendicular conditions.

12th Vectors and spatial figures
Understands the meaning of position vectors, and
able to find internally dividing point  and
externally dividing pointpoint of a  segment.

13th Lines in space Able to find the equation of a line in space.
14th Planes in space Able to find the equation of a plane in space.
15th Sphere Able to find the equation of a sphere.
16th Return of the final exam

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)
Regular
examination Quiz Portfolio Presentation/Beh

avior Other Total

Subtotal 80 0 20 0 0 100
Basic Proficiency 80 0 20 0 0 100
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Physics2

Course Information
Course Code 1112B02 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 2nd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Comprehensive Physics 1, 2 (SUKEN), Lead alpha workbook (SUKEN), JUYOMONDAISYU (SUKEN)

Instructor Sonoda Akihiko
Course Objectives
Through physics, students develop the ability to think about natural phenomena systematically and logically. Also, students acquire
the physical viewpoints and ways of thinking that will enable them to scientifically elucidate a wide range of natural phenomena.
Furthermore, students recognize that physics is an extremely important foundation for the study of engineering and that it is
essential knowledge for the development of science and technology in many fields of engineering.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimal Level

Momentum conservation
Explain the conservation of
momentum and to solve the
problems.

Solve problems using
conservation of momentum. Calculations momentum, etc.

Circular motion
Explain the relationship
between circular motion and
single vibration. Solve problems
by using the above.

Solve problems using circular
motion.

Solve the basic problems about
circular motion.

Newton's law of universal
gravitation

Explain Newton's law of
universal gravitation. Solve the
applied problems.

Solve the standard problems
related to Newton's law of
universal gravitation.

Solve the basic problems
related to Newton's law of
universal gravitation.

Heat conservation

Use conservation of heat
quantity and compute the
specific heat of an object.
Explain the relationship
between heat and work.

Compute the specific heat of an
object using heat conservation.

Solve the basic problems using
heat conservation.

First law of thermodynamics Explain a first law of
thermodynamic.

Solve the standard problems
using a first law of
thermodynamic.

Solve the basic problems using
a first law of thermodynamic.

Properties of waves
Find wavelength, frequency and
speed of wave. Explain the
basic principles and phenomena
of waves.

Find wavelength, frequency and
speed of wave. Solve the
standard problems.

Find wavelength, frequency and
speed of wave. Solve the basic
problems.

Sound
Explain the vibration of the
sounding bodies, resonance and
the Doppler effect. Solve the
applied problems.

Solve the standard problems
about the vibration of the
sounding bodies, resonance and
the Doppler effect.

Solve the basic problems about
the vibration of the sounding
bodies, resonance and the
Doppler effect.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 B-3
Teaching Method

Outline

Physics is a discipline developed to explore natural phenomena, and its results have taken root not only in the
basic sciences but also as a foundation for engineering fields.
In this course, students develop the ability to think about natural phenomena systematically and logically
through physics. Also students acquire a physical viewpoint and way of thinking to scientifically elucidate a
wide range of natural phenomena.
In the second year, students focus on mechanics, thermodynamics, and waves.

Style

Students are expected to speak up actively in the lectures and ask questions that they do not understand or
have questions about. Also, actively discuss with your friends and seniors. The cycle of
preparation→lecture→review is important so that students can quantitatively understand their level of
understanding. The textbook is very carefully written, so students should read the textbook by themselves
and try to fill in the gaps between the lines. The students should study various reference books on how to
solve the exercises and learn how to solve the problems in a way that they can understand.
【Class time:60 hours】

Notice Mastery of this course is required to complete the Mathematical and Data Science and AI Education Program
(Literacy).

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning ☑  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Momentum and impulse Calculate momentum and force product and use
the relationship between them to solve problems.

2nd Conservation of momentum (1) Solve problems involving collisions on a straight
line using conservation of momentum.

3rd Conservation of momentum (2) Solve collision problems on a plane using
conservation of momentum.

4th Repulsion coefficient Calculate repulsion coefficient.

5th Circular motion Calculate displacement and velocity using angular
velocity.



6th Acceleration of circular motion Calculate acceleration and centripetal force in
circular motion.

7th Inertial force Calculate an inertial force and  a centrifugal force.
8th 1st semester midterm examination

2nd
Quarter

9th Simple harmonic oscillation
Understand the relationship between simple
harmonic oscillation and circular motion
equations.

10th Single pendulum (experiment) Measure the magnitude of gravitational
acceleration using a pendulum.

11th Kepler's laws Understand Kepler's laws.
12th Newton's law of universal gravitation Understand Newton's law of universal gravitation.
13th Heat conservation (experiment) Measure specific heat using heat conservation.
14th Gas laws Solve the problems with gas laws.
15th Heat and work Understand first law of thermodynamics
16th 1st semester final examination

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Kinetic molecular theory
Explain macroscopic quantities such as
temperature and pressure by kinetic molecular
theory.

2nd Changes of state
Explain the change of state of a gas by the first
law of thermodynamics. Calculate the quantity of
state.

3rd Heat engine and efficiency Understand heat engines and solve the problems
for thermal efficiency.

4th Monte Carlo method (experiment) Find pi from the relationship between probability
and area.

5th Properties of waves Explain a wavelength, period, frequency, and
speed of a wave.

6th Transverse  and longitudinal waves Explain the difference between transverse and
longitudinal waves.

7th Sine waves Understand sine waves.
8th 2nd semester midterm examination

4th
Quarter

9th Principle of superposition Understand the principle of superposition and
wave independence.

10th Wave reflection and wave interference Explain free ends and fixed ends, and solve basic
problems related to wave interference.

11th Wave reflection, refraction and diffraction
Understand Huygens' principle and explain the
laws of reflection, refraction, and diffraction of
waves.

12th Properties of sound Understand properties of sound.

13th Sounding Bodies Find the natural frequencies of strings and air
columns.

14th Doppler effect (1) Calculate the change in frequency due to the
Doppler effect.

15th Doppler effect (2) Calculate the change in frequency due to the
Doppler effect.

16th 2nd semester final examination
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Quiz Portfolio Behavior Other Total
Subtotal 60 20 20 0 0 100
Basic Proficiency 50 20 20 0 0 90
Specialized
Proficiency 10 0 0 0 0 10

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Chemistry2

Course Information
Course Code 1112D02 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 2nd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials
Instructor Yamada Yohei,Ueda Kohei,Otani Takashi
Course Objectives
The goals of this course are to
1. understand that redox reactions proceed by electron transfer between constituent atoms, and be able to calculate redox reactions
quantitatively.
2. understand the mechanism of a familiar battery and be able to describe the reaction that proceeds on each electrode.
3. to be able to describe the reaction that proceeds on each electrode by electrolysis.
4. to be able to formulate thermochemical equations and calculate heat of reactions.　
5. to learn the definition of reaction rate and to describe it in terms of reaction rate equation.
6. to understand the basic hydrocarbons describe and classify basic hydrocarbons. be able to analogize the properties of organic
compounds from their functional groups.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minumum Level

Achievement 1

be able to determine the
oxidation number,accurately. Be
able to equate oxidation and
reduction reactions separately
and add them together. Be able
to calculate redox reactions
quantitatively using a variety of
oxidants and reductants.

be able to determine the
oxidation number. Be able to
equate oxidation and reduction
reactions separately and add
them together. Be able to
calculate redox reactions
quantitatively using a variety of
oxidants and reductants.

be able to determine the
oxidation number,accurately. Be
able to equate oxidation and
reduction reactions separately
and add them together. Be able
to calculate redox reactions
quantitatively using a variety of
oxidants and reductants.

Achievement 2

Be able to explain all the
mechanisms of various batteries
(voltaic, Daniel, lead-acid, and
fuel cells) in a coherent
manner.

Be able to explain all the
mechanisms of various batteries
(voltaic, Daniel, lead-acid, and
fuel cells) in a coherent
manner.

Be able to explain all the
mechanisms of various batteries
(voltaic, Daniel, lead-acid, and
fuel cells) in a coherent
manner.

Achievement 3

be able to describe the
reactions that occur by
electrolysis. Also, be able to
accurately calculate the
quantities of reactions.

be able to describe the
reactions that occur by
electrolysis. Also, be able to
accurately calculate the
quantities of reactions.

be able to describe the
reactions that occur by
electrolysis. Also, be able to
accurately calculate the
quantities of reactions.

Achievement 4

be able to formulate
thermochemical equations.
Accurately calculate the heat of
reaction using both energy
diagrams and simultaneous
equations.

be able to formulate
thermochemical equations.
Accurately calculate the heat of
reaction using both energy
diagrams and simultaneous
equations.

be able to formulate
thermochemical equations.
Accurately calculate the heat of
reaction using both energy
diagrams and simultaneous
equations.

Achievement 5

be able to describe reaction rate
equations from measured
reaction rates. Can explain the
relationship between reaction
rate, concentration,
temperature, and catalyst.
Explain the relationship
between reaction rate constants
and activation energy using the
Arrhenius equation.

be able to describe reaction rate
equations from measured
reaction rates. Can explain the
relationship between reaction
rate, concentration,
temperature, and catalyst.
Explain the relationship
between reaction rate constants
and activation energy using the
Arrhenius equation.

be able to describe reaction rate
equations from measured
reaction rates. Can explain the
relationship between reaction
rate, concentration,
temperature, and catalyst.
Explain the relationship
between reaction rate constants
and activation energy using the
Arrhenius equation.

Achievement 6

be able to classify and name
hydrocarbons such as alkanes,
alkenes, alkynes, and
cycloalkanes. To be able to
explain the concept of structural
isomerism and stereoisomerism
(to construct molecular
models). Write structural
formulas for reactions using
saturated/unsaturated
hydrocarbons. Write structural
formulas for organic compounds
containing functional groups
(alcohols, ethers, aldehydes,
ketones, carboxylic acids).

be able to classify and name
hydrocarbons such as alkanes,
alkenes, alkynes, and
cycloalkanes. To be able to
explain the concept of structural
isomerism and stereoisomerism
(to construct molecular
models). Write structural
formulas for reactions using
saturated/unsaturated
hydrocarbons. Write structural
formulas for organic compounds
containing functional groups
(alcohols, ethers, aldehydes,
ketones, carboxylic acids).

be able to classify and name
hydrocarbons such as alkanes,
alkenes, alkynes, and
cycloalkanes. To be able to
explain the concept of structural
isomerism and stereoisomerism
(to construct molecular
models). Write structural
formulas for reactions using
saturated/unsaturated
hydrocarbons. Write structural
formulas for organic compounds
containing functional groups
(alcohols, ethers, aldehydes,
ketones, carboxylic acids).

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 B-3
Teaching Method

Outline
Lectures will be based on the content of the General Science (1st year) course. Students are expected to
review any content that they do not fully understand and to concentrate on the class.
This course constitutes the Mathematics, Data Science, and AI Education Program (Literacy), and mastery of
this course is required for completion of the program.

Style The course will focus on lectures and exercises.
Notice
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning



□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally
Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st redox reaction1
2nd redox reaction2
3rd redox reaction3
4th redox reaction4
5th redox reaction5
6th cell1
7th cell2
8th exam for 1st quaeter

2nd
Quarter

9th cell3, electrolysis1
10th electrolysis2
11th electrolysis3
12th electrolysis4
13th electrolysis5
14th heat of reaction, enthalpy change 1
15th heat of reaction, enthalpy change 2
16th exam for 2nd quaeter

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st heat of reaction, enthalpy change 3
2nd heat of reaction, enthalpy change 4
3rd reaction rate 1
4th reaction rate 2
5th reaction rate 3
6th reaction rate 4
7th chemical equilibrium 1
8th exam for 3rd quaeter

4th
Quarter

9th an experiment of reaction rate
10th organic chemistry1
11th organic chemistry2
12th organic chemistry3
13th organic chemistry4
14th organic chemistry5
15th organic chemistry6
16th exam for 4th quaeter

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio quiz Total

Subtotal 60 0 0 0 20 20 100
Basic
Proficiency 60 0 0 0 20 20 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Japanese

Course Information
Course Code 1112G01 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 2nd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials KOSEN Japanese Abilities Ⅱ（ANAN KOSEN）　／　kanji for common use （Shobun Shuppan）

Instructor Tsuboi Taiji
Course Objectives
1. Able to collect, analyze, and organize information, and give an oral presentation with a devised structure.
2. Able to read, savor, and explain literary texts in line with their expressions.
3. Able to judge the validity of the rationale and state one's own opinion about logical sentences.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
Read and savor literary texts in
line with their expressions, and
can explain them appropriately
by adding their own thoughts.

Read and savor literary texts in
line with their expressions and
explain them appropriately.

Read, savor, and explain literary
texts in line with their
expressions.

Achievement 2
Accurately judge the validity of
the reasoning behind logical
sentences and express one's
own opinion with appeal.

Accurately judge the validity of
the reasoning behind logical
sentences and express one's
own opinion.

Judge the validity of the
rationale for logical sentences
and express one's own opinion.

Achievement 3

Appropriately collect, analyze,
and organize information, and
give an oral presentation with a
logical structure and
appropriate power of
expression.

Appropriately collect, analyze,
and organize information, and
give an oral presentation with a
logical structure.

Collect, analyze, and organize
information, and give an oral
presentation with devised
composition.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-2
Teaching Method
Outline The purpose is to understand the basic knowledge and skills related to Japanese expressions and to cultivate

logical communication skills.

Style

Classes are based on the study and practice of written and oral expressions. In addition, by reading novels
and poems, students acquire a starting point for broadening their perspectives on society, and by reading
criticism and learning kanji, they cultivate their understanding and expression skills.
As a class assignment, class VTR viewing and reporting (mainly online) are imposed.
[Learning time 60 hours]

Notice
There will be a "reading time" at the beginning of each class, so please prepare your own books (excluding
comics, magazines, and textbooks).
Prepare an environment for using LMS.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning ☑  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Guidance
End-of-sentence skills

Understand syllabus.
Understand, explain and use end-of-sentence
skills.

2nd Figurative rhetoric Understand, explain and use figurative rhetoric.

3rd other rhetoric Understand, explain and use non-figurative
rhetoric.

4th Summary (end-of-sentence skills, rhetoric) write a book report using (end-of-sentence skills
and rhetoric.

5th Question law
Irony

Understand, explain, and use questioning law and
irony.

6th Novel appreciation ① Consider the egoism in "Karenosho" and explain
the mode of egoism in society.

7th Novel appreciation ② Appreciate and explain "Karenosho" using Novel
Appreciation skill.

8th Midterm examination Check your learning achievements.

2nd
Quarter

9th Write an opinion ① Understand and explain three-tier structure and
connection words.

10th Write an opinion ②
Write your own opinion with a 3-step structure
(1st step: explanation of the situation, question,
sarcasm) and connecting words.

11th Write an opinion ③
Write your own opinion with a 3-step structure
(1st step: explanation of the situation, question,
sarcasm) and connecting words.

12th Read the opinion ① Understand and use summarization methods to
decipher opinions.



13th Read the opinion ② Understand and use summarization methods to
decipher opinions.

14th Read the opinion ③ Understand and use summarization methods to
decipher opinions.

15th Read the opinion ④ Understand and use summarization methods to
decipher opinions.

16th Midterm examination Check your learning achievements.

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Read the opinion ⑤ Understand and use summarization methods to
decipher opinions.

2nd Read the opinion ⑥ Understand and use summarization methods to
decipher opinions.

3rd Nonverbal communication
Understand  nonverbal communication and use it
to make speech.
Advise each other on speeches.

4th Speech composition sheet
write a speech composition sheet using a three-
step structure (1st stage explanation of the
situation and questions/arguments) and
connection words.

5th Speech Based on the speech composition sheet, give a
speech using non-verbal communication.

6th Appreciate the poetry ① Appreciate "First Love" using the Poetry
Appreciation skill.

7th Appreciate the poetry ② Appreciate and explain unlearned poems using
the Poetry Appreciation skill.

8th Midterm examination Check your learning achievements.

4th
Quarter

9th Analysis of CM copies ① Understand and explain the rhetoric used in
commercial copy.

10th Analysis of CM copies ② Understand and explain the rhetoric used in
commercial copy.

11th Presentation about CM copy ① Based on the function of rhetoric, give a
presentation on the effect of commercial copy.

12th Presentation about CM copy ② Advise each other on presentations.

13th The world of kanji ① Understand how kanji are written and use them
to create new kanji.

14th The world of kanji ② Present the new kanji you created.

15th Learning review Organize your impressive learning and pass it on
to your juniors.

16th Return of exam paper Check your learning achievements.
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

midterm/final
exam quiz portfolio presentation/attit

ude other Total

Subtotal 63 0 33 4 0 100
Basic Proficiency 63 0 33 2 0 98
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 2 0 2



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title English 2

Course Information
Course Code 1112H01 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 2nd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

CREATIVE English Communication II, Attached Notebook for Preparation/Sessions, WORKBOOK(Daiichi
Gakushusha), Word Box Essential, Workbook for Practice Stage 3 (Biseisha)　

Instructor Fukui Ryuta
Course Objectives
This course is designed to develop listening and speaking skills for English conversation by providing critical thinking opportunities
which enable students to practice using an open-ended lecture format. Knowledge of English vocabulary, expressions and grammar
is applied to real life situations. Composition and comprehension activities are also utilized in order to continue developing
conversation fluency.
Rubric

Ideal Level of Achievement
(Very Good)

Standard Level of Achievement
(Good)

Unacceptable Level of
Achievement (Fail)

Evaluation 1
Students are able to converse
smoothly with one another and
the native teacher.

Students can answer a question
or make a comment in a few
words and speak freely in a
group.

Students cannot understand the
majority of exercises and
activities and cannot speak
easily.

Evaluation 2
Students speak their opinions
directly and utilize critical
thinking skills in English.

Students can answer the
majority of questions, listen
attentively and write their ideas
clearly.

Students remain passive, do not
express themselves and cannot
comprehend the lecture

Evaluation 3
Students can take notes entirely
in English and can present their
ideas clearly and concisely.

Students can take notes in
Japanese and grasp the main
idea of the lecture but not the
details.

Students can take notes in
Japanese and do not
understand the majority of the
lecture.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-3
Teaching Method

Outline
This course focuses on listening and speaking skills for Basic English conversation. Critical thinking
opportunities aid students in processing new information and the application of that knowledge is related to
real life situations through dialogue practice. Composition and comprehension activities are also utilized.

Style
1. Develop listening skills and communication strategies using native English conversation.
2. Gain confidence in speaking and listening and perfect composition writing and critical reading skills.
3. Improve communication skills in order to smoothly engage in conversations with foreign people.
4. Engage in cultural awareness and open-mindedness to others using cultural comparisons.

Notice
Students need to come to every class well prepared, and well motivated.
Students using a cellphone in class equals one tardiness on the first warning.
Students will not sleep in the class.
Students will be enthusiastic and enjoy themselves.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Course Orientation

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

2nd Lesson 1:  Voice for Action

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

3rd Lesson 1:  Voice for Action

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

4th Lesson 2:  Aren't you sleepy?

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson



5th Lesson 2:  Aren't you sleepy?

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

6th Lesson 3:  Becoming Attractive you Your
Audience

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

7th Lesson 3:  Becoming Attractive you Your
Audience

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

8th Mid-Term Examination

2nd
Quarter

9th Lesson 4:  Are you prepared?

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

10th Lesson 4:  Are you prepared?

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

11th Lesson 5:  The Era of Beautiful Harmony

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

12th Lesson 5:  The Era of Beautiful Harmony

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

13th Lesson 6:  Actions to Reduce Loss and Waste

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

14th Lesson 6:  Actions to Reduce Loss and Waste

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

15th Review

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

16th Final Examination

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Lesson 7:  The Era of Beautiful Harmony

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

2nd Lesson 7:  The Era of Beautiful Harmony

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

3rd Lesson 8:  Power to the People!

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

4th Lesson 8:  Power to the People!

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson



5th Lesson 9:  Traveling This Beautiful Planet

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

6th Lesson 9:  Traveling This Beautiful Planet

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

7th Review

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

8th Mid-Term Examination

4th
Quarter

9th Optional Lesson 1:  May I Have Your Autograph?

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

10th Optional Lesson 1:  May I Have Your Autograph?

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

11th Optional Lesson 2:  Information Please

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

12th Optional Lesson 2:  Information Please

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

13th Optional Lesson 3:  TBA

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

14th Optional Lesson 3:  TBA

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

15th Review

Students will
learn important words/phrases and grammar.
be able to read the text aloud with correct
pronunciation
be able to write short sentences with reference to
the passage of the lesson

16th Final Examination
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Quiz Portfolio Total
Subtotal 50 20 30 100
Basic Ability 50 20 30 100
Technical Ability 0 0 0 0
Interdisciplinary Ability 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title English B

Course Information
Course Code 1112H11 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 2nd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

Breakthrough Upgraded, English Grammar in 36 Lessons, Workbook (Biseisha)
ALL EARS STANDARD, Study Notebook (Biseisha)

Instructor Katsufuji Kazuko
Course Objectives
Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English compositions by applying the knowledge of basic English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write down the dictated material accurately with correct spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from the audio materials in 3
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1

able to understand the basic
English grammar concepts and
constructions taught in the each
unit, and be able to analyze and
accurately explain  the assigned
sentences, using grammatical
terms

able to understand the basic
English grammar concepts and
constructions taught in the each
unit, and be able to analyze and
accurately explain  the assigned
sentences with about 80%
accuracy, using grammatical
terms.

able to understand the basic
English grammar concepts and
constructions taught in the each
unit, and be able to analyze and
accurately explain  the assigned
sentences with about 60%
accuracy, using grammatical
terms.

Achievement 2

able to apply knowledge of
English grammar to write
simple, grammatically correct,
sentence-by-sentence English
compositions without being
given model sentences

able to apply knowledge of
English grammar to write
simple, 80% grammatically
correct, sentence-by-sentence
English compositions without
being given model sentences

able to apply knowledge of
English grammar to write
simple, 60% grammatically
correct, sentence-by-sentence
English compositions without
being given model sentences

Achievement 3
able to comprehend audio
materials, and write down the
dictated material with 100%
accuracy with correct spelling

able to comprehend audio
materials, and write down the
dictated material with 80%
accuracy with correct spelling

able to comprehend audio
materials, and write down the
dictated material with 60%
accuracy with correct spelling

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-3
Teaching Method

Outline

Continuing from English A, students will further develop their command of English grammar and their ability
of listening comprehension. Students will strengthen their basic English language skills through an
understanding of English grammar and comprehensively develop the four skills of English (reading, listening,
writing, and speaking). In addition, students will improve their listening comprehension skills and vocabulary
through listening exercises.

Style

Students will listen to audio materials in the ALL EARS, answer questions about the content, check the
pronunciation and meaning of word idioms, and shadow the entire text. Grammar will be taught in lectures on
grammar items, followed by exercises using some of the exercises in Breakthrough English Grammar in 36
Lessons. For review, students will use the Breakthrough Grammar in 36 Lessons Workbook and part of the
Basic Example Sentence Notebook, as well as the Review Report.

Notice

Students are expected:
1. to diligently study the Kihon Reibun Notebook, English Grammar in 36 Lessons, and the Workbook for
preparation and review.
2. to make their own notebooks, and to copy down the answers of grammar lessons in English Grammar in
36 Lessons in class.
3. to submit the quizzes given in manaba by the due date each time.
4. to bring a dictionary (electronic dictionary is acceptable) to class.
5. to submit assignments before the deadline.  If you fail to do so, the assinment will not be accepted.
6. In addition to the lesson plans below, students are required to take the GTEC (external test) and submit
workbooks and other materials on a regular basis.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning ☑  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter 1st Orientation

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3



2nd Particles (1)
ALL EARS Lesson 1

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

3rd Particles (2)
ALL EARS Lesson 2

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

4th Particles (3)
ALL EARS Lesson 3

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

5th Quasi-Verbs -- Summary
ALL EARS Lesson 4

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

6th Conjunctions (1)
ALL EARS Lesson 5

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

7th Conjunctions (2)
Review

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

8th [First term midterm examination]

2nd
Quarter 9th Return of Exams and Explanations

Relative (1)

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3



10th Relative (2)
ALL EARS Lesson 6

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

11th Relative (3)
ALL EARS Lesson 7

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

12th Relative (4)
ALL EARS Lesson 8

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

13th Preposition
ALL EARS Lesson 9

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

14th Review Drills
ALL EARS Lesson 10

15th Reviews
16th [First term final examination]

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Comparison (1)
ALL EARS Lesson 11

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

2nd Comparison (2)
ALL EARS Lesson 12

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

3rd Comparison (3)
ALL EARS Lesson 13

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3



4th Negation (1)
ALL EARS Lesson 14

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

5th Negation (2)
ALL EARS Lesson 15

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

6th Various structures (1)

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

7th Review

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

8th [Second term midterm examination]

4th
Quarter

9th Return of Exams and Explanations
Subjunctive (1)

10th Subjunctive (2)
ALL EARS Lesson 16

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

11th Subjunctive (3)
ALL EARS Lesson 17

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

12th Narration (1)
ALL EARS Lesson 18

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3



13th Narration (2)
ALL EARS Lesson 19

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

14th Various structures (2)
ALL EARS Lesson 20

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

15th Review

Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar
and be familiar with basic grammar terms taught
in the textbook
2. able to write sentence-level English
compositions by applying the knowledge of basic
English grammar taught in the class
3. able to comprehend audio materials and write
down the dictated material accurately with correct
spelling
4. able to do shadowing of English sentences from
the audio materials in 3

16th [End-of-year examination]
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Quiz Portfoilo Presentation Attitude Other Total
Subtotal 60 30 10 0 0 0 100
Basic
Proficiency 60 30 10 0 0 0 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title English Conversation

Course Information
Course Code 1112H21 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 2nd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Stretch 1: Student Book (Oxford)

Instructor Christopher Prowant
Course Objectives
This course is designed to develop listening and speaking skills for English conversation by providing critical thinking opportunities
which enable students to practice using an open-ended lecture format. Knowledge of English vocabulary, expressions and grammar
is applied to real life situations. Composition and comprehension activities are also utilized in order to continue developing
conversation fluency.
Rubric

Ideal Level of Achievement
(Very Good)

Standard Level of Achievement
(Good)

Unacceptable Level of
Achievement (Fail)

Evaluation 1
Students are able to converse
smoothly with one another and
the native teacher.

Students can answer a question
or make a comment in a few
words and speak freely in a
group.

Students cannot understand the
majority of exercises and
activities and cannot speak
easily.

Evaluation 2
Students speak their opinions
directly and utilize critical
thinking skills in English.

Students can answer the
majority of questions, listen
attentively and write their ideas
clearly.

Students remain passive, do not
express themselves and cannot
comprehend the lecture

Evaluation 3
Students can take notes entirely
in English and can present their
ideas clearly and concisely.

Students can take notes in
Japanese and grasp the main
idea of the lecture but not the
details.

Students can take notes in
Japanese and do not
understand the majority of the
lecture.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-3
Teaching Method

Outline
This course focuses on listening and speaking skills for Basic English conversation. Critical thinking
opportunities aid students in processing new information and the application of that knowledge is related to
real life situations through dialogue practice. Composition and comprehension activities are also utilized.

Style
1. Develop listening skills and communication strategies using native English conversation.
2. Gain confidence in speaking and listening and perfect composition writing and critical reading skills.
3. Improve communication skills in order to smoothly engage in conversations with foreign people.
4. Engage in cultural awareness and open-mindedness to others using cultural comparisons.

Notice
Students will come to class prepared.
Students using a cellphone in class equals one tardiness on the first warning.
Students will not sleep in the class.
Students will be enthusiastic and enjoy themselves.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning ☑  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class ☑  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Course introduction Note-taking skills, writing keywords and main
ideas

2nd Greetings to peers in a professional setting;
politeness

Job Hunting exercise; It's + adj. + infinite; asking
for repetition / clarification

3rd Paced and timed dictation Forms of present tense / review of past tenses

4th Reading skills: key word recognition, main idea;
etc.

Distinguishing between words with similar
meanings

5th Vocabulary quiz based on exercises Vocabulary Word list review
6th Cultural Identity of foreign countries Purpose of international studies / communication
7th International greetings exercise Listening for main ideas and more nuanced details
8th Mid-Term Exam

2nd
Quarter

9th Talking about your skills comprehension Understanding numbers and dates; discussion
question

10th Metric versus Non-Metric measurements How to convert large numbers or decimal
numbers

11th Hobbies and Sports Modals, prepositions, discussion topics

12th Sociology; Presentation on club activities /
hobbies Suffixes; Reduction of "be going to" into "gonna"

13th Vocabulary Quiz; The Science of Sports Discussion
and activity Making notes using a word web; synonyms

14th Simple present for informal narratives; Participle
forms

Simple present-tense third person -s/-es; using
the dictionary



15th Sports in our lives Grammar activity Relative clauses, Gerunds as subjects or objects /
Infinitives

16th Final Exam

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Review of course expectations Using an outline, comprehension check

2nd Cross-Cultural Research using Direct/Indirect
Speech

Conjunctions "and" and "but"; linking consonants
to vowels

3rd Making inferences and eliminating lies Develop self-editing strategies

4th Writing in a Variety of Rhetorical Modes Improve reading speed; Recognizing new
vocabulary

5th Morality and What's the Right Thing to Do
exercise Identify references in a text (pronouns/nouns)

6th Listening for different opinions; speech analysis Using eye contact, tone of voice and pauses

7th Vocabulary quiz; Verb-noun collocations; Content
word stress

Predict development and anticipate ideas; active
reading

8th Mid-Term Exam

4th
Quarter

9th Relationships between ideas, comparisons and
contrasts, cause and effect, persuasion, etc.

Context clues (grammatical, semantic,
organizational) to deduce meaning

10th Presentation of information from lecture notes Distinguish between the presentation of fact and
opinion

11th Vocabulary Quiz; Express and justify an opinion
about an important issue or personal experience

Give and seek constructive feedback through peer
review

12th Reading skills: scanning; patterns of organization;
Verb tense for generalizations and hedging

Recognize accurate paraphrases of information
from text

13th
Paced reading:  “Plagiarism Lines Blur”
Reading skills: Expanding fixations; critical
thinking

Use of agreement / counterargument and
refutation; use of "should / shouldn't"

14th Idioms and expressions in cultures throughout the
world

"So" and "Such" with adjectives; linking vowel
sounds

15th The Science of Identity Emotional expression; Tell a personal story
16th Final Exam

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)
Examination Quiz Assighnments Presentation Other Total

Subtotal 50 10 25 10 5 0 100
Basic Ability 50 10 25 10 5 0 100
Technical
Ability 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Interdisciplinar
y Ability 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Public

Course Information
Course Code 1112I32 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 2nd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials
Instructor Imada Hiroyuki
Course Objectives
1.Able to explain social contract theory as a basic theory of democratic politics.
2.Able to explain the current political system based on the Japanese Constitution.
3.Able to explain the current situation of the national economy and economic policy.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum achievement level

Achievement 1
Able to explain social contract
theory as a basic theory of
democratic politics.

Able to explain the entire basic
framework of social contract
theory.

Able to explain the main points
of the basic framework of social
contract theory.

Achievement 2
Able to explain the basic
principles, systems, and
operation of the current political
system.

Able to explain the overall basic
structure of the current political
system.

Able to explain the main points
of the basic structure of the
current political system.

Achievement 3
Able to explain the problems of
the current national economy
and the challenges of various
economic policies.

Able to provide an overview of
the current national economy
and economic  policies.

Able to explain the main points
of the current national economy
and economic policies.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 A-2
Teaching Method
Outline In this subject, students will comprehensively learn about the nature of democratic politics and the structure

of economic society.

Style
In class, students will first understand the basic principles of democracy. They will examine the current
political system based on the Japanese Constitution. Next, they will understand the basic concepts of
economics. Students will consider the current situation of national economy and economic policies.

Notice Please take an active interest in political and economic issues everytime.
Reference book : Political Economy as Liberal Arts (General Law Publishing)

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st political principles Able to explain the basic framework of social
contract theory.

2nd political principles Able to explain the basic framework of social
contract theory.

3rd Meiji Constitution　 Able to explain the power of the Emperor, the
political system and the rights of subjects.

4th Meiji Constitution　 Able to explain the power of the Emperor, the
political system and the rights of subjects.

5th
The Constitution of Japan　
Sovereign power of nation and separation of
powers

Able to explain the notion of modern
constitution,sovereign power of nation and
separation of powers.

6th Sovereign power of nation and separation of
powers

Able to explain the notion of modern
constitution,sovereign power of nation and
separation of powers.

7th Diet, electoral system, and modern political
parties

Able to explain legislative power,electoral system,
and modern political parties.

8th midterm exam

2nd
Quarter

9th Diet, electoral system, and modern political
parties

Able to explain legislative power,electoral system,
and modern political parties.

10th Diet, electoral system, and modern political
parties

Able to explain legislative power,electoral system,
and modern political parties.

11th Diet, electoral system, and modern political
parties

Able to explain legislative power,electoral system,
and modern political parties.

12th cabinet,bureaucracy Able to explain administrative power,cabinet
system, and bureaucracy.

13th cabinet,bureaucracy Able to explain administrative power,cabinet
system, and bureaucracy.

14th cabinet,bureaucracy Able to explain administrative power,cabinet
system, and bureaucracy.



15th cabinet,bureaucracy Able to explain administrative power,cabinet
system, and bureaucracy.

16th Final exam return

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Courts,fundamental human rights
Able to explain judicial power,courts system,
fundamental human rights,and judicial review
system.

2nd Courts,fundamental human rights
Able to explain judicial power,courts system,
fundamental human rights,and judicial review
system.

3rd Courts,fundamental human rights
Able to explain judicial power,courts system,
fundamental human rights,and judicial review
system.

4th Courts,fundamental human rights
Able to explain judicial power,courts system,
fundamental human rights,and judicial review
system.

5th Pressure groups,public opinion Able to explain pressure groups and public
opinion.

6th economic principles Able to explain economic theory, economic
systems, and economic activities.

7th Market economy and price mechanism Able to explain market economy and price
mechanism.

8th midterm exam

4th
Quarter

9th Market economy and price mechanism Able to explain market economy and price
mechanism.

10th national economy Able to explain national income and national
wealth.

11th business cycle Able to explain economic indicators and business
cycle.

12th economic policies Able to explain monetary policy, fiscal policy, and
economic measures.

13th economic policies Able to explain monetary policy, fiscal policy, and
economic measures.

14th economic policies Able to explain monetary policy, fiscal policy, and
economic measures.

15th modern corporate theory Able to explain corporate governance and
corporate social responsibility.

16th Final exam return
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Basic
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title History

Course Information
Course Code 1112I51 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 2nd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials General history

Instructor Imada Hiroyuki,Hamada Kaori
Course Objectives
1 Able to understand modern history by grasping the world and Japan within it from a broad and mutual perspective.
2 Able to cultivate the attitude of proactively pursue and solving problems with a view to realizing a better society.
3 Able to deepen your self-awareness as a Japanese citizen,love for your own country's history,and the importance of respecting
other countries and cultures.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
Able to fully understand modern
history by grasping the world
and Japan within it from a
broad and mutual perspective.

Able to understand modern
history by grasping the world
and Japan within it from a
broad and mutual perspective.

Able to understand the modern
history of modern issues related
to the formation of modern
issues.

Achievement 2

Able to acquire enough power
to proactively pursue and solve
issues related to changes in
modern and contemporary
history with a view to the
realization of a better society.

Able to acquire the ability to
proactively pursue and solve
issues related to events related
to changes in modern and
contemporary history with a
view to the realization of a
better  society.

Able to acquire the ability to
proactively pursue and solve
issues related to events related
to changes in modern  history.

Achievement 3

 Able to deepen your self-
awareness as a Japanese
citizen,love for your own
country's history, the
importance of respecting other
countries and cultures.

 Able to deepen your self-
awareness as a Japanese
citizen,love for your own
country's history, the
importance of respecting other
countries and cultures.

Able to have your self-
awareness as a Japanese
citizen,love for your own
country's history, the
importance of respecting other
countries and cultures.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 A-1
Teaching Method

Outline
In this course, you will grasp the world and Japan from a wide and mutual perspective on various events
related to changes in modern and modern history, and acquire ways to learn history while using materials. In
this course, we will consider, envision and express the modern history related to the formation of modern
issues.

Style
In this course, each student considers various materials related to long-term changes and has questions
about historical events. In this course, based on the questions expressed by the students, deepen the
understanding of modern history related to the formation of modern issues. In this course, students set the
theme, consider and express it.

Notice Students should participate in the lecture with a proactive attitude.
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st The door of history/History and us/The
characteristics and materials of history

Able to understand that the events around you
and the hisotry of the world are connected.Able to
understand the characteristics of the historical
narrative.

2nd The world connected to Japan in the Edo period
Able to read and understand the materials about
the trade between Asian regions and Asian
countries and Western countries in the 18th
century and the impact on Japan.

3rd The world connected to Japan in the Edo period Able to pursue the impact and challenges of world
trade in the 18th century on modern society.

4th Modernization in Western countries

Able to read and understand the materials about
the trade between Able to read and understand
the materials about the formation of civil society
and the nation-state, the establishment of
capitalist society and the division of labor system.

5th Modernization in Western countries
Able to pursue the impact and challenges of civil
revolutions and industrial revolutions in modern
society.

6th Progress of modernization and the formation of a
nation-state

Able to read and understand the materials about
the development of the nation-state and the
situation of world division and immigration due to
imperialism.

7th Progress of modernization and the formation of a
nation-state

Able to pursue the impact and challenges of
nation-states and imperialist policies on modern
society.



8th The first term midterm exam Able to understand what you have learned in the
lecture and fully demonstrate the results.

2nd
Quarter

9th The ups and ups of Asian countries and the
opening of Japan

Able to read and understand the materials about
the transformation of Asian countries due to the
advance of Western countries.

10th The ups and ups of Asian countries and the
opening of Japan

Able to pursue the impact and challenges of the
advancement of Western countries and the
transformation of Asian countries on modern
society.

11th Modernizing Japan and East Asia
Able to read and understand the materials about
the Meiji Restoration and the subsequent changes
in Japan and the transformation of Asian
countries.

12th Modernizing Japan and East Asia
Able to pursue the impact and challenges of Meiji
Restoration and the transformation of Asian
countries on modern society.

13th World War Ⅰ and Japan's response

Based on the perspective of international
relations, able to read and understand the
materials about the history from the outbreak of
World War Ⅰ to the end of the war and  the
changes in society in the countries participating
countries.

14th World War Ⅰ and Japan's response
Able to pursue the impact and challenges of the
disparity order based on the balance of power and
the political participation of the masses on
modern society.

15th International cooperation and the spread of mass
society

Able to read and understand the materials about
the international order formed by the Versailles
system and the political, social and cultural
changes that have occurred in the international
community and each country.

16th Final exam for the first semester/Return the
answer sheet

Able to understand what you have learned in the
lecture and fully demonstrate the results.

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st International cooperation and the spread of mass
society

Able to pursue the impact and challenges of the
establishment of the international community
based on the Versailles system and the arrival of
mass society in the first half of the 20th century
on modern society.

2nd The whereabouts of Japan and World War Ⅱ
Able to read and understand the materials while
focusing on the relationship between the masses
and the mass media about the history from the
Great Depression to the end of World War Ⅱ.

3rd The whereabouts of Japan and World War Ⅱ
Able to pursue the impact and challenges of the
political judgment of each country after the Great
Depression and the war cooperation of the
masses on modern society.

4th The world and Japan that will start again
Able to read and understand the materials related
to Japan about the formation of the Cold War
structure and the new international order for
peace led by the United Nations.

5th The world and Japan that will start again
Able to pursue the influence and challenges of the
Cold War structure formed after the war and
peacekeeping regime by the United Nations on
modern society.

6th The world and Japan swaying in the Cold War
Able to read and understand the history of
tensions and easing during the Cold War, and
among them, Japan's high economic growth  and
the movement to decolonization.

7th The world and Japan swaying in the Cold War

Able to consider the world and Japan's trends
under the Cold War from multiple aspects through
political and economic relevance and comparisons
between regions, and express them in your own
words.

8th Late midterm exam Able to understand what you have learned in the
lecture and fully demonstrate the results.

4th
Quarter

9th The world and Japan swaying in the Cold War
Able to pursue the impact and challenges that the
trends of each country under the Cold War have
had on modern society.

10th Multipolar world
Able to read and understand the materials about
the choice and economic growth of each country
in the 1960s and 1980s during the Cold War.

11th Multipolar world
Able to compare the choice of each country,
consider the factors that caused the " Trajectory
of East Asia" and the significance of world history,
and express it in your own words.

12th Multipolar world
Able to pursue the impact and challenges of the
political and economic choices of  each country
during the Cold War on modern society.

13th The world and Japan in globalization
Able to read and understand the materials about
the process of ending the Cold War and the
characteristics of globalization.



14th The world and Japan in globalization
Able to compare and consider each region about
the progress of globalization, regional integration,
and strengthening nationalism, and express its
characteristics and problems in your own words.

15th The world and Japan in globalization
Able to pursue the impact and challenges of the
end of the Cold War and the progress of
globalization on modern society.

16th A year-end exam Able to understand what you have learned in the
lecture and fully demonstrate the results.

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 70 0 0 0 30 0 100
Basic
Proficiency 70 0 0 0 30 0 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Japanese II

Course Information
Course Code 1132G01 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 4
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 2nd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 4
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Distribute materials as needed.

Instructor Yazaki Mitsuo
Course Objectives
Learn the basic and application Japanese necessary for student life, use it in daily life, and fit in with the class
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
To learn basic and application
Japanese necessary for student
life and to be able to use it
sufficiently in daily life

To learn basic and application
Japanese necessary for student
life and to be able to use it in
daily life

To learn basic and application
Japanese necessary for student
life and try to use it in daily life

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method

Outline
An important part of a student's life is to become familiar with the class and make friends as early as possible.
In this lecture, students will learn the basics and application of the Japanese language and how to use it in
everyday life.

Style Flexibly adapt the course to the student's living environment and Japanese language level.
Notice
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Learning Japanese Learn the basic and application of Japanese
language and how to use it in daily life

2nd 2nd-15th are same as 1st 2nd-15th are same as 1st
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

2nd
Quarter

9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Learning Japanese Learn the basic and application of Japanese
language and how to use it in daily life

2nd 2nd-15th are same as 1st 2nd-15th are same as 1st
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

4th
Quarter

9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th



Evaluation Method and Weight (%)
Midterm/Final
exam Quiz Portfolio Presentation/Attit

ude Other Total

Subtotal 0 0 100 0 0 100
Basic Proficiency 0 0 100 0 0 100
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Japanese Conversation II

Course Information
Course Code 1132G02 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 2nd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Distribute materials as needed.

Instructor Yazaki Mitsuo
Course Objectives
Learn the basic and application Japanese conversation skill necessary for student life, use it in daily life, and fit in with the class
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1

To learn basic and application
Japanese conversation skill
necessary for student life and to
be able to use it sufficiently in
daily life

To learn basic and application
Japanese conversation skill
necessary for student life and to
be able to use it in daily life

To learn basic and application
Japanese conversation skill
necessary for student life and
try to use it in daily life

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method

Outline
An important part of a student's life is to become familiar with the class and make friends as early as possible.
In this lecture, students will learn the basics and application of the Japanese conversation skill and how to use
it in everyday life.

Style Flexibly adapt the course to the student's living environment and Japanese conversation skill level.
Notice
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Learning Japanese conversation skill Learn the basics and application of Japanese
conversation skill and how to use it in daily life

2nd 2nd-15th are same as 1st 2nd-15th are same as 1st
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

2nd
Quarter

9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Learning Japanese conversation skill Learn the basics and application of Japanese
conversation skill and how to use it in daily life

2nd 2nd-15th are same as 1st 2nd-15th are same as 1st
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

4th
Quarter

9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th



Evaluation Method and Weight (%)
Midterm/Final
exam Quiz Portfolio Presentation/At

titude Other Total

Subtotal 0 0 100 0 0 0 100
Basic
Proficiency 0 0 100 0 0 0 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Japanese Writing II

Course Information
Course Code 1132G03 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 2nd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Distribute materials as needed.

Instructor Yazaki Mitsuo
Course Objectives
Learn the basic and application Japanese writing skill necessary for student life, use it in daily life, and fit in with the class
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
To learn basic and application
Japanese writing skill necessary
for student life and to be able to
use it sufficiently in daily life

To learn basic and application
Japanese writing skill necessary
for student life and to be able to
use it in daily life

To learn basic and application
Japanese writing skill necessary
for student life and try to use it
in daily life

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method

Outline
An important part of a student's life is to become familiar with the class and make friends as early as possible.
In this lecture, students will learn the basics and application of the Japanese writing skill and how to use it in
everyday life.

Style Flexibly adapt the course to the student's living environment and Japanese writing skill level.
Notice
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Learning Japanese Learn the basics and application of Japanese
writing skill and how to use it in daily life

2nd 2nd-15th are same as 1st 2nd-15th are same as 1st
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

2nd
Quarter

9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Learning Japanese Learn the basics and application of Japanese
writing skill and how to use it in daily life

2nd 2nd-15th are same as 1st 2nd-15th are same as 1st
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

4th
Quarter

9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th



Evaluation Method and Weight (%)
Midterm/Final
exam Quiz Portfolio Presentation/Attit

ude Other Total

Subtotal 0 0 100 0 0 100
Basic Proficiency 0 0 100 0 0 100
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Physical Education

Course Information
Course Code 1113101 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 3rd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials None / none

Instructor Arai Osamu,Nakashima Hajime
Course Objectives
1. Able to cooperate with each other and independently practice exercise by devising practice and game methods.
2. Able to acquire motor skills and physical strength according to one's own abilities.
3. Able to exercise and perform activities while paying attention to safety.
Rubric

Ideal achievement level
(superior)

Standard achievement level
(good)

Minimum achievement level
(acceptable)

Achievement Goal 1

Able to appropriately judge the
actions to be taken by oneself
and friends, independently
devise exercises and games,
and smoothly practice activities.

Able to judge the actions to be
taken by oneself, devise
exercises and games while
cooperating with others, and
participate in activities.

Able to participate in exercises
and games.

Achievement Goal 2
Able to understand one's own
abilities, create appropriate
programs, and acquire motor
skills and physical strength.

Able to judge the actions to be
taken by oneself, devise
exercises and games while
cooperating with others, and
participate in activities.

Able to follow programs shown
by instructors and work to
acquire motor skills and physical
strength.

Achievement Goal 3

Able to consider the safety of
not only oneself but also others
during activities and take
actions to avoid danger as
needed.

Able to consider the safety of
oneself during activities and
take actions to avoid danger as
needed.

Able to consider safety
according to the directions
given by the instructors.

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method

Outline

Through exercise, students will experience the fun and joy of exercise, acquire the skills necessary for
exercise, and improve their physical strength. At the same time, students will develop an attitude of
enthusiastically engaging in exercise and developing a lifelong familiarity with exercise. In terms of lifelong
sports, this particular class let students choose events according to their abilities and interests and emphasize
learning while devising exercises and cooperating so that exercises can be practiced safely and enjoyably.

Style
Students will select and decide events in the first week and conduct the relevant event throughout the
semester. Students will acquire the basics of lifelong sports by voluntarily preparing and managing their
exercise.
Class time: 60 hours

Notice

Please always try to manage your health and avoid sitting out of or missing class due to sickness such as
colds.
Please exercise in the gym clothes specified by the school.
Events may be changed due to unavoidable circumstances such as weather.
Please do not miss the athletic competition during the first term as this is included in the class hours.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Event selection and practice (1) Able to understand and explain the rules of
each event.

2nd Event selection and practice (2) Acquire basic individual skills for each event.

3rd Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

4th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

5th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

6th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

7th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

8th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

2nd
Quarter

9th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

10th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

11th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.



12th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

13th Athletic competition Able to play the game while cooperating with
colleagues in the participating event.

14th Athletic competition Able to play the game while cooperating with
colleagues in the participating event.

15th Athletic competition Able to play the game while cooperating with
colleagues in the participating event.

16th

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Event selection and practice (1) Able to understand and explain the rules of
each event.

2nd Event selection and practice (2) Acquire basic individual skills for each event.

3rd Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

4th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

5th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

6th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

7th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

8th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

4th
Quarter

9th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

10th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

11th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

12th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

13th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

14th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

15th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

16th
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 0 0 0 0 0 100 100
Basic
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 100 100



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title

Differential and Integral
Calculus

Course Information
Course Code 1113A01 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 3rd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2

Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

新版 微分積分 (New Edition Mathematics Series, Differential and Integral), Kazuo Okamoto, Jikkyo shuppan;
「改訂版　チャート式  基礎と演習 数学 Ⅲ」(Revised edition Chart.  Foundations and Exercises Mathematics III),
Suken shuppan;
「はぎ取り式練習ドリル　Ⅲ」(Practice drill Ⅲ), Suken shuppan.

Instructor Tagami Takanori,Kushida Masahiro,Yamada Kohtaro,Nishimori Yasuhito,Ukida Takuya
Course Objectives
1. Students are able to find the area and volume by using definite integrals.
2. Students are able to calculate the iterated integrals.
3. Students are able to calculate partial derivatives.
4. Students are able to solve first-order differential equations.
5. Students are able to solve second-order differential equations.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
Be able to find complex area
and volume by using definite
integrals.

Be able to find standard area
and volume by using definite
integrals.

Be able to find simple area and
volume by using definite
integrals.

Achievement 2 Be able to calculate complex
iterated integrals.

Be able to calculate standard
iterated integrals.

Be able to calculate basic
iterated integrals.

Achievement 3 Be able to calculate complex
partial derivatives.

Be are able to calculate
standard partial derivatives.

Be able to calculate basic partial
derivatives.

Achievement 4 Be able to solve complex first-
order differential equations.

Be able to solve standard first-
order differential equations.

Be able to solve basic first-order
differential equations.

Achievement 5
Be able to solve complex
second-order differential
equations.

Be able to solve standard
second-order differential
equations.

Be able to solve basic second-
order differential equations.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 B-2
Teaching Method

Outline
Mathematics is the most necessary subject of Anan College. This course focuses on Calculus: differentiation
and integration. In order to analyze functions and measure area and volume, students acquire knowledge and
skills of calculus. They will gain the basic concept of partial differentials and iterated integrals.

Style
According to the textbooks, steudents learn the basic concepts and explain techniques of calculation. Students
practice calculous by drill, chart and workbook.
【Lecture: 60 hours】

Notice
1. Students will concentrate in class and establish efficient learning methods. Preparation and review are
required.
2. Students will make effort for regular exams, quizzes and homework.
3. Strictly observe the deadline for submission of homework.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Differentiation review Calculate basic differentiation; product and
quotient rule; chain rule of differentiation.

2nd Integration review Calculate basic indefinite and definite integrals.

3rd Applications of integration (part I) By using integrals, calculate the area between
curves and volume of rotating body.

4th Applications of integration (part II) By using integrals, calculate the length of curves.

5th Indefinite integral (part I) Calculate indefinite integrals of trigonometric
rational expressions.

6th Indefinite integral (part II) Calculate indefinite integrals of irrational
functions.

7th Review and exercises
8th Mid-Term Exam

2nd
Quarter

9th Improper integral Calculate basic improper integrals.
10th Iterative integral (part I) Calculate basic iterative integrals.
11th Iterative integral (part II) Calculate standard iterative integrals.

12th Change the order of iterative integration (part I) Change the order of iterative integration on
simple domain.

13th Change the order of iterative integration (part II) Change the order of iterative integration on
standard domain.

14th Change of variables in iterative integration (part
I)

By using linear transformation, find iterative
integration



15th Change of variables in iterative integration (part
II)

By using linear transformation and polar
transformation, find iterative integration.

16th Review and exercises

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Partial derivative and Partial differentiation Calculate partial derivative and partial
differentiation.

2nd Extreme value problem By using the criterion of the extreme value, find
extreme values.

3rd Extreme value problem for two-variable functions By using the criterion of the extreme value, find
extreme values for two-variable functions.

4th Infinite series and Taylor series
Introduction to infinite series. Give Taylor series
for trigonometric functions and exponential
functions.

5th Linear differential equation of first order
(separation of variables)

Solve linear differential equations of first order, by
separation of variables.

6th Homogeneous differential equation Solve homogeneous differential equations of first
order.

7th Review and exercise
8th Mid-Term Exam

4th
Quarter

9th Linear differential equation of first order (non-
homogeneous)

Introduction to variation of parameters/the
method of undetermined coefficients.

10th Linear differential equation of second order (part
I) Introduction to reduction of order.

11th Linear differential equation of second order (part
II)

Solve differential equations of second order, by
reduction of order.

12th Linear differential equation of second order with
constant coefficients (homogeneous)

Solve linear differential equations of second order,
by solving auxiliary equation,

13th Linear differential equation of second order with
constant coefficients (non-homogeneous) I

Find the general solution, when the non-
homegeneous term is a polynomial.

14th Linear differential equation of second order with
constant coefficients (non-homogeneous) II

Find the general solution, when the non-
homegeneous term is an exponential.

15th Linear differential equation of second order with
constant coefficients (non-homogeneous) III

Find the general solution, when the non-
homegeneous term is sin or cos.

16th Review and exercise
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Homework Total

Subtotal 70 0 0 0 0 30 100
Basic
Proficiency 70 0 0 0 0 30 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Linear Algebra

Course Information
Course Code 1113A12 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 3rd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials "New Edition: Linear Algebra" (Jikkyo Shuppan), "New Edition: Linear Algebra Exercises"  (Jikkyo Shuppan)

Instructor Tagami Takanori,Kushida Masahiro,Yamada Kohtaro,Nishimori Yasuhito,Ukida Takuya,Endo Kenta
Course Objectives
1. Able to understand the definition of a matrix and obtain the sum / difference / scalar multiple of matrices, as well as their
products.
2. Able to solve simultaneous equations using the sweeping-out method or a matrix and obtain an inverse matrix.
3. Able to understand the properties of determinants and determine the values of basic determinants.
4. Able to understand the definition of linear transformation and obtain the matrix representing the linear transformation.
5. Able to obtain the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix and perform diagonalization.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
Able to obtain the sum /
difference / scalar multiple of
complex matrices as well as
their products.

Able to obtain the sum /
difference / scalar multiple of
matrices as well as their
products.

Able to obtain the sum /
difference / scalar multiple of
simple matrices as well as their
products.

Achievement 2
Able to determine the regularity
of a square matrix using the
sweeping-out method.

Able to solve simultaneous
equations using the sweeping-
out method or a matrix, and
obtain an inverse matrix.

Able to solve simultaneous
equations using the sweeping-
out method.

Achievement 3
Able to calculate the value of
determinants using the
properties of determinants.

Able to calculate the value of
determinants.

Able to calculate the value of
simple determinants.

Achievement 4
Able to obtain the inverse
image of a simple figure using
linear transformation.

Able to express a basic linear
transformation with a matrix,
and obtain the image of a
simple graphic using linear
transformation.

Able to express a basic linear
transformation with a matrix.

Achievement 5
Able to calculate the power of a
square matrix using
diagonalization.

Able to obtain the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of second-
order and third-order square
matrices, and use them to
conduct diagonalization.

Able to obtain the eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of second-
order square matrices.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 B-2
Teaching Method
Outline Mathematics is a fundamental subject in technical colleges. In this class, students will learn calculation and

application of matrices and determinants, which play an important role in engineering applications.

Style
The textbook will be used to explain examples and calculation methods, and related exercises will be
conducted.
[Class time: 60 hours]

Notice

1. Establish methods that allow you to concentrate in class and learn efficiently. Preparation and review are
essential.
2. Studying for regular examinations is, of course, important, but do not neglect the normal quizzes and
submissions.
3. Strictly adhere to submission deadlines for submitted materials such as assignments.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Matrix addition / subtraction / scalar multiplication
Able to understand matrices and perform
calculations for matrix addition, subtraction, and
scalar multiplication

2nd Matrix multiplication Able to calculate the product of matrices

3rd Matrix arithmetic
Able to perform calculations that include matrix
addition, subtraction, scalar multiplication, and
products

4th Inverse matrix Able to obtain the inverse matrix of a second-
order square matrix

5th Transpose matrix
Able to understand transpose matrices and
determine symmetric matrices, skew-symmetric
matrices, and orthogonal matrices

6th Sweeping-out method (1) Able to solve simultaneous linear equations using
the sweeping-out method

7th Sweeping-out method (2)
Able to determine whether simultaneous
equations are possible and find solutions when it
is indefinite



8th Exercises Able to perform various operations on the matrix

2nd
Quarter

9th First term midterm examination

10th Rank / inverse matrix Able to use the sweep method to obtain the rank
and inverse matrix of matrices

11th Determinants
Able to understand determinants and determine
the values of second- and third-order
determinants

12th Determinant properties Able to use row (column) operations to determine
the value of a determinant

13th Determinant properties
Able to use somewhat complex row (column)
operations to determine the value of a
determinant

14th Determinants containing characters Able to factor determinants that contain
characters

15th Exercises
16th First term final examination

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Determinant expansion Able to use row (column) expansion of
determinants to obtain the value of a determinant

2nd Determinants of matrix products Able to understand the determinant of the
product of a matrix

3rd Determinants and inverse matrices Able to obtain an inverse matrix using a cofactor

4th Determinants and simultaneous linear equations Able to solve simultaneous equations using
Cramer's rule

5th Exercises Able to perform various calculations of matrices
and determinants

6th Linear transformation Able to understand linear transformations and
express them with matrices

7th Composite transformation and inverse
transformation

Able to obtain matrices that express composite
transformations and inverse transformations

8th Second term midterm examination

4th
Quarter

9th Linear transformation and graphics Able to obtain an image from the linear
transformation of a figure

10th Eigenvalues / eigenvectors Able to understand eigenvalues and eigenvectors
and obtain them

11th Eigenvalues / eigenvectors Able to obtain the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of a third-order square matrix

12th Diagonalization of matrices Able to calculate eigenvalues and eigenvectors
and conduct diagonalization

13th Diagonalization of symmetric matrices Able to conduct diagonalization of a symmetric
matrix using an orthogonal matrix

14th Application of diagonalization Able to obtain the power of a matrix using
diagonalization

15th Exercises Able to conduct various calculations of matrices
and determinants

16th Second term final examination
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

midterm/final
exam quiz portfolio presentation/attit

ude other Total

Subtotal 70 0 30 0 0 100
Basic Proficiency 70 0 30 0 0 100
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Physics 3

Course Information
Course Code 1113B01 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 3rd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Comprehensive Physics 2 (Suken)

Instructor Matsuo Toshihiro
Course Objectives
Electromagnetism: Able to explain basic concepts such as Coulomb's law, electric fields, and electric potential. Able to explain that
an electric field produces a magnetic field and calculate the strength of a magnetic field in simple cases.
Quantum theory: Able to explain the particle nature and wave nature of light and electrons and able to calculate discrete spectra
from Bohr's atomic model.
Calculus-based mechanics: Able to express the laws of mechanics and deal with basic problems using calculus.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Unacceptable Level

Electromagnetism

Understand basic concepts such
as Coulomb's law, electric fields,
and electric potential; and able
to explain laws using
mathematical equations. Able to
solve applied problems based
on these laws.
Understand that electric
currents create a magnetic field
and explain laws using
mathematical equations. Able to
calculate basic magnetism-
related phenomena based on
these laws.

Able to explain basic electricity-
related phenomena; formulate
basic concepts such as
Coulomb's law, electric fields,
and electric potential; and use
them for problem solving.
Able to explain that electric
currents produce a magnetic
field, and express equations
using mathematical formulas.
Able to use these to calculate
the strength of magnetic fields
for simple cases.

Able to describe basic
electricity-related phenomena,
and explain basic concepts such
as Coulomb's law and electric
fields.
Understand that electric
currents create a magnetic field
and explain basic magnetism-
related phenomena.

Quantum theory

Able to explain the duality of
light and electrons and apply
this to problem solving using
basic formulas. Understand
Bohr's theory and explain the
appearance of discrete spectra.

Able to explain the particle
nature and wave nature of light
and electrons, and use basic
formulas. Able to calculate
discrete spectra from Bohr's
theory.

Able to explain the particle
nature and wave nature of light
and electrons. Able to explain
Bohr's quantum condition.

Calculus-based mechanics

Able to express basic laws of
mechanics using calculus and
apply it to the derivation of
formulas. Also able to apply this
to various typical examples of
problem solving.

Able to conduct a basic
treatment of mechanics
problems using calculus.

Able to express quantities and
formulas that appear in
mechanics in terms of calculus.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 B-3
Teaching Method

Outline

Physics is a discipline that explores natural phenomena, which is used in all fields as the basis of modern
science and technology. In these lectures, students will cultivate the ability to systematically and logically
think about natural phenomena by learning physics, and acquire physical perspectives and ways of thinking to
scientifically elucidate various natural phenomena. In year 3, students will mainly learn the basics of
electromagnetism and quantum theory. Students will also learn elementary content regarding how to handle
mechanics using differential integration.

Style
Classes are composed of quizzes (review of previous classes), lecture explanations (new learning content),
and exercises (confirmation of study content).
[Class time: 60 hours]

Notice
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Static electricity Able to calculate the force acting between charges
using Coulomb's law

2nd Electric fields Able to explain electric fields created by electric
charges

3rd Electric potential Able to explain electric potentials as the potential
energy of the electric field

4th Capacitor Able to explain the capacitance of a capacitor

5th Electric current Able to explain the electric current as the whole
motion of charged particles

6th Joule heat and power Able to explain Joule heat from a micro model of
electric current

7th Nature of magnetic fields, and magnetic fields
created by electric currents

Able to calculate the magnetic field created from
electric currents



8th Force that electric current receives from magnetic
fields

Able to calculate the force that an electric current
receives from a magnetic field

2nd
Quarter

9th Lorentz force 1 Able to explain the force received by charged
particles moving in a magnetic field

10th Lorentz force 2 Able to solve the Hall effect and cyclotron
problems

11th Law of electromagnetic induction 1 Able to explain phenomena when electric and
magnetic fields change

12th Law of electromagnetic induction 2 Able to explain induced electromotive force and
energy

13th Electromagnetic waves
Able to explain that electromagnetic waves are
generated by changes in electric and magnetic
fields

14th Nature of light Able to explain the nature of light

15th Interference / diffraction of light Able to solve basic problems of light interference
and diffraction

16th Final examination returned

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Cathode ray and electrons Able to explain the specific charge of electrons

2nd Millikan's experiment Able to explain the content of the elementary
charge measurement  experiment

3rd Light quantum hypothesis Able to explain Einstein's light quantum
hypothesis

4th Wave nature and particle nature of X-rays
Able to explain X-ray wave nature, Bragg
conditions, particle nature, and the Compton
effect

5th Matter wave Able to explain the matter waves of de Broglie
6th Atomic structure Able to explain the Rutherford atomic model
7th Bohr's theory Able to calculate energy levels with Bohr's theory
8th Second term midterm examination

4th
Quarter

9th Calculus-based mechanics 1
Able to express basic quantities such as velocity
and acceleration using differentiation and
integration

10th Calculus-based mechanics 2 Able to express the equations of motion in the
form of differential equations

11th Calculus-based mechanics 3 Able to express work and impulse in the form of
integrals

12th Calculus-based mechanics 4
Able to derive potential energy due to the
universal gravitational force and electromagnetic
force using integrals

13th Calculus-based mechanics 5 Able to handle simple vibrations and circular
motions using calculus

14th Calculus-based mechanics 6 Able to solve simple examples of differential
equations

15th CBT test
16th Final examination returned

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)
Examination Quiz Portfolio Behavior CBT test Total

Subtotal 60 15 10 5 10 100
Basic Proficiency 40 15 10 5 10 80
Specialized
Proficiency 20 0 0 0 0 20

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Japanese

Course Information
Course Code 1113G01 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 1
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 3rd
Term First Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

  KOSEN Japanese Ability Ⅰ・Ⅱ（ANAN KOSEN）　／　Joyo kanji  Daburu Kuria for Common Use Double
Clear（Shobun Shuppan）

Instructor Tsuboi Taiji,Nishikori Hirofumi
Course Objectives
1.To be able to summarize discussions with respect for others as a group, acquire new ideas and perspectives, and organize,
deepen and explain one's own thoughts and ideas.
2.Understand synonyms, antonyms, common kanji, and kojiki seigo, and be able to use them in thinking and expression.
3.Understand and use basic business honorifics.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1

To be able to summarize
discussions with respect for
others as a group, acquire new
ideas and perspectives,
organize and deepen one's
thoughts and ideas
appropriately, and explain them
through appropriate expressive
skills.

To be able to summarize
discussions as a group with
respect for others, acquire new
ideas and perspectives, and
properly organize, deepen and
explain one's own thoughts and
ideas.

To be able to summarize
discussions with respect for
others as a group, acquire new
ideas and perspectives, and
organize, deepen and explain
one's own thoughts and ideas.

Achievement 2

Understand synonyms,
antonyms, common kanji, and
kojiki seigo, and use them
effectively in thinking and
expression.

Understand synonyms,
antonyms, common kanji, and
kojiki seigo, and use them
appropriately in thinking and
expression.

Understand synonyms,
antonyms, common kanji, and
kojiki seigo, and be able to use
them in thinking and
expression.

Achievement 3

Understand the basics of
business honorifics and be able
to use them appropriately in an
immediate and responsive
manner.

Understand the basics of
business honorifics and use
them appropriately.

Understand and use basic
business honorifics.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-2
Teaching Method

Outline
The purpose of this course is to enable students to communicate effectively and express themselves
independently, including a higher level of understanding, flexible ideas and thinking, and rich oral expression,
for a wide range of Japanese, including those related to science and technology.

Style

Classes will be based on practices related to expression.
In addition, students will gain a starting point for expanding their view of society and cultivate their ability to
understand and express themselves through the use of social data and the study of kanji (Chinese
characters).
The class assignments include watching the class VTR and writing a report (including an online report).
30 hours of class time

Notice
Students should prepare their own books (excluding comics, magazines, and textbooks) as there will be a
"reading time" at the beginning of each period.
An environment for utilizing the LMS should be in place.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning ☑  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Syllabus
Information reliability

Understand syllabus.
Explain the reliability of information by giving.
examples.

2nd Collection and classification of information
 Be able to collect and organize information
(ideas) using the brainstorming method and the
KJ method.

3rd Speech Be able to speech using non-verbal expressions
mindfully.

4th Presentation ① Be able to write your opinion using four-step
format.

5th Presentation ② Be able to create a presentation composition
sheet consisting of title, graph, and discussion.

6th Presentation ③ Be able to give a presentation using  composition
sheet.

7th Presentation ④ Be able to specifically explain points to keep in
mind for remote brainstorming.

8th Historical idioms, four-letter idioms, kanji and
kana

Be able to explain the contents of historical idioms
and four-letter idioms by connecting them to the
real world.
Be able to explain the origin of kanji kana.



2nd
Quarter

9th Tanka Understand and be able to create basicTanka.

10th Haiku・Senryu Understand and be able to create basic Haiku and
Senryu.

11th Business Honorifics (idiomatic expressions and
cushion words)

Understand and practice basic business honorifics
(idiomatic expressions and cushion words).

12th Business Honorifics (Basic Telephone
Conversation)

Understand and practice basic business honorifics
(basic telephone etiquette).

13th Business Honorifics (Complaint Handling) Understand and practice basic business honorifics
(handling complaints).

14th Message Understand and be able to create basic message
.

15th Records (Reports) Understand and be able to prepare basic reports.
16th Answer

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)
midterm/final
exam quiz portfolio presentation/attit

ude other Total

Subtotal 40 0 50 10 0 100
Basic Proficiency 40 0 50 5 0 95
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 5 0 5



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title English 3

Course Information
Course Code 1113H01 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 3rd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Inside Science in English Ⅰ （SEIBIDO）/ Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate 3rd Edition

Instructor Katsufuji Kazuko,Taninaka Toshihiro,Tanigawa Naoko
Course Objectives
1. watch videos on basic scientific concepts and be able to grasp the content of the videos.
2. master important words and phrases used in basic science and listening materials
3. understand and use the grammar used in basic science and listening materials
4. become familiar with dictation and listening test formats to improve listening skills, and be able to tackle questions without
confusion
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
Able to view and understand
80% of the content of a video
describing basic concepts in a
scientific field accurately.

Able to view and understand
60-80% of the content of a
video describing basic concepts
in a scientific field accurately.

Able to view and understand
60% of the content of a video
describing basic concepts in a
scientific field accurately.

Achievement 2

Able to accurately listen to and
master about 80% of the key
words and phrases used in
basic science and listening
materials.

Able to accurately listen to and
master about 60-80% of the
key words and phrases used in
basic science and listening
materials.

Able to accurately listen to and
master about 60% of the key
words and phrases used in
basic science and listening
materials.

Achievement 3

Able to understand and use
approximately 80% of the
grammatical items used in basic
scientific and listening materials
accurately.

Able to understand and use
approximately 60-80% of the
grammatical items used in basic
scientific and listening materials
accurately.

Able to understand and use
approximately 60% of the
grammatical items used in basic
scientific and listening materials
accurately.

Achievement 4

Become familiar with the format
of the dictation and listening
standardized tests and will be
able to tackle the questions with
nearly 80% accuracy.

Become familiar with the format
of the dictation and listening
standardized tests and will be
able to tackle the questions with
nearly 60-80% accuracy.

Become familiar with the format
of the dictation and listening
standardized tests and will be
able to tackle the questions with
nearly 60% accuracy.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-3
Teaching Method

Outline

Students will watch videos on basic concepts in the scientific field and learn about vocabulary, grammar, and
expressions. After that, students will practice vocabulary and grammar points to improve their understanding
and practical skills. In addition, listening materials will be used to familiarize students with the format of the
standardized test and to prepare them for it. Vocabulary, grammar, and expressions used in the listening
material will be studied.

Style
1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and supplementary handouts will be used to review vocabulary and
grammar used in the video, with the aim of improving students' overall command of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed to check and understand the content of the text.

Notice
1. Students are required to bring an English-Japanese dictionary (electronic dictionary acceptable) to class.
2. Quizzes on words and phrases from the textbook and vocabulary book will be given as necessary, as well
as handouts for self-study.
3. Submission deadlines must be strictly observed.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning ☑  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Orientation
Inside Science Lesson 1 (1)

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

2nd Inside Science Lesson 1 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 1

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.



3rd Inside Science Lesson 2 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 2

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

4th Inside Science Lesson 2 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 3

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

5th Inside Science Lesson 3 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 4

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

6th Inside Science Lesson 4 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 5

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

7th Inside Science Lesson 5 (1)
Review 1

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

8th Inside Science Lesson 5 (2)
Quiz1

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

2nd
Quarter

9th [First term mid term examination]

10th Inside Science Lesson 6 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 6

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

11th Inside Science Lesson 6 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 7

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

12th Inside Science Lesson 7 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 8

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.



13th Inside Science Lesson 7 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 9

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

14th Inside Science Lesson 8 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 10

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

15th
Inside Science Lesson 8 (2)
Review 2
Quiz 2

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

16th [First term final examination]

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Inside Science Lesson 9 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 11

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

2nd Inside Science Lesson 9 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 12

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

3rd Inside Science Lesson 10 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 13

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

4th Inside Science Lesson 10 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 14

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

5th Inside Science Lesson 11 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 15

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

6th Inside Science Lesson 11 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Review 3

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

7th Review
Quiz 3

8th [Second term mid term examination]



4th
Quarter

9th Inside Science Lesson 13 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 16

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

10th Inside Science Lesson 13 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 17

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

11th Inside Science Lesson 14 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 18

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

12th Inside Science Lesson 14 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 19

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

13th Inside Science Lesson 15 (1)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Lesson 20

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

14th Inside Science Lesson 15 (2)
Hyper Listening Plus Intermediate Review 4

1. Students will watch videos  on basic concepts
in the field of science and deepen comprehension.
2. In class and during review, workbooks and
supplementary handouts will be used to review
vocabulary and grammar used in the video, with
the aim of improving students' overall command
of English.
3. Students will practice listening at natural speed
to check and understand the content of the text.

15th Review
Quiz 4

16th [Final examination]
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Quiz Portfolio Presentation Attitude Other Total
Subtotal 60 30 10 0 0 0 100
Basic
Proficiency 60 30 10 0 0 0 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title English Composition

Course Information
Course Code 1113H31 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 3rd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2

Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

[First term] BEST PRACTICE FOR THE TOEIC L&R TEST Basic (Seibido), TOEIC TEST: Essential Vocabulary
Speedmaster (J Research Publishing); [Second term] First Steps to TOEIC® L&R TEST: New Revised Edition
(Seibido), TOEIC TEST: Essential Vocabulary Speedmaster (J Research Publishing)

Instructor Fujii Hiromi,Yamada Maho,Fukui Ryuta
Course Objectives
1. Able to understand and use vocabulary and expressions that frequently appear in TOEIC.
2. Able to understand and use the grammar and syntax that frequently appear in TOEIC.
3. Able to accurately express information on various themes and one's own opinions in English.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Unacceptable Level

Achievement 1

Able to memorize more than
90% of the vocabulary and
expressions that frequently
appear in TOEIC and use them
correctly.

Able to memorize around 60%
of the vocabulary and
expressions that frequently
appear in TOEICand almost use
them correctly.

Able to memorize less than
60% of the vocabulary and
expressions that frequently
appear in TOEIC with poor
usage.

Achievement 2
Understand over 90% of the
grammatical terms and syntax
that frequently appear in
TOEICand use them correctly.

Understand around 60% of the
grammatical terms and syntax
that frequently appear in TOEIC
and almost use them correctly.

Able to understand less than
60% of the grammatical terms
and syntax that are taught in
class, with poor usage.

Achievement 3
Able to write about 100 words
in English according to a theme
and accurately convey one's
own opinion.

Able to write about 50-60
words in English according to a
theme and accurately convey
one's own opinion.

Unable to accurately convey
one's own opinion.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-3
Teaching Method
Outline
Style
Notice
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Orientation
Unit 1

Understand the objectives, achievement goals,
and learning methods of the class.
Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to practice problem exercises of each unit
according to the question format.

2nd Unit 2
Speed master (1-32)

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to practice problem exercises of each unit
according to the question format.

3rd Unit 3
Speed master (33-60)

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to practice problem exercises of each unit
according to the question format.

4th Unit 4
Speed master (61-92)

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to practice problem exercises of each unit
according to the question format.

5th Unit 5
Speed master (93-120)

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to practice problem exercises of each unit
according to the question format.

6th Unit 6
Speed master (121-152)

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to practice problem exercises of each unit
according to the question format.

7th Unit 7
Speed master (153-180)

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to practice problem exercises of each unit
according to the question format.

8th First term mid term examination



2nd
Quarter

9th Unit 8
Speed master (181-212)

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to practice problem exercises of each unit
according to the question format.

10th Unit 9
Speed master (213-240)

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to practice problem exercises of each unit
according to the question format.

11th Unit 10
Speed master (241-272)

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to practice problem exercises of each unit
according to the question format.

12th Unit 11
Speed master (273-300)

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to practice problem exercises of each unit
according to the question format.

13th Unit 12
Speed master (301-332)

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to practice problem exercises of each unit
according to the question format.

14th Unit 13
Speed master (333-360)

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to practice problem exercises of each unit
according to the question format.

15th Unit 14
Speed master (361-392)

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to practice problem exercises of each unit
according to the question format.

16th Return first term final examination

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st

Orientation
Vocabulary quiz (1) Speed master
(６０１－６３２）
English writing (1) Assignment instructions
*This is an online class week, so lectures are
conducted using "manaba" for this week

Learn how to write sentences according to one's
own aims and actually write them out by learning
the basic form of English sentences and using
TOEIC exercises.

2nd
English writing (1) Assignments submitted
*Break for vocabulary quiz
Textbook Unit 1

Learn how to write sentences according to one's
own aims and actually write them out by learning
the basic form of English sentences and using
TOEIC exercises.

3rd
Textbook Unit 2
Vocabulary quiz (2) Speed master
(６３３－６６４）

Learn how to write sentences according to one's
own aims and actually write them out by learning
the basic form of English sentences and using
TOEIC exercises.

4th
Textbook Unit 3
Vocabulary quiz (3) Speed master
(６６５－６９６）

Learn how to write sentences according to one's
own aims and actually write them out by learning
the basic form of English sentences and using
TOEIC exercises.

5th
Textbook Unit 4
Vocabulary quiz (4) Speed master
(６９７－７２８）

Learn how to write sentences according to one's
own aims and actually write them out by learning
the basic form of English sentences and using
TOEIC exercises.

6th
Textbook Unit 5
Vocabulary quiz (5) Speed master
(７２９－７６０）

Learn how to write sentences according to one's
own aims and actually write them out by learning
the basic form of English sentences and using
TOEIC exercises.

7th
Textbook Unit 6
Vocabulary quiz (6) Speed master
(７６１－７９２）

Learn how to write sentences according to one's
own aims and actually write them out by learning
the basic form of English sentences and using
TOEIC exercises.

8th Second term midterm examination

4th
Quarter

9th Return examination, comments
Learn how to write sentences according to one's
own aims and actually write them out by learning
the basic form of English sentences and using
TOEIC exercises.

10th
Textbook Unit 7
Vocabulary quiz (7) Speed master
(７９３－８２４）

Learn how to write sentences according to one's
own aims and actually write them out by learning
the basic form of English sentences and using
TOEIC exercises.

11th
Textbook Unit 8
Vocabulary quiz (8) Speed master
(８２５－８５６）

Learn how to write sentences according to one's
own aims and actually write them out by learning
the basic form of English sentences and using
TOEIC exercises.

12th
Textbook Unit 9
Vocabulary quiz (9) Speed master
(８５７－８８８）

Learn how to write sentences according to one's
own aims and actually write them out by learning
the basic form of English sentences and using
TOEIC exercises.

13th
Textbook Unit 10
Vocabulary quiz (10) Speed master
(８８９－９２０）

Learn how to write sentences according to one's
own aims and actually write them out by learning
the basic form of English sentences and using
TOEIC exercises.

14th
Textbook Unit 11
Vocabulary quiz (11) Speed master
(９２１－９５２）

Learn how to write sentences according to one's
own aims and actually write them out by learning
the basic form of English sentences and using
TOEIC exercises.



15th
Textbook Unit 12
Vocabulary quiz (12) Speed master
(９５３－９８４）

Learn how to write sentences according to one's
own aims and actually write them out by learning
the basic form of English sentences and using
TOEIC exercises.

16th Second term final examination
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Regular
examination Quiz Portfolio

(assignments)
Presentation /
approach
attitude

Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 120 30 30 20 0 0 200
Basic
Proficiency 60 15 15 10 0 0 100

Specialized
Proficiency 60 15 15 10 0 0 100

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Geography

Course Information
Course Code 1113I41 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 3rd
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials New detailed Geography (Teikoku Shoin) / High grade Atlas (Teikoku Shoin)

Instructor Imada Hiroyuki,Miyamoto Kakuwa
Course Objectives
1. Able to explain, from a systematic geography perspective, the regional characteristics of the natural environment, resources,
industry, cities / villages, and life culture.
2. Able to geographically consider each region that constitutes the modern world and explain that it has various characteristics.
3. Able to realize the significance and usefulness of geographic considerations and acquire a geographical perspective and way of
thinking.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum achievement level

Achievement 1

Able to identify and follow
issues from geographical events
and understand the relationship
between the natural
environment and human life as
well as regional characteristics.

Able to systematically
understand the relationship
between the natural
environment and human life as
well as regional characteristics,
acquire this knowledge, and
explain it.

Able to explain only individual
events about the natural
environment and human life.

Achievement 2

Able to understand
geographically relevant
materials and information
related to each region of the
world and provide a summary.

Able to understand that each
region of modern society has
various characteristics and able
to acquire and explain that
knowledge.

Able to explain only specified
countries / aspects for each
region of modern society.

Achievement 3

Able to consider perspectives
and methods that capture the
diversity and regional
characteristics of the modern
world and explain it in terms of
both systematic geography and
topography.

Able to understand the
significance and usefulness of
geographic considerations,
provide an overview of the
modern world and Japan, and
explain geographical events.

Able to explain only the location
and topography of each region
of modern society by looking at
a map.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 A-1
Teaching Method
Outline Consider geographical events of the modern world in terms of systematic geography and topography.

Style
Lecture-style classes are used to cultivate a geographic awareness of the modern world, geographical
perspectives and ways of thinking, and awareness and qualities as a Japanese citizen who lives actively in the
international community.

Notice The basics of learning geography are the names of prefectures, major countries, capitals, etc. Please develop
a habit of opening an atlas.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Geographical information and maps, utilization of
maps

Able to explain the advantages of mapping and
what can be learned from it regarding the modern
world as captured in a map and acquire mapping
skills.

2nd Natural environment
Able to explain the diversity and regional
characteristics of topographic and climatic
characteristics and their influence on human life.

3rd Natural environment
Able to explain the diversity and regional
characteristics of topographic and climatic
characteristics and their influence on human life.

4th Natural environment
Able to explain the diversity and regional
characteristics of topographic and climatic
characteristics and their influence on human life.

5th Natural environment
Able to explain the diversity and regional
characteristics of topographic and climatic
characteristics and their influence on human life.

6th Natural environment
Able to explain the diversity and regional
characteristics of topographic and climatic
characteristics and their influence on human life.

7th Natural environment
Able to explain the diversity and regional
characteristics of topographic and climatic
characteristics and their influence on human life.

8th Midterm examination



2nd
Quarter

9th Resources and industry
Able to explain the development and changes of
industry from the perspectives of its relationship
with the natural environment and globalization.

10th Resources and industry
Able to explain the development and changes of
industry from the perspectives of its relationship
with the natural environment and globalization.

11th Resources and industry
Able to explain the development and changes of
industry from the perspectives of its relationship
with the natural environment and globalization.

12th Resources and industry
Able to explain the development and changes of
industry from the perspectives of its relationship
with the natural environment and globalization.

13th Resources and industry
Able to explain the development and changes of
industry from the perspectives of its relationship
with the natural environment and globalization.

14th Resources and industry
Able to explain the development and changes of
industry from the perspectives of its relationship
with the natural environment and globalization.

15th Resources and industry
Able to explain the development and changes of
industry from the perspectives of its relationship
with the natural environment and globalization.

16th Final examination answers returned

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Population, villages / cities
Able to acquire the skills to pursue materials and
information on the location, development, and
functions of villages and cities in terms of
systematic geography.

2nd Population, villages / cities
Able to acquire the skills to pursue materials and
information on the location, development, and
functions of villages and cities in terms of
systematic geography.

3rd Population, villages / cities
Able to acquire the skills to pursue materials and
information on the location, development, and
functions of villages and cities in terms of
systematic geography.

4th Life culture, ethnicity / religion
Able to increase awareness regarding the
differences in clothing, food, and housing and its
relationship with society and explain their
diversity and regional characteristics.

5th Life culture, ethnicity / religion
Able to increase awareness regarding the
differences in clothing, food, and housing and its
relationship with society and explain their
diversity and regional characteristics.

6th Life culture, ethnicity / religion
Able to increase awareness regarding the
differences in clothing, food, and housing and its
relationship with society and explain their
diversity and regional characteristics.

7th Life culture, ethnicity / religion
Able to increase awareness regarding the
differences in clothing, food, and housing and its
relationship with society and explain their
diversity and regional characteristics.

8th Midterm examination

4th
Quarter

9th Regions of the modern world Able to topographically explain the diversity of
regions worldwide.

10th Regions of the modern world Able to topographically explain the diversity of
regions worldwide.

11th Regions of the modern world Able to topographically explain the diversity of
regions worldwide.

12th Regions of the modern world Able to topographically explain the diversity of
regions worldwide.

13th Regions of the modern world Able to topographically explain the diversity of
regions worldwide.

14th Modern world and Japan Able to recognize the geographical issues faced by
Japan and explain the solutions.

15th Modern world and Japan Able to recognize the geographical issues faced by
Japan and explain the solutions.

16th Final examination answers returned
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 80 0 0 0 20 0 100
Basic
Proficiency 80 0 0 0 20 0 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Japanese III

Course Information
Course Code 1133G01 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 1
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 3rd
Term First Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials The Great Japanese (Kurosio publication)

Instructor Miyoshi Haruko
Course Objectives
Objective: To increase vocabulary. To increase usable grammar and expressions. To increase the number of Kanji characters one
can read and write.
Goal: To be able to read sentences of a certain length and understand the contents correctly. Also, to be able to express one's
impressions of what one has read in sentences of appropriate length.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1 Student is able to understand
the content correctly in detail.

Student is able to understand
the content correctly.

Student is able to understand
the content mostly correct.

Achievement 2

Student is able to use correct
language, grammar, and Kanji
characters, and to formulate
his/her impressions into
sentences of appropriate length.

Student is able to put his/her
impressions into sentences of
appropriate length.

Students is able to put their
impressions in writing.

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method

Outline
Students will learn words, grammar and expressions, and kanji within texts written about the way of life and
thinking of famous Japanese people, and will read and comprehend these texts.
In addition, there will be time to review basic "grammar and expressions" and to introduce Japanese words
used in writing reports.

Style After studying words, grammar and expressions, and kanji in texts written about the lives and ideas of
famous Japanese people, students will read the texts, and finally write and present their impressions.

Notice
There will be a review handout at the beginning of each class. (This "review handout" will be treated as a
quiz.)
No periodic examinations will be given.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Orientation and self-introduction writing Able to prepare a self-introduction in time

2nd Correction of mistakes and cleanup of self-
introductions Able to write a clean copy in time

3rd Before reading, read the text aloud Memorize all the kanji readings in the text
4th Verification of language and content (1) Get a general idea of what the text is about

5th Grammar and expressions Able to create sentences using the grammar and
expressions learned

6th Grammar and expressions Able to create sentences using the grammar and
expressions learned

7th Grammar and expressions Able to create sentences using the grammar and
expressions learned

8th Grammar and expressions Able to create sentences using the grammar and
expressions learned

2nd
Quarter

9th Reading of the text Able to read and understand the meaning
10th Reading of the text Able to read and understand the meaning
11th Reading of the text Able to read and understand the meaning

12th Content Confirmation (2) - Let's summarize your
thoughts

Able to answer questions about the content of the
text

13th Writing a report Able to prepare a written report in time

14th Correction of mistakes and clean-up of written
comments Able to write a clean copy in time

15th Presentation of written comments and exchange
of opinions

Exchange opinions on the content of the
presentation

16th
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Midterm/Final
exam Quiz Portfolio Presentation/Attit

ude Other Total

Subtotal 0 100 0 0 0 100
Basic Proficiency 0 100 0 0 0 100



Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Japanese Conversation III

Course Information
Course Code 1133G02 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 1
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 3rd
Term Second Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials No Textbook and/or Teaching Materials

Instructor Miyoshi Haruko
Course Objectives
Objective: To ensure that acquired words and expressions are used correctly in speech. (Reduce misuse)
Goal: To be able to introduce something or exchange opinions using words and expressions that one knows.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
Student is able to adequately
convey what he/she wants to
say to the other.

Student is able to tell the other
person what he/she wants to
say.

Students is able to almost tell
the other person what they
want to say.

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method
Outline Introductions and exchanges of opinions on certain topics.

There will also be time for "shadowing".

Style
An introduction on a certain theme will be given, and those who heard the introduction will share their
questions, feelings, thoughts, etc., and exchange opinions. (The theme is decided at the orientation).
Correct any misuse that may have occurred during the introductions and exchange of opinions.

Notice
There will be a review handout at the beginning of each class. (This "review handout" will be treated as a
quiz.)
No periodic examinations will be given.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Orientation / 5-minute speech "Things I like" Talk for the full time limit
2nd Theme (1) Be proactive in speaking up and correcting misuse
3rd Theme (1) Be proactive in speaking up and correcting misuse
4th Theme (1) Be proactive in speaking up and correcting misuse
5th Theme (1) Be proactive in speaking up and correcting misuse
6th Theme (1) Be proactive in speaking up and correcting misuse
7th Theme (2) Be proactive in speaking up and correcting misuse
8th Theme (2) Be proactive in speaking up and correcting misuse

4th
Quarter

9th Theme (2) Be proactive in speaking up and correcting misuse
10th Theme (2) Be proactive in speaking up and correcting misuse
11th Theme (2) Be proactive in speaking up and correcting misuse
12th Theme (3) Be proactive in speaking up and correcting misuse
13th Theme (3) Be proactive in speaking up and correcting misuse
14th Theme (3) Be proactive in speaking up and correcting misuse
15th Theme (3) Be proactive in speaking up and correcting misuse
16th

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)
Midterm/Final
exam Quiz Portfolio Presentation/Attit

ude Other Total

Subtotal 0 50 0 50 0 100
Basic Proficiency 0 50 0 50 0 100
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title

Japanese and Japanese
Culture

Course Information
Course Code 1133I01 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 1
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 3rd
Term Second Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials
Instructor Imada Hiroyuki
Course Objectives
1.Able to explain the structure and current situation regarding the Japanese constitution and politics.
2.Able to explain the characteristics and uniqueness of Japanese history and culture.
3.Able to explain the structure and current situation of the Japanese economy.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum achievement level

Achievement 1
Able to give an overall
explanation of the Japanese
constitution and political
system.

Able to give an overview of the
Japanese constitution and
political system.

Able to explain the basics of the
Japanese constitution political
system.

Achievement 2
Able to give a comprehensive
explanation of the
characteristics and uniqueness
of Japanese history and culture.

Able to give an overview of the
characteristics and uniqueness
of Japanese history and culture.

Able to explain the basics of the
characteristics and uniqueness
of Japanese history and culture.

Achievement 3
Able to give an overall
explanation of the structure and
current situation of the
Japanese economy.

Able to give an overview of the
structure and current situation
of the Japanese economy.

Able to provide a basic
explanation of the structure and
current situation of the
Japanese economy.

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method
Outline This course will investigate the present status of Japan from a variety of viewpoints of social science and the

humanities.

Style

In this class, students will review the structure and current situation of the politics of Japan from the
viewpoint of Constitution of Japan.Next, students will examine Japanese history and　culture.Then,students
will review the structure and current situation of the economy of Japan.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　                                                         For a class method, I
assume a lecture form basics, but try for interactive talks through a question during class. I adopt the
learning by the video seeing and handout.

Notice
Pay attention to the situation of politics, history, culture and the economy of Japan routinely.　　　　　　　　
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
Reference book : Circumstances of Japan to talk about in English 2020（Japan Times）

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st orientation Able to review the syllabus and explain the study
plan.

2nd Constitution and Politics of Japan(1) Able to compare Meiji Constitution with
Constitution of Japan.

3rd Constitution and Politics of Japan(2) Able to explain Sovereignty of the nation and
symbolic emperor system.

4th Constitution and Politics of Japan(3) Able to explain the Diet, cabinet/ministries,
courts, and national security.

5th Constitution and Politics of Japan(4) Able to explain the human rights situation and
social issues.

6th Japanese history and culture(1) Able to explain the age of the nobility and the age
of the samurai.

7th Japanese history and culture(2) Able to explain how the Japanese family should
be and changes in food, clothing and shelter.

8th Research and report(1) Able to set their own tasks, research, summarize
and present a summary report.

4th
Quarter

9th Japanese history and culture(3)
Able to explain Japanese characteristics and
changes such as holidays, annual events, and
beliefs.

10th Japanese history and culture(4) Able to explain Japanese characteristics such as
sumo, kendo, archery, and flower arrangement.

11th Japanese economy(1) Able to explain the characteristics of Japanese
companies and Japanese management.

12th Japanese economy(2) Able to explain the characteristics of Japanese
labor and employment.

13th Japanese economy(3) Able to explain economy, finance, monetary policy
of Japan.



14th Japanese economy(4)
Able to explain ESG management and ethical
consumption that are driving the transformation
of the Japanese economy.

15th Research and report(2) Able to set their own tasks, research, summarize
and present a summary report.

16th Final exam return
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Basic
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Comprehensive English 1

Course Information
Course Code 1114H41 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits Academic Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 4th
Term Second Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Skills for Academic Success READING CHOICE NEW EDITION (NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC LEARNING)

Instructor Katsufuji Kazuko,Fujii Hiromi
Course Objectives
1. Able to read social and scientific topics, understand their content, and answer simple questions.
2. Able to correctly hear and spell about 100% of the words and phrases in the vacant space in audio dictations, understand their
content, and answer simple questions.
3. Able to comprehend scientific topics; understand the content, grammar, and sentence structure; and answer the questions about
vocabulary and content.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1

Able to read social and scientific
topics; understand the content,
grammar, and sentence
structure; and correctly answer
more than 80% of the
questions about vocabulary and
content.

Able to read and comprehend
social and scientific topics;
understand the content,
grammar, and sentence
structure; and correctly answer
60-80% of the questions about
vocabulary and content.

Able to read and comprehend
social and scientific topics;
understand the content,
grammar, and sentence
structure; and correctly answer
60% of the questions about
vocabulary and content.

Achievement 2

Able to correctly hear and spell
about 100% of the words and
phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations of the
programs of teaching materials.

Able to correctly hear and spell
60-80% of the words and
phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations of the
programs of teaching materials.

Able to correctly hear and spell
less than 60% of the words and
phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations of the
programs of teaching materials.

Achievement 3

Able to comprehend scientific
topics; understand the content,
grammar, and sentence
structure; and correctly answer
about 100% of the questions
about vocabulary and content.

Able to comprehend scientific
topics; understand the content,
grammar, and sentence
structure; and correctly answer
about 60-80% of the questions
about vocabulary and content.

Able to comprehend scientific
topics; understand the content,
grammar, and sentence
structure; and correctly answer
about 60% of the questions
about vocabulary and content.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-3
Teaching Method

Outline

Students improve listening and reading comprehension of English sentences, including basic terms of social
phenomena and science / technology, through authentic English materials that deal with social or scientific
topics and their scripts. Students learn about the important aspects of the vocabulary and grammar appearing
in these materials and then understand the points of expression handled by each unit and apply them to
English compositions that explain the given information (graphs, figures, tables, etc.).

Style

For preparation, students will engage with the pre-reading quizzes at the first reading. Afterwards, they will
work on "Vocabulary" and "Reading Analysis". For classes, students will work on answers and explanations of
"Vocabulary" and "Reading Analysis" . Next, instructors will explain the important words / phrases and syntax
of the "Reading Skill". For review, students will answer to the "Information Recall".
[Class time: 30 hours +  Self-study time: 60 hours]

Notice

1. Bring an English-Japanese dictionary (electronic dictionary is also acceptable) to class.
2. Sufficiently prepare and review for the class as part of self-study using the methods explained at
orientation.
3. Prepare an environment where you can listen to the teaching materials by yourself.
4. The portfolio evaluates the status (contents) of the issues.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning ☑  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter 1st Orientation

Chapter 1

1. Able to read social and scientific topics,
understand their content, and answer simple
questions.
2. Able to correctly hear and spell about 100% of
the words and phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations, understand their content, and
answer simple questions.
3. Able to comprehend scientific topics;
understand the content, grammar, and sentence
structure; and answer the questions about
vocabulary and content.



2nd Chapter 1

1. Able to read social and scientific topics,
understand their content, and answer simple
questions.
2. Able to correctly hear and spell about 100% of
the words and phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations, understand their content, and
answer simple questions.
3. Able to comprehend scientific topics;
understand the content, grammar, and sentence
structure; and answer the questions about
vocabulary and content.

3rd Chapter 2

1. Able to read social and scientific topics,
understand their content, and answer simple
questions.
2. Able to correctly hear and spell about 100% of
the words and phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations, understand their content, and
answer simple questions.
3. Able to comprehend scientific topics;
understand the content, grammar, and sentence
structure; and answer the questions about
vocabulary and content.

4th Chapter 3

1. Able to read social and scientific topics,
understand their content, and answer simple
questions.
2. Able to correctly hear and spell about 100% of
the words and phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations, understand their content, and
answer simple questions.
3. Able to comprehend scientific topics;
understand the content, grammar, and sentence
structure; and answer the questions about
vocabulary and content.

5th Chapter 4

1. Able to read social and scientific topics,
understand their content, and answer simple
questions.
2. Able to correctly hear and spell about 100% of
the words and phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations, understand their content, and
answer simple questions.
3. Able to comprehend scientific topics;
understand the content, grammar, and sentence
structure; and answer the questions about
vocabulary and content.

6th Chapter 5

1. Able to read social and scientific topics,
understand their content, and answer simple
questions.
2. Able to correctly hear and spell about 100% of
the words and phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations, understand their content, and
answer simple questions.
3. Able to comprehend scientific topics;
understand the content, grammar, and sentence
structure; and answer the questions about
vocabulary and content.

7th Chapter 6

1. Able to read social and scientific topics,
understand their content, and answer simple
questions.
2. Able to correctly hear and spell about 100% of
the words and phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations, understand their content, and
answer simple questions.
3. Able to comprehend scientific topics;
understand the content, grammar, and sentence
structure; and answer the questions about
vocabulary and content.

8th Review

1. Able to read social and scientific topics,
understand their content, and answer simple
questions.
2. Able to correctly hear and spell about 100% of
the words and phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations, understand their content, and
answer simple questions.
3. Able to comprehend scientific topics;
understand the content, grammar, and sentence
structure; and answer the questions about
vocabulary and content.

4th
Quarter

9th [Second term midterm examination]

10th Chapter 7

1. Able to read social and scientific topics,
understand their content, and answer simple
questions.
2. Able to correctly hear and spell about 100% of
the words and phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations, understand their content, and
answer simple questions.
3. Able to comprehend scientific topics;
understand the content, grammar, and sentence
structure; and answer the questions about
vocabulary and content.



11th Chapter 8

1. Able to read social and scientific topics,
understand their content, and answer simple
questions.
2. Able to correctly hear and spell about 100% of
the words and phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations, understand their content, and
answer simple questions.
3. Able to comprehend scientific topics;
understand the content, grammar, and sentence
structure; and answer the questions about
vocabulary and content.

12th Chapter 9

1. Able to read social and scientific topics,
understand their content, and answer simple
questions.
2. Able to correctly hear and spell about 100% of
the words and phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations, understand their content, and
answer simple questions.
3. Able to comprehend scientific topics;
understand the content, grammar, and sentence
structure; and answer the questions about
vocabulary and content.

13th Chapter 10

1. Able to read social and scientific topics,
understand their content, and answer simple
questions.
2. Able to correctly hear and spell about 100% of
the words and phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations, understand their content, and
answer simple questions.
3. Able to comprehend scientific topics;
understand the content, grammar, and sentence
structure; and answer the questions about
vocabulary and content.

14th Chapter 11

1. Able to read social and scientific topics,
understand their content, and answer simple
questions.
2. Able to correctly hear and spell about 100% of
the words and phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations, understand their content, and
answer simple questions.
3. Able to comprehend scientific topics;
understand the content, grammar, and sentence
structure; and answer the questions about
vocabulary and content.

15th Chcapter 12

1. Able to read social and scientific topics,
understand their content, and answer simple
questions.
2. Able to correctly hear and spell about 100% of
the words and phrases in the vacant space in
audio dictations, understand their content, and
answer simple questions.
3. Able to comprehend scientific topics;
understand the content, grammar, and sentence
structure; and answer the questions about
vocabulary and content.

16th [End-of-year examination] 　
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Midterm/Final
Exam Quiz Portfoilo Presentation Attitude Other Total

Subtotal 120 60 20 0 0 0 200
Basic
Proficiency 60 30 10 0 0 0 100

Specialized
Proficiency 60 30 10 0 0 0 100

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title

Advanced lecture on
Japanese

Course Information
Course Code 1134G11 Course Category General / Compulsory
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 4th
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Distribute printouts, etc.

Instructor Nishikori Hirofumi
Course Objectives
1. Understand the meaning and usage of vocabulary equivalent to JLPT N1 and be able to use it appropriately
2. Able to write and present a study plan and self-promotion with appropriate expressions
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum level

Achievement 1
Understand the meaning and
usage of vocabulary equivalent
to JLPT N1 and be able to use it
effectively.

Understand the meaning and
usage of vocabulary equivalent
to JLPT N1 and be able to use it
appropriately.

Understand the meaning and
usage of vocabulary equivalent
to JLPT N1 and be able to use
it.

Achievement 2
Able to compose and present a
study plan and self-promotion
with effective expressions.

Able to write and present a
study plan and self-promotion
with appropriate expressions.

Able to write and present a
study plan and self-promotion.

Achievement 3
Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method

Outline
The purpose of this course is to improve students' Japanese language skills through learning vocabulary
equivalent to JLPT N1.
Students will prepare for higher education and employment by writing and orally presenting their study plan
and self-promotion.

Style
In class, students will study vocabulary equivalent to JLPT N1 using handouts and other materials.Quizzes will
be given for each unit to confirm what students have learned.
The student will write a "study plan" and "self-promotion" essay and make an oral presentation.
【60 hours of class time】

Notice This class is offered as a special class for international students.
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Guidance, self-introduction Able to understand and explain class content /
Able to introduce him/herself

2nd N1 Vocabulary (Let's express various things)
Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (Let's express ourselves in
various ways)

3rd N1 Vocabulary (Let's express various things)
Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (Let's express ourselves in
various ways)

4th N1 Vocabulary (Let's express various things)
Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (Let's express ourselves in
various ways)

5th N1 Vocabulary (Let's express various things)
Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (Let's express ourselves in
various ways)

6th N1 Vocabulary (Let's express various things)
Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (Let's express ourselves in
various ways)

7th N1 Vocabulary (Let's express various things)
Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (Let's express ourselves in
various ways)

8th Quiz 1 Confirmation of study

2nd
Quarter

9th N1 Vocabulary (adverbs) Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (adverbs)

10th N1 Vocabulary (adverbs) Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (adverbs)

11th N1 Vocabulary (adverbs) Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (adverbs)

12th N1 Vocabulary (adverbs) Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (adverbs)

13th N1 Vocabulary (adverbs) Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (adverbs)

14th N1 Vocabulary (adverbs) Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (adverbs)



15th N1 Vocabulary (adverbs) Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (adverbs)

16th Quiz 2 Confirmation of study

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st N1 Vocabulary (Elementary Kanji) Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (elementary Kanji)

2nd N1 Vocabulary (Elementary Kanji) Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (elementary Kanji)

3rd N1 Vocabulary (Elementary Kanji) Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (elementary Kanji)

4th N1 Vocabulary (Elementary Kanji) Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (elementary Kanji)

5th N1 Vocabulary (Elementary Kanji) Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (elementary Kanji)

6th N1 Vocabulary (Elementary Kanji) Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (elementary Kanji)

7th N1 Vocabulary (Elementary Kanji) Understand and explain the meaning and usage
of N1 vocabulary (elementary Kanji)

8th Quiz 2 Confirmation of study

4th
Quarter

9th Writing (Study Plan) Able to compose a study plan.
10th Writing (Study Plan) Able to compose a study plan.
11th Writing (Study Plan) Able to compose a study plan.
12th Writing (self-promotion) Able to compose a self-promotional essay.
13th Writing (self-promotion) Able to compose a self-promotional essay.
14th Writing (self-promotion) Able to compose a self-promotional essay.
15th Presentation (study plan, self-promotion) Able to present study plan and self-presentation.
16th Study Summary Confirmation of study

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)
Regular (periodic)
examination Quiz Portfolio Presentation and

Attitude Other Total

Subtotal 0 60 30 10 0 100
Basic Proficiency 0 60 30 10 0 100
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Physical Education

Course Information
Course Code 1194101 Course Category General / Elective
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 1
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 4th
Term Year-round Classes per Week 1
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials None / none

Instructor Arai Osamu,Nakashima Hajime
Course Objectives
1. Able to cooperate with each other and independently practice exercise by devising practice and game methods.
2. Able to acquire motor skills and physical strength according to one's own abilities.
3. Able to exercise and perform activities while paying attention to safety.
Rubric

Ideal achievement level
(superior)

Standard achievement level
(good)

Minimum achievement level
(acceptable)

Achievement Goal 1

Able to appropriately judge the
actions to be taken by oneself
and friends, independently
devise exercises and games,
and smoothly practice activities.

Able to judge the actions to be
taken by oneself, devise
exercises and games while
cooperating with others, and
participate in activities.

Able to participate in exercises
and games.

Achievement Goal 2
Able to understand one's own
abilities, create appropriate
programs, and acquire motor
skills and physical strength.

Able to judge the actions to be
taken by oneself, devise
exercises and games while
cooperating with others, and
participate in activities.

Able to follow programs shown
by instructors and work to
acquire motor skills and physical
strength.

Achievement Goal 3

Able to consider the safety of
not only oneself but also others
during activities and take
actions to avoid danger as
needed.

Able to consider the safety of
oneself during activities and
take actions to avoid danger as
needed.

Able to consider safety
according to the directions
given by the instructors.

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method

Outline

Through exercise, students will experience the fun and joy of exercise, acquire the skills necessary for
exercise, and improve their physical strength. At the same time, students will develop an attitude of
enthusiastically engaging in exercise and developing a lifelong familiarity with exercise. In terms of lifelong
sports, this particular class let students choose events according to their abilities and interests and emphasize
learning while devising exercises and cooperating so that exercises can be practiced safely and enjoyably.

Style
Students will select and decide events in the first week and conduct the relevant event throughout the
semester. Students will acquire the basics of lifelong sports by voluntarily preparing and managing their
exercise.
Class time: 30 hours

Notice

Please always try to manage your health and avoid sitting out of or missing class due to sickness such as
colds.
Please exercise in the gym clothes specified by the school.
Events may be changed due to unavoidable circumstances such as weather.
Please do not miss the athletic competition during the first term as this is included in the class hours.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

5th Athletic competition Able to play the game while cooperating with
colleagues in the participating event.

6th Athletic competition Able to play the game while cooperating with
colleagues in the participating event.

7th Athletic competition Able to play the game while cooperating with
colleagues in the participating event.

8th

2nd
Quarter

9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th



2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Event selection and practice (1) Able to understand and explain the rules of
each event.

2nd Event selection and practice (2) Acquire basic individual skills for each event.

3rd Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

4th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

5th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

6th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

7th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

8th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

4th
Quarter

9th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

10th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

11th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

12th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

13th
14th
15th
16th

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 0 0 0 0 0 100 100
Basic
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 100 100



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title

English Vocabulary and
Grammar 1

Course Information
Course Code 1194202 Course Category General / Elective
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 1
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 4th
Term First Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

FULL GEAR FOR THE TOEIC L&R TEST（Kinsei-do）、 Fast Reading and Listening: 1900 Core English Words
(Z-Kai)

Instructor Tanigawa Naoko
Course Objectives
1. Be able to understand TOEIC question patterns, become accustomed to the question format, and respond to the question format
of each part.
2. Be able to understand and use vocabulary and expressions that frequently appear in TOEIC and which appear in class.
3. Be able to understand and use grammar and syntax that frequently appear in TOEIC and which appear in class.
4. Be able to score 350-500 points or more in the TOEIC test.
Rubric

Ideal achievement level Standard achievement level Non-achievement level

Achievement Goal 1

Be able to understand the
TOEIC question patterns and
format and appropriately
respond while considering the
answer time.

Be able to understand the
TOEIC question patterns and
respond according to the
question format of each part.

Be unable to understand the
TOEIC question patterns and
respond according to the
question format of each part.

Achievement Goal 2

Be able to memorize more than
90% of the vocabulary and
expressions that frequently
appear in TOEIC which will be
taught in class and use them
correctly.

Be able to memorize around
60% of the vocabulary and
expressions that frequently
appear in TOEIC which will be
taught in class and almost use
them correctly.

Be able to memorize less than
60% of the vocabulary and
expressions that frequently
appear in TOEIC which will be
taught in class, with poor
usage.

Achievement Goal 3

Be able to understand over
90% of the grammatical terms
and syntax that frequently
appear in TOEIC which will be
taught in class and use them
correctly.

Be able to understand around
60% of the grammatical terms
and syntax that frequently
appear in TOEIC which will be
taught in class and almost use
them correctly.

Be able to understand less than
60% of the grammatical terms
and syntax that will be taught in
class, with poor usage.

Achievement Goal 4 Score over 500 points in the
TOEIC test.

Score over 400 points in the
TOEIC test.

Score less than 300 points in
the TOEIC test.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-3
Teaching Method

Outline
Aim to achieve a TOEIC score of 500 points by comprehensively improving vocabulary, grammar, listening
comprehension, and reading comprehension through practical exercises in TOEIC L&R. Also be able to
memorize words and idioms by using a wordbook, and then be able to use them appropriately.

Style
This is an exercise-style class using textbooks to prepare for the TOEIC.
In addition to classes in each session, students will prepare for the TOEIC test with self-study tasks.
[Class time: 30 hours]

Notice Students that are absent for unacceptable reasons will not be allowed to take follow-up word tests.
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Orientation
Unit 1

Understand the objectives, achievement goals,
and learning methods of the class.
Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises from each
unit.

2nd Unit 2

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises from each
unit.

3rd Unit 3

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises from each
unit.

4th Unit 4

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises from each
unit.



5th Unit 5

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises from each
unit.

6th Unit 6

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises from each
unit.

7th Unit 7

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises from each
unit.

8th Midterm test

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises from each
unit.

2nd
Quarter

9th Unit 8

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises from each
unit.

10th Unit 9

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises from each
unit.

11th Unit 10

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises from each
unit.

12th Unit 11

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises from each
unit.

13th Unit 12

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises from each
unit.

14th Unit 13

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises from each
unit.

15th Unit 14

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises from each
unit.

16th Return tests
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Midterm / regular
examination Quiz Portfolio Total Total

Subtotal 50 0 20 30 100
Basic ability 50 0 20 30 100
Professional ability 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title

English Vocabulary and
Grammar 2

Course Information
Course Code 1194203 Course Category General / Elective
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 1
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 4th
Term Second Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

BEAT YOUR BEST SCORE ON THE TOEIC L&R TEST (Shohaku-sha);  Fast Reading and Listening: 1900 Core
English Words (Z-Kai)

Instructor Ogasawara Maiko
Course Objectives
1. Able to understand TOEIC question patterns, become accustomed to the question format, and respond to the question format of
each part.
2. Able to understand and use vocabulary and expressions that frequently appear in TOEIC which appear in class.
3. Able to understand and use grammar and syntax that frequently appear in TOEIC which appear in class.
4. Obtain 400-550 points or more in the TOEIC test.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Unacceptable Level

Achievement 1
Understand the TOEIC question
patterns and format and
appropriately respond while
considering the answer time.

Understand the TOEIC question
patterns and respond according
to the question format of each
part.

Unable to understand the
TOEIC question patterns and
respond according to the
question format of each part.

Achievement 2

Able to memorize more than
90% of the vocabulary and
expressions that frequently
appear in TOEIC which appear
in class and use them correctly.

Able to memorize around 60%
of the vocabulary and
expressions that frequently
appear in TOEIC which appear
in class and almost use them
correctly.

Able to memorize less than
60% of the vocabulary and
expressions that frequently
appear in TOEIC which appear
in class, with poor usage.

Achievement 3

Understand over 90% of the
grammatical terms and syntax
that frequently appear in TOEIC
which appear in class and use
them correctly.

Understand around 60% of the
grammatical terms and syntax
that frequently appear in TOEIC
which appear in class and
almost use them correctly.

Able to understand less than
60% of the grammatical terms
and syntax that are taught in
class, with poor usage.

Score over 550 points in the
TOEIC test.

Score over 400 points in the
TOEIC test.

Score less than 400 points in
the TOEIC test.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-3
Teaching Method

Outline
Aim to achieve a TOEIC score of 550 points by comprehensively improving vocabulary, grammar, listening
comprehension, and reading comprehension through practical exercises in TOEIC L&R. Also be able to
memorize words and idioms using a collection of words and idioms and using them appropriately.

Style

This is an exercise-style class using textbooks to prepare for the TOEIC. Each class will focus on improving
students’ vocabulary and grammar skills. Therefore, listening exercises in the textbook are used for
homework assignments. Before the class, students complete vocabulary exercises in each chapter and go
over the GRAMMAR REVIEW pages.
In addition to classes of each session, students will prepare for the TOEIC test with tasks for self-study.
[Class time: 30 hours]

Notice Students that are absent for no reason will not be allowed to take follow-up word tests.
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Orientation /  Chapter 1 Explanation of how to use textbooks and setting
goals for second term

2nd Chapter 2, 3

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises of each
chapter.

3rd Chapter 4, 5

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises of each
chapter.

4th Chapter 6, 7

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises of each
chapter.

5th Chapter 8, 9

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises of each
chapter.



6th Chapter 10

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises of each
chapter.

7th Review of Chapter 1-10

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises of each
chapter.

8th Second term midterm test

4th
Quarter

9th Chapter 11

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises of each
chapter.

10th Chapter 12

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises of each
chapter.

11th Chapter 13, 14

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises of each
chapter.

12th Chapter 15, 16

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises of each
chapter.

13th Chapter 17, 18

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises of each
chapter.

14th Chapter 19, 20

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises of each
chapter.

15th Review of Chapter 11-20

Understand the TOEIC question patterns, become
accustomed to the question format, and be able
to respond according to the question format of
each part through problem exercises of each
chapter.

16th Return tests
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Midterm /
regular
examination

Quiz Portfolio 0 Total

Subtotal 50 30 20 0 0 0 100
Basic
Proficiency 50 30 20 0 0 0 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Philosophy

Course Information
Course Code 1194601 Course Category General / Elective
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 4th
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

[Textbooks] None used. Printed materials distributed as needed. [Reference book] Ethics: High School
Revised Edition (Daiichi Gakushusha)

Instructor Fujii Taketo
Course Objectives
1. Able to display basic knowledge about philosophical issues.
2. Able to clearly summarize one's own claims in sentences by creating discussion materials.
3. Able to acknowledge the opinions of colleagues through discussion.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
Able to explain basic knowledge
about philosophical issues based
on details of lecture contents.

Able to explain basic knowledge
about philosophical issues based
on the outline of lecture
contents.

Able to explain basic knowledge
about philosophical issues based
on the main points of lecture
contents.

Achievement 2
Able to sufficiently summarize
one's own claims in the form of
discussion materials without
any contradictions in logic.

Able to sufficiently summarize
one's own claims in the form of
discussion materials.

Able to summarize one's own
claims in sentences to some
extent, although some unclear
points in logic may be present.

Achievement 3
Proactively involved in
discussions and able to respect
the opinions of others.

Involved in discussions and able
to respect the opinions of
others.

Insufficiently involved in
discussions, but able to respect
and listen to the opinions of
others to some extent.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 A-2
Teaching Method

Outline

The basic attitude in philosophy is to think thoroughly about the various questions one may have. Lectures
will be given on what "doing philosophy" means while incorporating Western and Japanese thoughts. The
class will then aim to achieve the following through lectures and discussion materials on various philosophical
issues: (1) Motivate each student to "do philosophy", develop flexible thinking that is valid in an international
context; and (2) allow each student to establish themselves while acknowledging their diverse values.

Style Generally a lecture format, but discussions are scheduled four times a year.
[Class time: 60 hours]

Notice
Students will be asked to submit short reports as needed for discussion. Please keep in mind that reports will
by accepted e-mail, etc. Discussions are scheduled four times a year. The policy is that topics mentioned in
lectures will be confirmed in regular examinations, so students will need to "properly listen to lectures".

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st What is "philosophy"? Can explain the difference between "philosophy"
and "thoughts".

2nd What is "philosophy"? Can explain the difference between "philosophy"
and "thoughts".

3rd The words "tetsugaku" and "phylosophia" Can explain the origin of the word "tetsugaku".
4th The words "tetsugaku" and "phylosophia" Can explain the origin of the word "tetsugaku".
5th The words "tetsugaku" and "phylosophia" Can explain the origin of the word "phylosophia".
6th The words "tetsugaku" and "phylosophia" Can explain the origin of the word "phylosophia".

7th Discussion
Able to summarize one's own opinions by creating
materials and acknowledge the opinions of others
through discussion.

8th Philosophical problems in the West 1
Able to explain the problem of matching
subjectivity and objectivity, with a focus on
Descartes.

2nd
Quarter

9th Philosophical problems in the West 1
Able to explain the problem of matching
subjectivity and objectivity, with a focus on
Descartes.

10th Philosophical problems in the West 2
Able to explain the problem of matching
subjectivity and objectivity, with a focus on Locke
and Hume.

11th Philosophical problems in the West 2
Able to explain the problem of matching
subjectivity and objectivity, with a focus on Locke
and Hume.

12th Philosophical problems in the West 3
Able to explain the problem of matching
subjectivity and objectivity, with a focus on Kant
and Hegel.



13th Philosophical problems in the West 3
Able to explain the problem of matching
subjectivity and objectivity, with a focus on Kant
and Hegel.

14th Philosophical problems in the West 3
Able to explain the problem of matching
subjectivity and objectivity, with a focus on Kant
and Hegel.

15th Discussion
Able to summarize one's own opinions by creating
materials and acknowledge the opinions of others
through discussion.

16th [Time for returning answers]

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Philosophical problems in Japan 1 Able to explain the thoughts of ancient people,
with a focus on "Kojiki".

2nd Philosophical problems in Japan 1 Able to explain the thoughts of ancient people,
with a focus on "Kojiki".

3rd Philosophical problems in Japan 1 Able to explain the thoughts of ancient people,
with a focus on "Kojiki".

4th Philosophical problems in Japan 2 Able to explain the thoughts of ancient people,
with a focus on the ideas of Kotodama.

5th Philosophical problems in Japan 2 Able to explain the thoughts of ancient people,
with a focus on the ideas of Kotodama.

6th Discussion
Able to summarize one's own opinions by creating
materials and acknowledge the opinions of others
through discussion.

7th Philosophical problems in Japan 3 Able to explain the thoughts of medieval  people,
with a focus on the ideas of Zen and Dogen.

8th Philosophical problems in Japan 3 Able to explain the thoughts of medieval  people,
with a focus on the ideas of Zen and Dogen.

4th
Quarter

9th Philosophical problems in Japan 3 Able to explain the thoughts of medieval  people,
with a focus on the ideas of Zen and Dogen.

10th Philosophical problems in Japan 3 Able to explain the thoughts of existentialism.

11th Philosophical problems in Japan 4 Able to explain the thoughts of medieval people,
with a focus on Zeami.

12th Philosophical problems in Japan 4 Able to explain the thoughts of medieval people,
with a focus on Zeami.

13th Philosophical problems in Japan 5 Able to explain the thoughts of modern people,
with a focus on Sen Rikyu.

14th Philosophical problems in Japan 5 Able to explain the thoughts of modern people,
with a focus on Sen Rikyu and others.

15th Discussion
Able to summarize one's own opinions by creating
materials and acknowledge the opinions of others
through discussion.

16th [Time for returning answers]
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 60 0 0 0 0 40 100
Basic
Proficiency 60 0 0 0 0 32 92

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 8 8



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Law

Course Information
Course Code 1194611 Course Category General / Elective
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 4th
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Guidebook Law (Sagano Shoin)

Instructor Imada Hiroyuki
Course Objectives
1. Able to explain the characteristics of legal norms, legal classification, and basics of court procedures.
2. Able to explain fundamental human rights theory and judicial review theory of the Constitution.
3. Able to explain the principles, systems, and operations of the Civil Code, Penal Code, etc.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum achievement level

Achievement 1

Able to explain the significance
of legal norm characteristic
analysis, legal classification, and
burden of proof in court
proceedings.

Able to explain the
characteristics of legal norms
and an overview of the basics of
legal classifications and court
proceedings.

Able to explain the
characteristics of legal norms
and the basic points of legal
classification and court
proceedings.

Achievement 2

Able to explain the significance
and issues of judicial precedents
regarding the fundamental
human rights of the
Constitution.

Able to provide an overview of
the fundamental human rights
theory and judicial review
theory of the Constitution.

Able to explain the main points
of fundamental human rights
theory and judicial review
theory of the Constitution.

Achievement 3
Able to explain the principles,
systems, and operations of the
Civil Code, Penal Code, etc.

Able to provide an overview of
the principles and systems of
the Civil Code, Penal Code, etc.

Able to explain the main points
of principles and systems of the
Civil Code, Penal Code, etc.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 A-2
Teaching Method
Outline This course will investigate the systems and operations of current laws based on specified legal texts and

litigation precedents, with the objective of each student acquiring legal thinking capabilities.

Style
In this class, students will first attain the basic knowledge and methodology of law in "Basic law theory".
Next, in "Details of law", students will learn how to think legally in each field of law by investigating specified
legal texts and litigation precedents related to systems and operations of laws.

Notice
Please try to think about various real-world issues from a legal perspective on a daily basis.
Pay attention to new legislative and court trends, as well as current topics on rights and freedoms.
Reference book: Introduction to Law [Yuhikaku]

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st What is law? Able to explain the characteristics of law as social
norms and law classification.

2nd What is law? Able to explain the characteristics of law as social
norms and law classification.

3rd Interpretation of law Able to explain interpretation techniques of legal
text.

4th Interpretation of law Able to explain interpretation techniques of legal
text.

5th Interpretation of law Able to explain interpretation techniques of legal
text.

6th Trial structure Able to explain the basic structure of court
proceedings and the burden of proof.

7th Trial structure Able to explain the basic structure of court
proceedings and the burden of proof.

8th Trial structure Able to explain the basic structure of court
proceedings and the burden of proof.

2nd
Quarter

9th Fundamental human rights conferred by the
Constitution

Able to explain fundamental human rights, judicial
review, and double standard theory.

10th Fundamental human rights conferred by the
Constitution

Able to explain fundamental human rights, judicial
review, and double standard theory.

11th Fundamental human rights conferred by the
Constitution

Able to explain fundamental human rights, judicial
review, and double standard theory.

12th Fundamental human rights conferred by the
Constitution

Able to explain fundamental human rights, judicial
review, and double standard theory.

13th Civil Code Able to explain contracts, torts, property rights,
etc.

14th Civil Code Able to explain contracts, torts, property rights,
etc.



15th Civil Code Able to explain contracts, torts, property rights,
etc.

16th Final examination answers returned

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Civil Code Able to explain contracts, torts, property rights,
etc.

2nd Civil Code Able to explain contracts, torts, property rights,
etc.

3rd Consumer protection acts Able to explain the Specified Commercial
Transactions Act, Consumer Contract Act, etc.

4th Consumer protection acts Able to explain the Specified Commercial
Transactions Act, Consumer Contract Act, etc.

5th Consumer protection acts Able to explain the Specified Commercial
Transactions Act, Consumer Contract Act, etc.

6th Product Liability Act Able to explain product, manufacturer, and defect
liabilities.

7th Product Liability Act Able to explain product, manufacturer, and defect
liabilities.

8th Product Liability Act Able to explain product, manufacturer, and defect
liabilities.

4th
Quarter

9th Penal Code Able to explain legality principles, criminal
establishment requirements, punishment, etc.

10th Penal Code Able to explain legality principles, criminal
establishment requirements, punishment, etc.

11th Penal Code Able to explain legality principles, criminal
establishment requirements, punishment, etc.

12th Code of Criminal Procedure Able to explain the due process principle, overall
structure of criminal procedure, etc.

13th Code of Criminal Procedure Able to explain the due process principle, overall
structure of criminal procedure, etc.

14th Labor laws Able to explain the Labor Standard Act, Equal
Employment  Act, etc.

15th Labor laws Able to explain the Labor Standard Act, Equal
Employment  Act, etc.

16th Final examination answers returned
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 70 0 0 0 30 0 100
Basic
Proficiency 60 0 0 0 20 0 80

Specialized
Proficiency 10 0 0 0 10 0 20

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Fundamental Physics

Course Information
Course Code 1194B11 Course Category General / Elective
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 4th
Term Year-round Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Lecture note on physical mathematics (Lecture note 7 for science and engineering), Mathematics exercises

Instructor Sonoda Akihiko
Course Objectives
Calculate derivatives, integrals and Taylor series. Use Euler's formula. Understand the properties of matrices. Compute determinants
and matrix diagonalization. Find general solutions of linear ordinary differential equations. Understand how to solve simultaneous
ordinary differential equations. Determine equations of motion for coupled oscillations and obtain solutions. Compute partial
derivatives. Compute line integrals and surface integrals. Prove Green's theorem. Compute gradients, divergences, and rotations.
Use the ε tensor to prove formulas for vector analysis. Compute line integrals, surface integrals, and volume integrals. Use Gauss's
divergence theorem and Stokes' theorem. Compute Cauchy-Riemann equation. Understand Cauchy's integral theorem. Compute
residue integrals. Find the solutions of coupled oscillations under periodic boundary conditions. Compute Fourier series. Compute
Fourier transform. Understand the properties of delta functions. Compute delta functions using Fourier transform. Find the general
solutions of one dimensional wave equation. Find the solutions of Poisson's equation using Green's function. Compute solutions of
Feynman kernel for simple examples. Find the Green's function of three dimensional wave equation. Understand variational
methods. Solve the simple problems using variational methods. Understand the properties of group theory. Construct the
representation of su(2). Compute spherical harmonic function.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

1. Derivatives and integrals
Solve the applied problems of
derivatives and integrals,
Explain Tayler series and an
approximation

Solve the standard  problems of
derivatives and integrals,
Calculate Tayler series

Solve the basic problems of
derivatives and integrals

2. Matrix and determinant
Calculate matrices and
determinants, Evaluate diagonal
matrices and eigenvalues

Solve the standard problems of
matrices and determinants

Solve the basic problems of
matrices and determinants

3. Ordinary differential equation Solve the problems of coupled
oscillators

Solve the standard problems of
first-order or second-order
ordinary differential equations in
physics

Solve the basic problems of
first-order or second-order
ordinary differential equations

4. Vector analysis
Prove Green's theorem, Gauss's
theorem and Stokes's theorem,
Explain the examples of physics
associated with the theorems

Solve the standard problems of
line integrals and surface
integrals

Calculate gradient, divergence
and rotation

5. Complex function theory Compute the integrals using　
residue theorem

Understand Cauchy's integral
theorem

Understand a holomorphic
function

6. Fourier analysis
Solve the applied problems of
Fourier series or Fourier
transformation

Solve the standard problems of
Fourier series or Fourier
transformation

Solve the basic problems of
Fourier series or Fourier
transformation

7. Partial differential equation Solve three dimensional wave
equation using Green's function

Solve Poisson's equation using
Green's function

Evaluate a general solution of
one dimensional wave equation

8. Variational method
Evaluate a trial wavefunction
using a variational method in
quantum mechanics

Evaluate a solution of one
dimensional wave equation
using a variational method

Explain a variational method

9. Group theory Construct the representation of
su(2)

Calculate the structure
constants of so(3)

Understand group theory
properties

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 B-3
Teaching Method

Outline

The most important thing in physics is the physical concepts, and mathematics is merely a tool. However, if
one does not understand how to use the mathematical tools, it is impossible to grasp the physical concepts.
In this lecture, the goal is to learn mathematics, which is indispensable for physics, by focusing on concrete
examples. Some students may find it difficult to proceed to the next step because of difficult mathematical
terms and rigorous proofs when they reach for specialized mathematical books. In this lecture, we will not go
into rigorous proofs. The exercises will be based on past university entrance examinations.

Style

Students are expected to speak up actively in the lectures and ask questions that they do not understand or
have questions about. Also, actively discuss with your friends and seniors. The cycle of
preparation→lecture→review is important so that students can quantitatively understand their level of
understanding. The textbook is very carefully written, so students should read the textbook by themselves
and try to fill in the gaps between the lines. The students should study various reference books on how to
solve the exercises and learn how to solve the problems in a way that they can understand.
【Lecture:60 hours】

Notice
This lecture is intended for students who wish to enter university or advanced courses. Other students who
are interested in mathematics and physics, and who can follow the difficult contents with patience, are also
eligible for this course. Students are required to review the mathematics and physics they have learned in the
past.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning ☑  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals



1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Derivatives, integrals and complex numbers Calculate derivatives, integrals and Taylor series.
Use Euler's formula.

2nd Matrices, determinants and matrix diagonalization Understand the properties of matrices. Compute
determinants and matrix diagonalization.

3rd Linear ordinary differential equation Find general solutions of linear ordinary
differential equations.

4th Simultaneous ordinary differential equations Understand how to solve simultaneous ordinary
differential equations.

5th Coupled oscillators Determine equations of motion for coupled
oscillations and obtain solutions.

6th Two-variable functions and partial differentiation Compute partial derivatives.
7th Integration of 2D vector analysis Compute line integrals and surface integrals.
8th 1st semester midterm examination

2nd
Quarter

9th Green's theorem Prove Green's theorem.

10th gradient, divergence and rotation
Compute gradients, divergences, and rotations.
Use the ε tensor to prove formulas for vector
analysis.

11th Integration of 3D vector analysis Compute line integrals, surface integrals, and
volume integrals.

12th Gauss's divergence theorem and Stokes's
theorem

Use Gauss's divergence theorem and Stokes'
theorem.

13th Holomorphic function Compute Cauchy-Riemann equation.
14th Integrals of holomorphic functions Understand Cauchy's integral theorem.
15th Isolated singularity and residue integral Compute residue integrals.
16th 1st semester final examination

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Discrete Fourier transform Find the solutions of coupled oscillations under
periodic boundary conditions.

2nd Periodic function and Fourier series Compute Fourier series.
3rd Fourier transform Compute Fourier transform.
4th Delta function (1) Understand the properties of delta functions.
5th Delta function (2) Compute delta functions using Fourier transform.

6th One dimensional wave equation Find the general solutions of one dimensional
wave equation.

7th Laplace's equation and Poisson equation Find the solutions of Poisson's equation using
Green's function.

8th 2nd semester midterm examination

4th
Quarter

9th Schrodinger equation Compute solutions of Feynman kernel for simple
examples.

10th Three dimensional wave equation and Green's
function

Find the Green's function of three dimensional
wave equation.

11th Introduction of variational methods Understand variational methods.

12th Applications of variational methods Solve the simple problems using variational
methods.

13th Symmetry and physics Understand the properties of group theory.
14th Representation of su(2) Construct the representation of su(2).
15th Spherical harmonic function Compute spherical harmonic function.
16th 2nd semester final examination

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)
Examination Quiz Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 70 10 20 0 100
Basic Proficiency 30 10 20 0 60
Specialized
Proficiency 40 0 0 0 40

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Physical Education

Course Information
Course Code 1195101 Course Category General / Elective
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 1
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 5th
Term First Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials None / none

Instructor Arai Osamu,Nakashima Hajime
Course Objectives
1. Able to cooperate with each other and independently practice exercise by devising practice and game methods.
2. Able to acquire motor skills and physical strength according to one's own abilities.
3. Able to exercise and perform activities while paying attention to safety.
Rubric

Ideal achievement level
(superior)

Standard achievement level
(good)

Minimum achievement level
(acceptable)

Achievement Goal 1

Able to appropriately judge the
actions to be taken by oneself
and friends, independently
devise exercises and games,
and smoothly practice activities.

Able to judge the actions to be
taken by oneself, devise
exercises and games while
cooperating with others, and
participate in activities.

Able to participate in exercises
and games.

Achievement Goal 2
Able to understand one's own
abilities, create appropriate
programs, and acquire motor
skills and physical strength.

Able to judge the actions to be
taken by oneself, devise
exercises and games while
cooperating with others, and
participate in activities.

Able to follow programs shown
by instructors and work to
acquire motor skills and physical
strength.

Achievement Goal 3

Able to consider the safety of
not only oneself but also others
during activities and take
actions to avoid danger as
needed.

Able to consider the safety of
oneself during activities and
take actions to avoid danger as
needed.

Able to consider safety
according to the directions
given by the instructors.

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method

Outline

Through exercise, students will experience the fun and joy of exercise, acquire the skills necessary for
exercise, and improve their physical strength. At the same time, students will develop an attitude of
enthusiastically engaging in exercise and developing a lifelong familiarity with exercise. In terms of lifelong
sports, this particular class let students choose events according to their abilities and interests and emphasize
learning while devising exercises and cooperating so that exercises can be practiced safely and enjoyably.

Style
Students will select and decide events in the first week and conduct the relevant event throughout the
semester. Students will acquire the basics of lifelong sports by voluntarily preparing and managing their
exercise.
Class time: 30 hours

Notice

Please always try to manage your health and avoid sitting out of or missing class due to sickness such as
colds.
Please exercise in the gym clothes specified by the school.
Events may be changed due to unavoidable circumstances such as weather.
Please do not miss the athletic competition during the first term as this is included in the class hours.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Event selection and practice (1) Able to understand and explain the rules of
each event.

2nd Event selection and practice (2) Acquire basic individual skills for each event.

3rd Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

4th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

5th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

6th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

7th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

8th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

2nd
Quarter

9th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

10th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

11th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.



12th Event selection and practice (3) Able to cooperate with one another and play
the game.

13th Athletic competition Able to play the game while cooperating with
colleagues in the participating event.

14th Athletic competition Able to play the game while cooperating with
colleagues in the participating event.

15th Athletic competition Able to play the game while cooperating with
colleagues in the participating event.

16th
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 0 0 0 0 0 100 100
Basic
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 100 100



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Comprehensalve English 2

Course Information
Course Code 1195211 Course Category General / Elective
Class Format Lecture Credits Academic Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 5th
Term First Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

Academic articles to tackle in this course are selected by instructors. Links to them are also shown to students
by instructors.

Instructor Taninaka Toshihiro,Fukui Ryuta
Course Objectives
1. To get accustomed to reading academic academic articles written in English.
2. To acquire useful English expressions useful for understand and compose articles.
3. To acquire listening comprehension ability to grasp English academic video programs.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimal Level

Achievement 1
Students comprehend the
content of an article very well
and can explain the content in
English.

Students comprehend the
content of an article well and
can explain the content in
Japanese.

Students comprehend the
content of an article adequately
and can explain the content in
plain words.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-3
Teaching Method

Outline
Students are expected to tackle academic articles filled with unknown technical terms and experience the
sense of fulfillment in gradual understanding of the contents of the articles while actually enriching their
vocabulary. Part of the articles are used for exercise of listening comprehension.

Style Lecture and presentation
Notice Preparation for each lesson is important.
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning ☑  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Orientation Comprehend the purpose of this class
2nd Reading an scientific article Comprehend the content of the article
3rd Reading an scientific article Comprehend the content of the article
4th Reading an scientific article Comprehend the content of the article
5th Reading an scientific article Comprehend the content of the article
6th Reading an scientific article Comprehend the content of the article
7th Reading an scientific article Comprehend the content of the article
8th Mid-Semester Test

2nd
Quarter

9th Reading an scientific article Comprehend the content of the article
10th Reading an scientific article Comprehend the content of the article
11th Reading an scientific article Comprehend the content of the article
12th Reading an scientific article Comprehend the content of the article
13th Reading an scientific article Comprehend the content of the article
14th Reading an scientific article Comprehend the content of the article
15th Reading an scientific article Comprehend the content of the article
16th Final examination

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Quizzes Total

Subtotal 50 20 0 0 20 10 100
Basic
Proficiency 50 20 0 0 20 10 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title German

Course Information
Course Code 1195301 Course Category General / Elective
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 1
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 5th
Term Second Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Imaida und Maeda (2021) Schritt fuer Schritt neu bearbeitete Auflage, Sanshusha.

Instructor Fukui Ryuta
Course Objectives
Students are expected to be:
1. able to explain the basic concepts of grammar and familialize themselves with basic grammar terms taught in the textbook
2. able to communicate in German by means of basic German grammar taught in this course.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1

able to understand the basic
German grammar concepts and
constructions taught in the each
unit, and be able to analyze and
accurately explain  the assigned
sentences, using grammatical
terms

able to understand the basic
German grammar concepts and
constructions taught in the each
unit, and be able to analyze and
accurately explain  the assigned
sentences with about 80%
accuracy, using grammatical
terms.

able to understand the basic
German grammar concepts and
constructions taught in the each
unit, and be able to analyze and
accurately explain  the assigned
sentences with about 60%
accuracy, using grammatical
terms.

Achievement 2
able to apply knowledge of
German grammar to writing
simple sentences without being
given model sentences

able to apply knowledge of
German grammar to writing
simple sentences with reference
to model sentences

able to apply knowledge of
German grammar to writing
simple sentences using model
sentences

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 A-1
Teaching Method
Outline Familialize themselves with German and learn basic German expressions.  Understand grammar specifically

used in German and be able to communicate in basic expressions in German.

Style Prepare for each lesson:  Check the concepts of Grammar and the meanings of words used in each unit.
Working on exercises on the textbook by yourself is crucial.

Notice
Students are expected:
1. to work on every task before and after every lesson.
2. to keep motivated in order to have a good command of German.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning ☑  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st orientation                                    L0  alphabet,
numbers, greetings

Understand the way how the lesson goes.
Understand the German expressions used in the
lesson.

2nd L1 personal pronouns Understand the German expressions used in the
lesson.

3rd L1 personal pronouns Understand the German expressions used in the
lesson.

4th L2 nouns Understand the German expressions used in the
lesson.

5th L2 nouns Understand the German expressions used in the
lesson.

6th L3 possesives and datives Understand the German expressions used in the
lesson.

7th L3 possesives and datives Understand the German expressions used in the
lesson.

8th mid-semester examination Understand the German expressions used in the
lesson.

4th
Quarter

9th test review                                 L4 irregular
verbs

Understand the German expressions used in the
lesson.

10th L4 irregular verbs Understand the German expressions used in the
lesson.

11th L5 articles Understand the German expressions used in the
lesson.

12th L5 articles Understand the German expressions used in the
lesson.

13th L6 prepositions, separable/inseparable verbs Understand the German expressions used in the
lesson.

14th L6 prepositions, separable/inseparable verbs Understand the German expressions used in the
lesson.



15th review Understand the German expressions used in the
lesson.

16th [End-of-year examination] Understand the German expressions used in the
lesson.

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)
Examination Quiz Portfoilo Presentation Attitude Other Total

Subtotal 50 20 0 30 0 0 100
Basic
Proficiency 50 20 0 30 0 0 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Chinese

Course Information
Course Code 1195302 Course Category General / Elective
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 1
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 5th
Term Second Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials First Grade Chinese for Communication (Hakusuisha)

Instructor Zhao Tong
Course Objectives
1. Understand basic knowledge regarding Chinese culture and life and learn the latest situation of China.
2. Understand Chinese pronunciation and basic grammar and be able to have basic daily conversation.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Unacceptable Level

Achievement 1
Is interested and can
understand social
circumstances, culture, and life
in Chinese.

Can understand to some extent
Chinese social circumstances,
culture, and life.

Can understand at a minimum
level Chinese social
circumstances, culture, and life.

Achievement 2
Can correctly pronounce
Chinese by looking at phonetic
symbols.

Can pronounce Chinese by
looking at phonetic symbols.

Can pronounce Chinese to some
extent by looking at phonetic
symbols.

Achievement 3 Can fluently have simple daily
conversations.

Can have simple daily
conversations.

Can have some simple daily
conversations.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 A-1
Teaching Method

Outline
Classes involve understanding basic knowledge of Chinese social situations, life, and culture and having basic
knowledge regarding pronunciation and expression in Chinese as well as basic conversation.  The latest
economic developments of China are introduced throughout class for understanding a larger-than-life China.

Style Classes are based on learning and practicing conversation.

Notice Speaking is important when learning a foreign language, so actively participate during class. However, please
avoid private conversation.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT □  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Guidance and orientation
Explain how to proceed with classes, evaluation
methods, and standards. Introduce social
circumstances and culture for deepening an
understanding of China.

2nd Basics of Chinese: pronunciation (vowels) part 1 Use phonetic symbols and four tones to
pronounce Chinese vowels.

3rd Basics of Chinese: pronunciation (vowels) part 2 Use phonetic symbols and four tones to
pronounce Chinese vowels.

4th Basics of Chinese: pronunciation (consonants)
part 1

Use phonetic symbols and four tones to
pronounce Chinese consonants.

5th Basics of Chinese: pronunciation (consonants)
part 2

Use phonetic symbols and four tones to
pronounce Chinese consonants.

6th Self-introduction Be able to provide a self-introduction using the
format of "[subject] is [ ]".

7th What is this? Be able to have a conversation using interrogative
sentences.

8th Midterm examination

4th
Quarter

9th How is this? Be able to use demonstrative pronouns and
simple verbs.

10th Shopping Understand how to use adjectives and classifiers.

11th Where is it? Be able to use numbers, dates, and time
expressions.

12th What is available? Learn how to use the perfect form.
13th Check into hotel Learn expressions regarding existence.
14th What time are we going? Learn expressions regarding the amount of time.
15th Spare week
16th Final examination

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total



Subtotal 80 0 0 0 0 20 100
Basic
Proficiency 80 0 0 0 0 20 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Russian

Course Information
Course Code 1195303 Course Category General / Elective
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 1
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 5th
Term Second Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials

Kiso-karano Lesson Hajimete-no Roshiago (Russian for Beginners: Lessons from the basic), YUNOKI Kaori,
Natsume-sha, Tokyo.

Instructor Taninaka Toshihiro
Course Objectives
1. To acquire Russian alphabet and rules of spelling and pronunciation and to become able to pronounce unknown Russian words,
provided with their accentuation.
2. To acquire Russian grammar, constructions and fixed phrases corresponding to English counterparts learned by the 1st graders of
Japanese junior high students and to become able to interpret Russian sentences of that level and read them aloud correctly.
3. To become able to compose and utter Russian conversational fixed phrases and descriptive sentences of this textbook level, given
vocabulary hints.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimal Level

Achievement 1

Familiar with Russian
pronunciation rules and able to
pronouce even unknown
Russian words except irregular
ones.

Familiar with Russian
pronunciation rules and able to
pronouce Russian words in the
textbook correctly.

Able to pronouce Russian
alphabet and words frequently
appearing in the  textbook.

Achievement 2

Able to understand and read
aloud new Russian sentences
including learned grammar and
vacubulary, given hints on new
words.

Able to understand any of
learned Russian sentences in
the textbook and read them
aloud correctly.

Able to understand most of
learned Russian sentences in
the textbook and read them
aloud correctly.

Achievement 3
Able to compose and utter
Russian sentences based on
learned ones with learned
words switched with new ones.

Able to accurately reproduce
Russian sentences in the
textbook.

Able to reproduce Runssian
sentences in the textbook,
provided with a small number
of vocabulary hints.

Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 A-1
Teaching Method
Outline Using an introductory textbook of Russian, students are expected to understand cores of Russian grammar,

constructions, pronunciation and intonation and to do oral practices and witing review assignments.

Style
The textbook is composed of very compact lessons. Some lessons are covered by one class, Class mainly
consists of lecture on grammar and constructions and oral practice. Students are expected to make more
efforts to review classes than prepare for them. They are given assignments almost every week.

Notice
Russian intonation patterns are quite different from English ones. Therefore, oral practice is essential in class.
Don't hesitate to read aloud.
Be eager to learn by heart basic vocabulary appearing in the textbook.

Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
□  Active Learning ☑  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st
Orientation
Russian alphabet
How to transcribe Japanese sounds in Russian
Russian "Hello"

To understand goals of this subject, significance
of learning Russian and class organization.
Achievement 1, 2, 3

2nd
Rules of spelling and pronunciation
Gender and number of nouns
Russian "How are you?"
Self introduction

Achievement 1, 2, 3

3rd
Demonstrative pronouns
"This is ～" type constructions
Russian "Good-bye" and "Thank you"

Achievement 1, 2, 3

4th
Personal pronouns
"I am ～," There is ～," and "I have ～" type
constructions

Achievement 1, 2, 3

5th
Possesive pronouns
Introduction to case inflection
Nouns for familiar objects

Achievement 1, 2, 3

6th Present personal inflection of general verbs Achievement 1, 2, 3
7th Past tense of verbs Achievement 1, 2, 3
8th Midterm exam

4th
Quarter

9th Introduction to Russian culture To participate in practice of singing in Russian

10th Future tense of verbs
Introduction to Russian aspects Achievement 1, 2, 3

11th Auxiliary-like verbs and predicate adverbs Achievement 1, 2, 3



12th Imperative of verbs
Order and Request Achievement 1, 2, 3

13th Verbs requiring accusative objects Achievement 1, 2, 3
14th Verbs requiring other oblique complements Achievement 1, 2, 3
15th Expressions of personal feeling and weather Achievement 1, 2, 3
16th Terminal exam

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Examination Presentation
Mutual
Evaluations
between
students

Behavior Portfolio Other Total

Subtotal 50 0 0 0 50 0 100
Basic
Proficiency 50 0 0 0 50 0 100

Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Japanese Communication

Course Information
Course Code 1195502 Course Category General / Elective
Class Format Lecture Credits Academic Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 5th
Term First Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials KOSEN Japanese Abilities Ⅱ（ANAN KOSEN）

Instructor Tsuboi Taiji
Course Objectives
1.Use presentation skills appropriately.
2.Use skils（pacing, generalization, primacy and recency effects） appropriately.
3.Use personal space appropriately.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1 Use presentation skills to a high
degree.

Use presentation skills
effectively.

Use presentation skills
appropriately.

Achievement 2
Use skils（pacing,
generalization, primacy and
recency effects） to a high
degree.

Use skils（pacing,
generalization, primacy and
recency effects） effectively.

Use skils（pacing,
generalization, primacy and
recency effects） appropriately.

Achievement 3 Use personal space to a high
degree. Use personal space effectively. Use personal space

appropriately.
Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-2
Teaching Method
Outline The purpose is to deepen understanding and improve communication skills assuming specific situations in

society.

Style The LMS imposes a report (equivalent to 4 hours each time, including online) as pre- and post-learning.
[30 hours of class time + 60 hours of self-study time]

Notice Prepare an environment for using LMS.
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning ☑  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st
Guidance
Confirmation of presentation skills
①：measurement

Understand syllabus.

2nd Confirmation of presentation skills
②：measurement

Measure and explain multiple presentation skills in
TV news, etc.

3rd Confirmation of presentation skills ③：comparison Measure and explain multiple presentation skills in
TV news, etc.

4th Confirmation of presentation skills
④：comparison, presentation

Compare multiple presentation skills in TV news,
etc., give an oral presentation on the difference,
and have a discussion.

5th Confirmation of presentation skills
⑤：comparison, presentation

Based on the discussion in the previous lecture,
improve your skills (practice of presentation).

6th Improve presentation skills
①：measurement，improvement

Measure your presentation and self-evaluate.
Evaluate each other's presentations and organize
your skills for further improvement.

7th Improve presentation skills
②：measurement，improvement

Interview an excellent presenter and summarize
the ingenuity of the presentation.

8th Improve presentation skills ③：mutual advice
Demonstrate and explain the achievements of
learning so far through practice, and answer the
oral examination by the teacher appropriately.

2nd
Quarter

9th Pacing, Generalization, Primitive/Recency Effect
①：Understanding

Explain pacing, generalization, and
primacy/recency effects.

10th Pacing, Generalization, Primitive/Recency Effect
②：practice

Perform pacing, generalization, and
primacy/recency effects.

11th Pacing, Generalization, Primitive/Recency Effect
③：practice

Perform pacing, generalization, and
primacy/recency effects.

12th Personal space ①：understanding, measurement Understand and measure personal space.

13th Personal space ②：Comparison, presentation,
discussion

Compare multiple personal spaces, give an oral
presentation on the differences, and have a
discussion.

14th Personal space ③：practice Perform personal spaces such as exchanging
business cards, meetings, and dinners.

15th Personal space ④：practice Perform personal spaces such as exchanging
business cards, meetings, and dinners.

16th Return of exam paper Check your learning achievements.



Evaluation Method and Weight (%)
midterm/final
exam quiz portfolio presentation/attit

ude other Total

Subtotal 20 0 60 20 0 100
Basic Proficiency 10 0 30 10 0 50
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 10 0 30 10 0 50



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title Japaneseliteraryart

Course Information
Course Code 1195503 Course Category General / Elective
Class Format Lecture Credits Academic Credit: 2
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 5th
Term First Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Distribute printouts, etc.

Instructor Nishikori Hirofumi
Course Objectives
1. Understand the historical development of tanka, haiku, and willow in Japanese literature, and be able to explain their
characteristics.
2.Able to create their own tanka, haiku, and willow poems
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum level

Achievement 1

Understand the historical
development of tanka, haiku,
and willow in Japanese
literature, and be able to
accurately explain their
characteristics.

Understand the historical
development of tanka, haiku,
and willow in Japanese
literature and explain their
characteristics

Explain the characteristics of
tanka, haiku, and willow in
Japanese literature

Achievement 2 Able to create your own unique
tanka, haiku, and willow poems

Able to create your own original
tanka, haiku, and willow poems

Able to create your own tanka,
haiku, and willow poems
according to the format

Achievement 3
Assigned Department Objectives
学習・教育到達度目標 C-2
Teaching Method

Outline

In this class, the historical development and characteristics of tanka, haiku, and willow in Japanese literature
will be explained.
Based on the content of the lecture, students will compose their own tanka, haiku, and willow poems in each
class.
Students will compile their works into a collection of their own compositions and submit their works to various
competitions.

Style
The course materials will be the handouts distributed each class. Based on this, the historical development
and characteristics of tanka, haiku, and willow in Japanese literature will be explained.
【30 hours of class time + 60 hours of self-study】

Notice Students must understand that a considerable amount of time will be spent on creative work.
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

1st
Semeste
r

1st
Quarter

1st Guidance, understanding and creating Tanka
(ancient times)

Understand the characteristics of tanka (ancient
times) and create tanka based on this
understanding

2nd Understanding and creating Tanka (ancient times)
Understand the characteristics of tanka (ancient
times) and create tanka based on this
understanding

3rd Understanding and creating tanka (modern)
poetry

Understand the characteristics of tanka (modern)
and create tanka based on this understanding

4th Understanding and creating tanka (modern)
poetry

Understand the characteristics of tanka (modern)
and create tanka based on this understanding

5th Compilation of my own tanka poems Improve and organize your own tanka poems

6th Understanding and creating haiku (early modern)
Understand the characteristics of haiku (early
modern) and create haiku based on this
understanding

7th Understanding and creating haiku (modern) Understand the characteristics of haiku (modern)
and create haiku based on this understanding

8th midterm examination Confirmation of study

2nd
Quarter

9th Return of answers, understanding and writing
haiku (modern)

Understand the characteristics of haiku (modern)
and create haiku based on this understanding

10th Compilation of my own haiku Improve and organize your own haiku

11th Understanding and creating willow (old willow)
Understand the characteristics of willow trees (old
willow) and create willow poems based on this
understanding

12th Understanding and creating willow (modern)
Understanding the characteristics of willow
(modern) and creating willow based on this
understanding

13th Understanding and creating willow (modern)
Understanding the characteristics of willow
(modern) and creating willow based on this
understanding



14th Summary of Home-made Willow Improve and organize your own willow

15th compiling one's own works Compile your own tanka, haiku, and willow poems
and create a collection of your own work

16th Return of answers Study Summary
Evaluation Method and Weight (%)

Regular (periodic)
examination Quiz Portfolio Presentation and

Attitude Other Total

Subtotal 70 0 30 0 0 100
Basic Proficiency 70 0 30 0 0 100
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title

Japanese Language and
Culture 1

Course Information
Course Code 1195504 Course Category General / Elective
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 1
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 5th
Term Second Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials KOSEN Japanese Abilities Ⅱ（ANAN KOSEN）

Instructor Tsuboi Taiji
Course Objectives
1.Able to investigate various aspects of the Japanese language and convey its characteristics using PPT.
2.Able to think about "appropriate presentation skills" and "discussion (advice) skills" and reflect on your own skills.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum Level

Achievement 1
Appropriately investigate
various aspects of the Japanese
language and clearly convey its
characteristics using PPT.

Appropriately investigate
various aspects of the Japanese
language and convey its
characteristics using PPT.

Investigate various aspects of
the Japanese language and
convey its characteristics using
PPT.

Achievement 2

Think about appropriate
presentation skills and
discussion (advice) skills, and
clearly show areas for
improvement in your own skills.

Think about appropriate
presentation skills and
discussion (advice) skills, and
indicate areas for improvement
in your own skills.

Think about appropriate
presentation skills and
discussion (advice) skills, and
reflect on your own skills.

Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method

Outline
The purpose is to develop an interest in Japanese, such as dialects and buzzwords, and to collaborate with
other students to conduct surveys based on surveys, summarize them in a PPT presentation, and deepen
their thoughts on effective communication. And aim to expand your capabilities.

Style The LMS imposes a report (equivalent to 4 hours each time, including online) as pre- and post-learning.
[30 hours of class time]

Notice Prepare an environment for using LMS.
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning ☑  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Confirmation of various aspects of Japanese
Using the brainstorming method, KJ method, etc.,
check various aspects of the Japanese language
(dialects, buzzwords, etc.).

2nd Investigation of various aspects of the Japanese
language ①: Selection of target words

Select the words to be researched in various
aspects of the Japanese language.

3rd Investigation of various aspects of the Japanese
language ②: Formulation of a research plan

Create a research plan for various aspects of the
Japanese language (including a joint system
between teams).

4th Investigation of various aspects of Japanese
language ③: Investigation

Investigate various aspects of the Japanese
language.

5th Investigation of various aspects of Japanese
language ④: Investigation

Investigate various aspects of the Japanese
language.

6th Investigation of various aspects of Japanese
language ⑤: Investigation

Investigate various aspects of the Japanese
language.

7th Investigation of various aspects of Japanese
language ⑥: Investigation

Investigate various aspects of the Japanese
language.

8th Investigation of various aspects of Japanese
language ⑦: Investigation

Analyze the survey results of various aspects of
the Japanese language.

4th
Quarter

9th Presentation on various aspects of the Japanese
language ①: Created in PPT

Summarize the survey results of various aspects
of the Japanese language in a PPT.

10th Presentation on various aspects of the Japanese
language ②:Mutual advice to PPT

Advise each other on the PPT that summarizes
the survey results of various aspects of the
Japanese language.

11th Presentation on various aspects of the Japanese
language ③:PPT improvements

In response to the advice, improve the PPT that
summarizes the survey results of various aspects
of the Japanese language.

12th Presentation on various aspects of the Japanese
language ④:research announcement

Present the results of the survey on various
aspects of the Japanese language using PPT.

13th Presentation on various aspects of the Japanese
language ⑤:research announcement

Present the results of the survey on various
aspects of the Japanese language using PPT.

14th Presentation on various aspects of the Japanese
language ⑥:research announcement

Advise each other on the publication of the results
of surveys on various aspects of the Japanese
language.

15th Presentation skills, discussion (advice) skills Think about presentation skills and discussion
(advice) skills, and reflect on your own skills.

16th Return of exam paper Check your learning achievements.



Evaluation Method and Weight (%)
midterm/final
exam quiz portfolio presentation/attit

ude other Total

Subtotal 20 0 45 35 0 100
Basic Proficiency 20 0 45 20 0 85
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 15 0 15



Anan College Year 2023 Course
Title

Japanese Language and
Culture 2

Course Information
Course Code 1195505 Course Category General / Elective
Class Format Lecture Credits School Credit: 1
Department Liberal Arts and Sciences Student Grade 5th
Term Second Semester Classes per Week 2
Textbook  and/or
Teaching Materials Distribute printouts, etc.

Instructor Nishikori Hirofumi
Course Objectives
1. To research Japanese folktales and stories, and to understand and explain their original forms and aspects of different legends.
2. Able to grasp and explain the characteristics of the Japanese way of thinking through research of folktales and storiesns.
Rubric

Ideal Level Standard Level Minimum level

Achievement 1

Research Japanese folktales and
stories, understand their
original forms and aspects of
different legends, and be able
to explain them with your own
interpretation.

Research Japanese folktales and
stories, understand their
original forms and aspects of
different legends, and be able
to explain them appropriately.

Research Japanese folktales and
stories, understand and explain
their original forms and aspects
of different legends.

Achievement 2

Through research of folktales
and stories, understand their
thought-provoking
characteristics and be able to
explain them with your own
interpretation

Through investigation of
folktales and stories,
understand their thought-
provoking characteristics and
explain them appropriately.

Through research of folktales
and stories, understand and
explain their thought-provoking
characteristics.

Achievement 3
Assigned Department Objectives
Teaching Method
Outline The original Japanese folktales and stories and the aspects of their different legends will be investigated, and

the results and discussions will be reported in a PowerPoint presentation, etc.

Style
Printed materials will be used as teaching materials.Based on this, each student will investigate the original
forms of Japanese folktales and stories and the aspects of different legends, and report the results and
discussions in a PowerPoint presentation, etc.
【30 hours of class time】

Notice Students must understand that a considerable amount of time will be spent on research and report writing.
Characteristics of Class / Division in Learning
☑  Active Learning □  Aided by ICT ☑  Applicable to Remote Class □  Instructor Professionally

Experienced

Course Plan
Theme Goals

2nd
Semeste
r

3rd
Quarter

1st Original and Different Tales and Tales of Olden
Times (Survey) ①

Able to investigate the original and different
legends of folktales and stories.

2nd Original Folktales and Stories and Different Tales
(Presentation) ①

Able to present research on the origin of folktales
and stories and their different legends.

3rd Original and Different Tales and Tales of Olden
Times (Survey) ②

Able to investigate the original and different
legends of folktales and stories.

4th Original Folktales and Stories and Different Tales
(Presentation) ②

Able to present research on the origin of folktales
and stories and their different legends.

5th Original and Different Tales and Tales of Olden
Times (Survey) ③

Able to investigate the original and different
legends of folktales and stories.

6th Original Folktales and Stories and Different Tales
(Presentation) ③

Able to present research on the origin of folktales
and stories and their different legends.

7th Preparation of survey report (1) Able to prepare research reports on folktales and
stories.

8th Preparation of survey report (1) Able to prepare research reports on folktales and
stories.

4th
Quarter

9th Original and Different Tales and Tales of Olden
Times (Survey) ④

Able to investigate the original and different
legends of folktales and stories.

10th Original Folktales and Stories and Different Tales
(Presentation) ④

Able to present research on the origin of folktales
and stories and their different legends.

11th Original and Different Tales and Tales of Olden
Times (Survey) ⑤

Able to investigate the original and different
legends of folktales and stories.

12th Original Folktales and Stories and Different Tales
(Presentation) ⑤

Able to present research on the origin of folktales
and stories and their different legends.

13th Original and Different Tales and Tales of Olden
Times (Survey) ⑥

Able to investigate the original and different
legends of folktales and stories.

14th Original Folktales and Stories and Different Tales
(Presentation) ⑥

Able to present research on the origin of folktales
and stories and their different legends.

15th Preparation of survey report (2) Able to prepare research reports on folktales and
stories.



16th Preparation of survey report (2) Able to prepare research reports on folktales and
stories.

Evaluation Method and Weight (%)
Regular
examination Quiz Portfolio Presentation /

approach attitude Other Total

Subtotal 0 0 100 0 0 100
Basic Proficiency 0 0 100 0 0 100
Specialized
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cross Area
Proficiency 0 0 0 0 0 0


